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ABSTRACT 
 




Advances in sensor technology and computer science in the last three decades have 
boosted the importance of system identification and vibration-based structural health 
monitoring (SHM) in civil infrastructure safety and integrity assessment. On the other 
hand, practical and financial issues in system instrumentation, maintenance, and 
operation have remained as fundamental problems obstructing the widespread use of 
SHM applications. For this reason, to reduce system costs and improve practicality as 
well as sustainability, researchers have been working on emerging methods such as 
wireless, distributed, mobile, remote, smart, multisensory, and heterogeneous sensing 
systems. 
Smartphones with built-in batteries, processor units, and a variety of sensors, have 
stood as a promising hardware and software environment that can be used as SHM 
components. Communication capabilities with the web, enable them to compose a smart 
and participatory sensor network of outnumbered individuals. Besides, crowdsourcing 
power offered by citizens, sets a decentralized and self-governing SHM framework which 
can even be pertained by very limited equipment and labor resources.  
Yet, citizen engagement in an SHM framework brings numerous challenges as well as 
opportunities. In a citizen-induced SHM scenario, the system administrators have limited 
or no control over the sensor instrumentation and the operation schedule, and the 
acquired data is subjected change depending on the measurement conditions. The citizen-
induced errors can stem from spatial, temporal, and directional uncertainties since the 
sensor configuration relies on smartphone users’ decisions and actions. Moreover, the 
sensor-structure coupling may be unavailable where the smartphone is carried by the user, 
and as a consequence, the vibration features measured by smartphones can be modified 
due to the human biomechanical system. In addition, in contrast with the conventional 
high fidelity sensors, smartphone sensors are of limited quality and are subjected to high 
noise levels. 
This dissertation utilizes multisensory smartphone features to solve citizen-induced 
uncertainties and develops a smartphone-based SHM methodology which enables a 
cyber-physical system through mobile crowdsourcing. Using smartphone computational 
and communicational power, combined with a variety of embedded sensors such as 
accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer and camera, spatiotemporal and biomechanical 
citizen-induced uncertainties can be eliminated from the crowdsourced smartphone data, 
and eventually, structural vibrations collected from numerous buildings and bridges can 
be collected on a single cloud server. Therefore, unlike the conventional platforms 
designed and implemented for a particular structure, citizen-engaged and smartphone-
based SHM can serve as intelligent, scalable, fully autonomous, cost-free, and durable 
cyber-physical systems drastically changing the forthcoming trends in civil infrastructure 
monitoring.  
In this dissertation, iOS is used as the application development platform to produce a 
smartphone-based SHM prototype, namely Citizen Sensors for SHM. In addition, a web-
based software is developed and cloud services are implemented to connect individual 
smartphones to an administrator base and automate data submission and processing 
procedure accordingly. Finally, solutions to citizen-induced problems are provided 
through numerous laboratory and field test applications to prove the feasibility of 
smartphone-based SHM with real life examples. Through collaborative use of the 
software, principles and methodologies presented in this dissertation, smartphones can be 
the core component of futuristic smart, resilient, and sustainable city and infrastructure 
systems. And this study lays down an innovative and integrated foundation empowering 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
This chapter presents an introduction to the vibration-based SHM, emerging SHM technologies, smartphone potential, 
and the objective of this study along with the outline of the dissertation. 
Industrialization and urbanization in the last two centuries have tremendously increased the 
building stocks in cities. Aging, fatigue, natural and man-made disasters have resulted in structural 
deterioration, damage, and sometimes failure in the long run. Unpredictability and uncertainty in 
structural demand as well as capacity, in most cases, forced engineering design to take the 
reasonable risk and compromise between safety and economy. For these reasons, assessment of 
serviceability and safety measures has become of utmost importance to use these building stocks 
efficiently. Performance evaluation of existing structures via static and dynamic analysis methods 
has appeared as a pre-event prediction and post-event assessment methodology in structural 
engineering codes and regulations. However, these methodologies solely rely on analytical models 
but not experimental data representing the actual characteristics of the structure. At this stage, 
adopting the state-of-the-art theoretical models as well as field test results from sensor signals, 
vibration-based SHM have risen as an indispensable practice that can combine the analytical and 
the experimental information. 
Advances in sensor technology and computational power have led vibration-based SHM to 
become one of the hot topics in civil infrastructure engineering in the last few decades. Adopting 
system identification methods on a comparative basis, one can monitor changes in structural 
vibration characteristics to evaluate structural safety and integrity of buildings, bridges, dams, etc. 
Other than that, updating finite element models with monitoring results offers a suitable framework 
to verify, validate, and calibrate models with real world data and increase accuracy in analyses. As 
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the digital and physical representations of civil infrastructure get more and more interconnected; 
the decision-making processes regarding existing civil infrastructure investments can be pursued 
in a more intelligent way. Continuation of these advancements leads to an upcoming technology 
revolution, where the knowledge, gathered from automated processors and connected sensors, is 
used to construct cyber-physical civil infrastructure systems. 
Despite all of the aforementioned advantages of vibration-based SHM, in practice; 
instrumentation, operation, and maintenance of monitoring systems require substantial time, cost, 
and labor. Sensor and cable installation on a civil infrastructure takes long durations, and 
sometimes can be difficult, dangerous, or even inapplicable. To tackle with these practical 
problems, researchers have been working on emerging methodologies such as non-contact vision 
sensing, laser interferometer, GPS displacement, and more. Likewise, for the cases where the 
sensor-structure integration is essential; e.g. accelerometers, strain gauges, and tiltmeters; novel 
technologies such as mobile, wireless, and smart sensor networks are deployed to have remote 
access to the sensor. Besides, integrating different kinds of sensors either on a single acquisition 
platform or decentralized distributed platforms, various structural response parameters such as 
acceleration, displacement, tilt, strain, and more can be obtained through a heterogeneous, but 
unified system. 
Concurrent with these developments in measurement science and engineering, smartphones 
have become an outstanding technological boom in communication industry in the last decade. 
Their embedded batteries, internal hard-drive, processor, and sensors have the potential to 
compose standalone vibration monitoring instruments which are, by default, mobile, intelligent, 
sustainable, and ubiquitous. Soon after the release of the first generations, they have been 
introduced as seismic sensor network components, and afterwards as explained throughout this 
dissertation, they have been adopted by vibration-based SHM systems. 
In spite of all of the advantages inherited from the emerging technologies, SHM using 
smartphones brought numerous challenges due to the errors and uncertainties stemming from 
citizen participation. Unlike typical monitoring systems, the platform developer have no control 
over the sensor instrumentation and the operation schedule. Instead, citizens take the initiative to 
measure vibrations on a structure under the conditions depending on citizens’ decisions and actions. 
Self-governance and auto-control in the vibration sensing platform has brought new dimensions 
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to the SHM-related uncertainties. Discovering the sources of these uncertainties, and finding 
solutions through multisensory smartphone technology, is therefore, the main goal of this 
dissertation. To begin with, the following subchapter presents the dissertation outline with a brief 
overview of each chapter’s major focus. 
1.1 Dissertation Outline 
To derive solutions to the fundamental issues discussed above; (1) smartphone accelerometer 
performance, (2) crowdsourcing initiation and citizen-engaged vibration monitoring, (3) the 
effects of rotational and translational variation in sensor position as well as duration uncertainties, 
and biomechanical effects are progressively discussed in this dissertation. In addition, (4) the 
mobile cyber-physical system implementation aspects are examined. Each particular problem 
explained herein is a milestone in smartphone-based SHM in terms of how it differentiates from 
the conventional monitoring practices. 
In this dissertation, the key aspects of smartphone-based SHM systems are discussed through 
6 chapters. As presented, Chapter 1 proposes a brief introduction to SHM and the recent trends, 
then, introduces the use of smartphones as SHM instruments. Chapter 2 discusses the performance 
of smartphone accelerometers as structural response measurement devices, through reference 
datasheets, laboratory, and field tests. Chapter 3 implements a crowdsourcing-based modal 
identification platform through mobile (iOS) and web (PHP and MySQL) software development, 
and presents the first participatory sensing results collected by citizens. Chapter 4 proposes 
potential citizen-induced errors and uncertainties in smartphone-based SHM, and formulates 
solutions that can tackle with spatiotemporal, directional, and biomechanical effects. Chapter 5 
uses the crowdsourcing-based modal identification results to follow an SHM-integrated 
performance assessment process which is an early prototype of a mobile cyber-physical system. 
Finally, Chapter 6 presents the summary and the conclusions, and proposes further research 
directions for the future work. 
  





Chapter 2  
Smartphone Accelerometer Tests 
This chapter presents the early laboratory and field tests, and evaluates different smartphone accelerometers’ 
performance as SHM instruments. This chapter is reproduced from the paper coauthored with Maria Q. Feng, Yoshio 
Fukuda, and Masato Mizuta, published in the journal Sensors [1]. 
2.1  Introduction  
With the rapid advances in computer and sensor technologies in the last three decades, 
structural health monitoring (SHM), mostly based on structural vibration, has become an important 
research field in civil engineering [2, 3]. Implementation of SHM in civil engineering structures, 
however, has practical difficulties and financial burdens associated with instrumentation and 
monitoring. Conventional sensors have high hardware, installation, and maintenance costs, as well 
as remote monitoring and cabling issues. Although wireless sensors aim to solve some of these 
issues, additional issues are then introduced regarding power consumption, data acquisition and 
networking. These issues have hindered practical implementation of SHM methodologies on 
massive scales such as networks of highway bridges and urban areas with large stocks of buildings. 
To address these issues, many emerging sensor technologies are being developed, including those 
proposed by the authors’ team (e.g. [4, 5]).  
On the other hand, the Internet, smartphones, and mobile networks have given rise to citizen 
participation for crowdsourcing applications and producing valuable data. A number of 
seismology and earthquake engineering projects have shown the benefits of such data. In Southern 
California, citizens reported experiences to a seismology network after the 1999 7.1-magnitude 
Hector Mine Earthquake, taking part in mapping the intensity of the earthquake in a project called 
ShakeMap [6]. “Did you feel it?” the online seismic intensity database, received more than 750,000 
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responses by 2007, and was able to generate intensity maps in an automated fashion [7, 8]. “The 
Quake Catcher Network” introduced a rapidly deployable seismic network that aimed to increase 
the number of seismic stations extensively with minimal cost based on inexpensive MEMS sensors 
and volunteers [9–12]. “Community Seismic Network” is a seismic network which is supported 
by low-cost accelerometers connected to personal computers or sensors embedded in mobile 
devices, and uses data fusion techniques to distinguish earthquake-induced vibrations from false 
alarms [13–15]. “iShake” is the proposed framework for using smartphones as seismographs, and 
studies [16–18] investigated the reliability of ground motion data obtained from the smartphone 
sensors. “Community Seismic Network” and “The Quake Catcher Network” are utilized to 
simulate structural response based on the Timoshenko beam theory [19]. These studies show the 
potential of using smartphones to measure vibrations. 
Encouraged by the recent development and the enthusiasm of citizens to participate, the 
authors propose a smartphone-based Citizen Sensor network to collect structural integrity data at 
low cost. This network enables a crowdsourcing platform where smartphones act as mobile sensors 
and provide structural vibration data (pre-processed by the phones) and GPS location data to a 
cloud server. The long-term vibration measurement data and the subsequently identified structural 
vibration characteristics will establish a baseline database for the structure for the purposes of 
structural health monitoring and damage detection, as demonstrated in prior research (which is 
beyond the scope of this chapter). Engaging the crowd will allow efficient monitoring of a large 
number of structures in an urban setting, which can be particularly useful for rapid assessment of 
structural damage of buildings and urban infrastructure after a major event such as an earthquake. 
This chapter represents the first step toward the envisioned Citizen Sensor network by 
investigating the feasibility of using smartphone accelerometers to monitor structural vibration 
under normal and extreme loads. A number of shaking table tests are conducted to compare 
smartphone sensor performance with high-quality accelerometers for measuring vibration of 
different frequencies. Furthermore, input ground motion and response of a column model, 
subjected to operational loads, white noise and earthquake excitations throughout shaking table 
tests, are monitored using smartphone and high-quality accelerometers. Finally the smartphone 
sensor was used to measure ambient and forced vibrations of a bridge. 
It is noted that the coupling between the smartphone and the structure can affect the vibration 
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measurement [20]. In this study, the smartphones are fixed on the structures using double-sided 
tapes to ensure that no local vibration would affect the quality of the structural vibration 
measurement. In reality, smartphone users would need to place their phones on rigid holders that 
are permanently fixed on building floors or columns/walls while taking the vibration measurement. 
The measurement could be automatically triggered by an event (such as an earthquake) when the 
phones are placed in such holders. 
2.2 Smartphone accelerometer properties 
The most widely used brands and generations of smartphones, referred to as Smartphone 1, 
Smartphone 2 and Smartphone 3, are tested in this study. They were carefully selected in order to 
consider the factors that might have an influence on the smartphone sensors’ measurement 
performance. These factors could be related to hardware such as the accelerometer and processor 
embedded in the phone, as well as the material and geometrical properties of the phone case. A 
detailed study on the effects of such physical properties on smartphone seismometer data quality 
was conducted by applying different coupling conditions and can be found in [16-18]. Software 
including the measurement application and the phone’s operating system might also affect the 
measurement performance. 
Over the last few years, smartphone technology has made significant advances. The phone 
central processing unit (CPU) and random-access memory (RAM) capabilities have increased 
significantly while the phone size and weight have decreased [21]. Furthermore, Smartphone 1 
and Smartphone 2, two generations of the same smartphone, are embedded with different 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) accelerometers, the LIS331DLH [22] and LIS331DL 
[23], respectively. The accelerometer properties are listed in Table 2.1, in comparison with high-
quality piezoelectric sensors used in this study as reference sensors [24]. In addition, another 
widely available new generation smartphone, Smartphone 3, was also tested [25]. Several available 
smartphone applications were tested and the “Seismometer” application was chosen for the 
vibration measurements in this study. Due to the limitations of the application, the sampling rate 
is set to 100 Hz for both smartphone sensors, leading to a Nyquist frequency of 50 Hz. 
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Table 2.1: Reference and smartphone sensor properties 









Sensor model 393B04 LIS331DL LIS331DLH SMB380 
Phone maker, model & Operating System 





iPhone 5, iOS 
Samsung Galaxy S4, 
Android 
Type Piezoelectric MEMS MEMS MEMS 
Sensitivity ± 2 g 1000 mV/g 18 mg/digit 1 mg/digit 3.9 mg/digit 
Measurement range 5 g 2 g 2 g 2 g 
Output data rate/Frequency range 0.05–750 100, 400 0.5–1000  3000 
Noise density (𝑚𝑔√𝐻𝑧) 0.00004 N/A 0.218 0.5 
 
2.3 Small-scale shaking table tests  
Although sensor datasheets provide extensive information regarding smartphone 
accelerometers, accelerometers’ performance can be influenced by a number of external effects 
such as phone hardware, embedded filters, and phone geometry. In other words, bare 
accelerometer performance might be different than an accelerometer embedded in a smartphone. 
Therefore, in order to investigate the smartphone sensors’ capabilities of measuring vibration of 
different frequencies and amplitudes, small-scale shaking table tests are carried out. As shown in 
Figure 2.1, smartphone sensors are fixed on an electromagnetic shaking table, together with two 
of the high-quality piezoelectric reference accelerometers. 
The shaking table is excited with sinusoidal motions of different frequencies including 0.5, 0.8, 
1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 Hz. Due to the limitations of the shaking table, low-frequency content sinusoidal 
wave amplitudes are relatively small compared with high-frequency content sinusoidal waves. As 
a result, the maximum acceleration amplitudes range from 0.05 g to 0.2 g.  
 




Figure 2.1: Sine wave shaking table test setup 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the acceleration time histories measured by the reference and smartphone 
accelerometers under sinusoidal excitations of different frequencies. The measured peak 
amplitudes by the smartphone sensors agree well with those by the reference sensors, although the 
smartphone sensors tend to slightly overestimate the amplitude (which is in correlation with Arias 
Intensity results presented in [18]). It is noted that the reference and the smartphone sensor data 
are acquired by different data acquisition systems and thus not perfectly synchronized. There are 
slight differences among the clocks in the smartphones and in the reference sensor data acquisition 
system, resulting in the slight phase differences in the measured acceleration time histories. 
 
Figure 2.2: Sine wave time histories of different frequencies 
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Table 2.2 summarizes the frequency and the amplitude errors between the reference and the 
smartphone sensors. It is observed that the new generation smartphone (Smartphone 2) is 
significantly more accurate than the old generation smartphone (Smartphone 1). For instance, for 
the 1 Hz excitation, the error between peak horizontal accelerations decreases from 17.5% 
(Smartphone 1) to 3.10% (Smartphone 2). Similarly, new smartphone sensors are capable of 
obtaining the dominant frequency of the signal with an error up to 0.96% whereas old generation 
smartphone errors are significantly large, ranging between 4% and 5%. Although accuracy in 
frequency slightly changes with different tests, the accuracy in amplitude decreases as peak 
horizontal acceleration decreases. In conclusion, the error results in Table 2.2 show that the new 
generation smartphone (Smartphone 2) is reasonably accurate for measuring vibration in the 
frequency range relevant to most of the civil engineering structures.  
 
Table 2.2: Peak horizontal acceleration error 
Frequency (Hz) 0.5 0.8 1 2 5 10 20 
Error 
(%) 
Smartphone 1 4.57 4.58 5.04 5.03 4.73 4.96 4.01 
Smartphone 2 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.96 
Amplitude (g) 0.04 0.08 0.11 0.17 0.18 0.25 0.29 
Error 
(%) 
Smartphone 1 43.9 25.6 17.5 8.19 15.3 17.3 25.7 
Smartphone 2 17.4 8.51 3.10 4.97 1.14 0.45 3.82 
 
2.4  Large-scale shaking table tests 
In order to examine the capabilities of smartphone sensors for measuring different types of 
vibration at different amplitudes, large-scale seismic shaking table tests are performed on a 
masonry column model, as shown in Figure 2.3, involving operational, white noise and earthquake 
excitation inputs. Further details about the experiment can be found in [26, 27]. The smartphone 
and reference accelerometers are installed on the top of the model, while another smartphone is 
installed on the top of the shaking table near the foot of the model. The visual inspections before 
and after the tests show no crack or other types of damage, and thus the structure is assumed to be 
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a linear time invariant system throughout the tests. In previous studies, the same assumption is 
used by the authors in [28, 29], and the crack-damage relationship can be observed from the 
shaking table test data as shown in [30, 31]. The vibration measurements are used to identify modal 
characteristics of the structure. In order to determine modal frequencies, power spectral densities 
are used. Prior to computation of power spectral densities, operational, white-noise, and 
earthquake excitation test time histories are subjected to zero-padding to smoothen the spectral 
curves. Therefore, actual spectral resolutions, 0.0100, 0.0142, and 0.0142 Hz, respectively, are 
converted into 0.0015 Hz as a result of zero-padding the original time signals. 
  
Figure 2.3: Masonry column model and shaking table setup 
2.4.1 Operational vibration tests 
First, the seismic shaking table is locked and the responses of the column model to 
environmental vibrations and to hammer impact loading on top are measured. Figure 2.4 shows 
the acceleration time history responses measured at the top of the column by the reference and 
smartphone sensors under the hammer impact loading and under the operational vibrations 
respectively. The plots corresponding to reference and smartphone sensors are plotted separately 
because that the measurements are not synchronized, yet the time histories show the similarities 
between the two measurements. Likewise, error is not quantified as a function of time since 
samples obtained from reference and smartphone sensors refer to different time instants. Cross-
correlation or GPS synchronization can be addressed to deal with this problem, which can be 
addressed in the future. The peak response to the impact load is approximately 0.02 g, while the 
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operational vibration amplitude is less than 0.004 g. It is observed that smartphone measurements 
agree well with the reference measurements in terms of amplitude characteristics. Figure 2.5 shows 
the power spectral densities of the vibration responses measured by the reference and smartphone 
sensors, demonstrating frequency characteristics of the measured responses are significantly close 
to each other. In other words, Figure 2.5 reflects the spectra of the response to the initial impact 
followed by operational vibrations. 
 
Figure 2.4: Time history of impact and operational vibration response measurements 
 
Figure 2.5: Spectral density of impact and operational vibration response  
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2.4.2 White noise excitation tests 
The seismic shaking table is excited by white-noise ground motion input and the smartphone 
and reference sensors measure the response of the column model. Figure 2.6 compares the time 
history responses obtained from the reference and smartphone sensors. Figure 2.7 shows the power 
spectral densities of reference and smartphone measurements. Significant agreement is observed 
in both the time and frequency domains. 
 
Figure 2.6: Time history of white noise excitation response 
 
Figure 2.7: Spectral density of white noise excitation response 
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2.4.3 Earthquake excitation tests 
Finally, seismic input ground motion and response measurements are made in order to evaluate 
the smartphone performance in measuring seismic strong motion and structural response. Figure 
2.8 show the input ground motion time histories targeted by shaking table controller (Reference), 
and the ones measured by Smartphone 2 and Smartphone 3. The bottom three plots in the figure 
are the enlarged portions (between 15 s to 20 s) to show more details. It is noted that the shaking 
table acceleration (the input) was not measured by the reference sensor. The “Reference” in Figure 
2.8 refers to the input seismic acceleration generated by the controller of the seismic shaking table. 
The reference sensor was used for measuring the structural response in this seismic excitation 
experiment. An excellent agreement is observed between the measurements made by the two 
different smartphones. A considerable difference is observed between the target time history and 
the measurements by the smartphone sensors, due to the fact that a seismic shaking table has 
physical limitations of generating targeted motion [32]. Figure 2.9  shows the acceleration response 
time histories measured at the top of the model by the reference sensor and Smartphone 2. 
Similarly, portions of the top two plots are enlarged in the bottom two plots to show more details. 
An excellent agreement is observed between the responses measured by the smartphone and the 
reference sensor. 
Power spectral densities are obtained from the targeted input, measured input and response 
acceleration time histories and plotted in Figure 2.10, based on which the transfer function is 
developed and plotted in the same figure. Again, the spectral densities of the responses measured 
by the reference and the smartphone sensors agree well. Although the ground motions of two 
different smartphones have significant difference with the target input motion applied to the 
shaking table, they agree very well in the frequency domain as well. 




    Figure 2.8: Time history of targeted and achieved earthquake input ground motion 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Time history of earthquake response 




Figure 2.10: Spectral density of earthquake excitation measurements 
2.4.4 Comparison of identified natural frequencies 
Natural frequencies of the masonry column model are identified based on the measurements 
made in the seismic shaking table tests involving the different types of excitations. The peak 
picking method is applied to extract the natural frequencies from the power spectral densities of 
the response acceleration under the operational and white-noise excitations shown in Figure 2.5 
and Figure 2.7. For the seismic excitation, the natural frequencies are identified from the spectral 
density function plot in Figure 2.10. The identified fundamental frequency values are summarized 
in Table 2.3. From the measurements made by the reference sensor, the fundamental frequency of 
the column model is identified as 18.2, 17.4, and 17.1 Hz respectively under the operational, white 
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noise, and earthquake excitations. Their counterparts measured by the smartphone sensor are 18.4, 
17.2, and 17.5 Hz. The frequency values measured by the smartphone sensor and the reference 
sensors are highly comparable, demonstrating the capability of the smartphone sensor in measuring 
a structure’s natural frequencies. 
Furthermore, it is observed that the fundamental frequency of the structural model decreases as 
its vibration amplitude increases. This phenomenon has been confirmed by many other studies 
[33–35] and further analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
 
Table 2.3: Comparison of natural frequencies 
Excitation Type Ambient White Noise Earthquake 
Natural frequency 
(Hz) 
Reference 18.2 17.4 17.1 
Smartphone 18.4 17.2 17.5 
Error (%) 1.10 1.15 2.34 
 
2.5  Field tests of a bridge 
In order to investigate the performance of smartphone sensors on actual structures, a series of 
field tests are conducted on a pre-stressed reinforced concrete pedestrian bridge located in 
Princeton (NJ, USA) shown in Figure 2.11. Smartphone 2 and the reference sensor are fixed by 
double-sided adhesive tapes in the mid-span of the bridge deck to measure its ambient vibration 
and response to dynamic loading. Two sets of dynamic loading tests are carried out. First, a group 
of participants runs randomly on the bridge with different speeds, rhythms and directions to 
generate dynamic loads of broader frequency content. Second the same group jumps 
synchronically at 3 Hz, which is close to the estimated natural frequency of the bridge, to excite 
the first mode of vibration. Similar to the previous tests, in ambient vibration, random dynamic, 
and synchronized dynamic test time histories, zero-padding is applied. Therefore, actual spectral 
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resolutions, 0.0142, 0.0067, and 0.0033 Hz, respectively, are converted into 0.0015 Hz as a result.  
 
 
Figure 2.11: The pedestrian bridge in Princeton, NJ  
2.5.1 Ambient vibration tests 
Ambient vibration of the bridge, resulting from the environmental vibration caused by 
pedestrians and vehicles passing under the bridge, are measured using the smartphone and 
reference accelerometers located at the mid-span. Figure 2.12 compares the time histories obtained 
from the reference and smartphone accelerometers. The bottom two plots are enlarged portions to 
show more details. First, the amplitude of the vibration is less than 0.005 g. At this low amplitude, 
the smartphone sensor is not as sensitive as the high-quality reference sensor, and as a result some 
differences between the two measurements are observed in the time histories. However, the 
frequency domain characteristics measured the two sensors match quite well, as shown in the 
power spectral density plots in Figure 2.13. For example, the fundamental frequency of the bridge 
identified from the reference sensor measurement is 3.13 Hz compared with 3.16 Hz by the 
smartphone measurement. The error is less than 1%. The higher modes by the two measurements 
also agree well. Moreover, measurements include smartphone sensors positioned without fixing, 
which also resulted in the same accuracy. In other words, the smartphone sensors are free to move 
on the structure, yet coupled by the friction between the phone surface and the bridge surface. This 
implies the practicality of smartphone sensors for vibration measurement. A detailed study, 
considering different coupling conditions and targeting the effect of fixity on smartphone sensors 
as seismic instruments is conducted in [16, 18].  




Figure 2.12: Time history of ambient vibration response 
 
Figure 2.13: Spectral density of ambient vibration response 
2.5.2 Random dynamic tests 
In order to apply dynamic loads with broadband frequency content to the bridge, a group of 
pedestrians run on the bridge deck randomly with different, varying speeds, rhythms and directions 
without any particular pattern. Figure 2.14 shows that the smartphone measurement agrees much 
better with the reference sensor measurement than it does in the ambient vibration case (shown in 
Figure 2.13). This is because of the increased vibration amplitude; in fact the random running-
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induced vibration is ten times higher than the ambient vibration. From the power spectral density 
plots in Figure 2.15, natural frequency of bridge is estimated as 3.08 Hz and 3.11 Hz respectively 
from reference and smartphone sensor measurements, resulting in an error less than 1%. 
 
Figure 2.14: Time history of random dynamic tests 
 
Figure 2.15: Spectral density of random dynamic tests 
2.5.3 Synchronized dynamic tests 
Finally, in order to maximize the dynamic load effect, the pedestrian participants jump on the 
mid-span of the bridge deck synchronically at a frequency of 3 Hz, which is close to the estimated 
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natural frequency of the bridge. Figure 2.16 plots the time histories obtained from the reference 
and smartphone accelerometers. Due to the dynamic amplification, the bridge response 
acceleration exceeds 0.1 g. As the vibration amplitude increases, the measurement error of 
smartphone sensor (with respect to the reference sensor) becomes insignificant. The power spectral 
densities based on the smartphone and reference measurements, as plotted shown in Figure 2.17, 
show their excellent agreement. This synchronized jumping excited only the first mode, which is 
3.00 Hz (by the reference sensor) and 3.03 Hz (by the smartphone sensor). Likewise, the error is 
less than 1%. 
.  
Figure 2.16: Time history of synchronized dynamic tests 
 
Figure 2.17: Spectral density of synchronized dynamic tests 
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2.5.4 Comparison of identified natural frequencies 
Natural frequencies of the bridge are identified based on the measurements made in the field 
tests. The peak picking method is applied to extract the natural frequencies from the power spectral 
densities of the response acceleration under the ambient, random and synchronized excitations 
shown in Figure 2.13, Figure 2.15, and Figure 2.17. Table 2.4 compares the identified fundamental 
frequency values. From the measurements made by the reference sensor, the fundamental 
frequency of the bridge is identified as 3.13, 3.08, and 3.00 Hz respectively under the ambient 
vibration, and the random and synchronized dynamic loading tests, while their counterparts made 
by the smartphone sensor are 3.16, 3.11, and 3.03 Hz. Again, frequency values measured by the 
smartphone sensor and the reference sensors are highly comparable, demonstrating the capability 
of the smartphone sensor in measuring a structure’s natural frequencies. Like the observation made 
in the seismic shaking table tests, the fundamental frequency of the bridge decreases as its vibration 
amplitude increases. 
Table 2.4: Comparison of natural frequencies 
Excitation Type Ambient Random Synch 
Natural frequencies 
(Hz) 
Reference 3.13 3.08 3.00 
Smartphone 3.16 3.11 3.03 
Error (%) 0.96 0.97 1.00 
 
2.6  Conclusions 
A comprehensive experimental study, involving seismic shaking table tests and bridge field 
tests, was carried out to investigate the performance of smartphone accelerometers in measuring 
structural response to dynamic loading ranging from low-amplitude ambient to high-amplitude 
seismic excitations, as well as sinusoidal excitations. Three widely-used smartphones embedded 
with different accelerometers and a high-quality reference sensor are tested on a small shaking 
table, a structural model on a large seismic shaking table, and an actual bridge. All the 
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measurement results are compared in both time and frequency domains. The following conclusions 
can be drawn from this study: 
(1) The small-scale shaking table tests confirm that the smartphone sensors are capable of 
accurately measuring sinusoidal vibration of 0.5 Hz through 20 Hz, a frequency range relevant to 
most civil engineering structures. The measurement error in terms of the vibration amplitude, when 
compared with the high-quality reference sensor, is less than 5% for vibration higher than 1 Hz, 
but increases as the peak horizontal acceleration decreases. The measurement error in terms of 
vibration frequency is 1% and 5% respectively for the new and the old generation smartphone 
sensors. 
(2) The large-scale seismic shaking table tests of the structural model and the field dynamic 
tests of the bridge demonstrate the capabilities of smartphone sensors in measuring structural 
responses to a variety of dynamic loads of different amplitude as well as frequency characteristics. 
Despite the measurement error of the structural response in the time domain under the low-
amplitude (less than 0.005 g) ambient vibration, it is possible to extract the structures’ fundamental 
frequencies with remarkably small error of less than 1%. 
(3) The two types of the widely-used smartphones with different operating systems and 
different accelerometers show comparable performance. The accelerometer in the newer 
generation smartphone is significantly more accurate than that in the old generation smartphone. 
The quality of the sensors embedded in smartphones is expected to continue to improve in the 
future. 
(4) The laboratory and field tests show advantages of the smartphone sensors over the 
conventional sensor, such as the ease of installation and data acquisition as well as wireless 
transmission. 
It is noted that many issues are yet to be solved such as the on-phone signal pre-processing, 
power-efficient signal transmission and practical phone-structure couplings. Nevertheless, this 
study demonstrates the feasibility of using smartphone accelerometers for measurement of 
structural vibration characteristics, from which structural health can be diagnosed as shown in prior 
research. Encouraged by the results of this study, the authors are exploring the potential of forming 
a smartphone-based low-cost Citizen Sensor network for structural health monitoring and post-
event damage assessment in structure- and city-scales, by developing frameworks of citizen 
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engagement, online database and crowdsourcing data analytics.





Chapter 3  
Crowdsourcing Platform Development 
This chapter presents the software platforms developed for smartphone-based SHM and presents the first 
crowdsourced modal identification results acquired from citizens through the web integration. This chapter is 
reproduced from the paper coauthored with Maria Q. Feng and Dongming Feng, published in the journal Sensors 
[36]. 
3.1  Introduction 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) has attracted significant attention as the computational 
and technological environment matures. Vibration-based SHM has been explored for damage 
detection, model updating, performance assessment, and reliability estimation of civil engineering 
structures such as buildings and bridges (e.g. [3, 28, 29, 33, 34, 37, 38]), bringing new solutions 
to cope with aging and deteriorating urban infrastructure. Besides, the exponential growth of 
internet and smartphones has brought novel solutions to civil and earthquake engineering problems 
with citizen engagement [8, 10, 14, 18]. Likewise, the widespread use of smartphones has 
produced a new potential source for vibration monitoring of civil infrastructure. State-of-the-art 
smartphone technology takes advantage of multiple embedded sensors to maximize the user 
experience and device productivity. Moreover, its advanced communication and networking 
capabilities enable the users to connect with each other or the web. A number of studies have 
discussed the possibility of using smartphones and citizen collaboration for SHM purposes [19, 
39, 40]. 
Crowdsourcing has become popular over the last few years [41–47]. By definition, 
crowdsourcing is a collaborative problem-solving process with help from the community and 
volunteer participation, leading to a new understanding to Von Hippel’s user-oriented innovation 
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concept [48]. In particular, with the rise of civic participation in a variety of platforms, innovative 
organizations have initiated new projects to make use of crowdsourcing as a low-cost or no-cost 
labor. Successful examples include commercial entrepreneurships such as Amazon’s Mechanical 
Turk, InnoCentive or nonprofit organizations such as Wikipedia. For instance, software 
engineering platforms use crowdsourcing as an access to technological progress [49–55]. 
Moreover, a wide range of research areas have benefitted from sourcing the crowd for 
environmental [56, 57], geospatial [58-60], seismicity [61], and finally SHM studies [62]. In spite 
of the advantages offered by crowdsourcing, the data quality and accuracy need to be validated 
[63, 64]. Likewise, machine learning methods might be utilized to detect false vibration 
measurements such as falling or defected phones and discard the flawed data accordingly [65]. 
These advancements have inspired the authors to develop a novel crowdsourcing-based Citizen 
Sensor System for SHM, which utilizes smartphone-embedded sensors for measuring structural 
vibration and defining sensor locations. In their previous study, the authors investigated the 
performance of smartphone accelerometers through a number of laboratory and field tests on civil 
engineering structures, and confirmed the usefulness of these sensors [1]. As a further step, this 
study aims at developing a novel crowdsourcing platform, which enables citizens to use their 
smartphones to measure structural vibration, transmit the data to an online server and process the 
data into a database automatically. The crowd incentives can be established through contests and 
rewards [66, 67]. For example, the best identification results or participation above a certain 
sampling number could be rewarded to increase citizen encouragement. Another possibility is to 
utilize gamification strategies to convert the identification problem into an entertainment medium 
[68, 69]. What is more, because the modal identification results may reveal post-event structural 
damage due to extreme events or aging, integrity and safety of urban infrastructure itself is a 
fundamental incentive that can mobilize people for crowdsourcing-based SHM. Pedestrians for 
bridges and occupants for office and residential buildings can be the target group for citizen sensors. 
The proposed system includes a multilayered structure integrating mobile sensing and web 
platforms. An iOS (iPhone Operating System) smartphone application provides citizens with a tool 
for measuring structural vibration and submitting data wirelessly to a central server. The web-
based server receives the citizen submissions, processes the vibration data and stores the processed 
data such as the identified modal properties (frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes) as well 
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as the vibration time history data. In this study, a crowdsourcing review is conducted to effectively 
formulate citizen experience and contribution. The platform developed in this study is then tested 
through field measurements on a bridge structure. A number of low-amplitude ambient vibration 
measurements with varied phone locations and coupling conditions are made to evaluate sources 
of uncertainties associated with citizen participation. Short-term individual data are collected to 
generate large-sized data and are averaged to compensate short measurement duration which is 
uncommon for SHM under ambient vibration. The results show that a smartphone-based system 
can produce valuable SHM information even with uncertainties associated with the citizen 
participation. What is more, integration with the web server enables modal identification in an 
online and automated manner. 
This study lays a technical foundation for crowdsourcing-based, citizen-engaged SHM 
applications. Therefore, the case presented in this chapter is a small-scale crowdsourcing problem 
discussing the issues related to citizen participation. The progress of Citizen Sensors for SHM will 
lead to a unique crowdsourcing example, because of its transitional descriptions due to the existing 
taxonomies. In other words, the presented platform will be the initial stage of a complex system 
which utilizes crowd participation, mobile sensing, and web services in a hybrid framework. 
3.2 Multilayered computer platform 
The goal of the computer platform developed in this study is to connect citizens with their 
smartphone sensors and a web-based server. The platform has a multilayered structure including 
the user, communication, and server layers, while each layer can be designed, implemented, and 
tested independently. 
The user-side platform is based on the mobile devices used by the citizen participants. A 
smartphone application is developed to enable citizens to collect data with the smartphone-
embedded sensors and transmit sensor data. Data transmission between the citizens and the server 
uses an existing cellular network or Wi-Fi and will not be discussed in this study. 
The server-side platform receives, processes, and stores the measured vibration time-history 
data and processed results. The documents regarding system architecture scheme, requirements 
analysis can be found in [70].  Similarly, collaboration diagrams describing architectural design, 
class diagrams describing database design can be found in [71]. What is more, the software 
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components and database tables are provided in [72]. Figure 3.1 shows the integrated, multilayered 
platform and its components. Details regarding user-side and server-side platforms are discussed 
within the following subchapters. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Integration scheme of system platforms 
3.2.1 User-side sensing and acquisition 
An iOS application named Citizen Sensors for SHM was developed as part of this study to 
enable citizens to measure vibration with their iPhone-embedded accelerometers and to submit the 
data to the server on Internet via a cellular network or WiFi connected to the Internet,. Xcode 
Version 6.1.1 is used for coding the application. Objective-C is used to develop the header and 
implementation files of the application. Cocoa Touch is the user interface framework which 
provides a wide set of classes for application development. The iOS application development is 
logically divided into three categories such as model-view-controller (MVC). With this approach, 
it is possible to build the computational background, design a user layout and connect these 
separate aspects with modular principles. In other words, MVC separates the application 
components in a modular way. In MVC approach, “Model” is involved in application data and 
methods, whereas “View” provides the user with interaction widgets. The third component, 
“Controller”, isolates the other two components from each other, controls the connection between 
them and updates both components based on received actions from “View” and data from “Model” 
[73]. 
In order to provide users with a simple interface, a single view application is chosen as the 
project template. The interface building element storyboard is utilized to set up interface objects, 
header (ViewController.h) and implementation (ViewController.m) file scripts are developed after 
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interface objects and scripts are connected via the assistant editor. Basically, four interface objects 
are introduced to show the application status, activation button, acceleration time history column 
and the gateway to the server. Being generated by predefined object types such as UILabel, 
UIButton, UITextView, and UIWebView, these objects are introduced to the model via outlets and 
actions to display smartphone sensor data and receive user commands. Once the user touches the 
activation button object, the application requests acceleration data from the phone’s 
accelerometers at a sampling rate (such as 100 Hz, which is sampling frequency’s upper limit for 
old generation iOS devices [74]). This means that the application is capable of identifying modal 
frequencies up to Nyquist frequency, 50 Hz, which is equal to the half of sampling frequency. The 
acquired data are accumulated in a temporary variable and transferred to the acceleration time 
history column once the button is repressed. The user simply logs in and uploads the acceleration 
time history data to the server via the web view object. Figure 3.2 shows three screenshots of the 
iOS application interface, which enables the users to interact with the smartphone sensors and the 
server. The application Citizen Sensors for SHM is currently available at the iTunes Store [75]. 
Further sources regarding the iOS application development can be found in [76, 77]. This 
application is developed for iOS, and can be extended to different mobile operating systems such 
as Android, Windows Mobile, and Blackberry 10 in the future, provided that smartphone models 
have embedded accelerometers. 
 
Figure 3.2: User login, recording, and submission screenshots 
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3.2.2 Server-side processing and database 
The web-based server-side platform receives the acceleration time history data measured by 
the citizens at a structure, processes the data to identify the modal properties of the structure (such 
as the modal frequencies) which are correlated with the structural health conditions as shown in 
previous studies, and stores the results as well as the raw data. An administrator may be granted 
with an online access to the data in the server. A number of computer languages are used to build 
the platform. PHP (formerly Personal Home Page, recently PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) is used 
as the main scripting language throughout webpage development process. The database is 
constructed with MySQL (SQL: Structured Query Language), and automatically updated by 
MySQL codes embedded in PHP scripts. In order to produce a web interface with a user friendly 
design, HTML (HyperText Markup Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) scripts are 
developed. A web platform was built on a server hosted by a commercial web-hosting service and 
is accessible online [78].  
The system is designed to provide an online SHM environment which is capable of being used 
by multiple users and multiple structures at the same time. The system receives the acceleration 
time history from the users, conducts discrete Fourier transform (DFT) analysis, determines peak 
frequency and stores the input and the output data with the submission details such as measurement 
date, record number, and user identification number. Figure 3.3 summarizes the digital signal 
processing applications implemented in server-side to apply band-pass filter to the acquired raw 
data and compute the natural frequency based on the DFT results [79]. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Server-side digital signal processing operations 
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The web users are divided into two categories, citizens and administrators. Citizen accounts 
are created, managed and given access to records by the administrator and do not have permission 
to modify database except vibration data submission. Other than that, citizens have access to view 
the information related to their account. A new account is created with an automatically generated 
identification number. Similarly, once the platform is ready to be used at massive scales, citizens 
will be provided with randomly generated passwords. In other words, the platform will not store 
any personal information until privacy, anonymity, and security issues are comprehensively dealt 
with. Furthermore, volunteers will be offered to opt-out to avoid violation of privacy. 
Administrators can activate or deactivate citizen accounts, have access to the data provided by 
citizens such as analysis results or vibration time history records either for a specific structure or 
multiple structures. This ability provides the potential to develop a further relationship between 
long-term monitoring records and reveal correlations between common environment-induced 
parameters (e.g., wind, temperature changes, earthquakes) to generate big data. However, because 
the proposed platform has recently been initiated, big data analytics is a long term goal and is not 
addressed in this study. 
The web platform is built on PHP scripts referencing each other according to the submission 
or monitoring process. The hierarchical script reference order for a user starts with the index as the 
first step, login as the second step, view of user’s own monitoring results and previously submitted 
data, or addition of new data as the third and the last step. Viewing one’s own monitoring results 
on landmark structures (e.g., Eiffel Tower, Golden Gate Bridge) can be one of the incentives that 
motivate citizens to participate as crowdsourcers. The administrator account has the same 
hierarchy except its access is extended to the entire database, and can delete or assign new user 
accounts. Further details regarding PHP-MySQL integrated web development are referred to [80]. 
Figure 3.4 is an example of the interface showing the overall measurement results at a specific 
structure, including the record number, measurement date and the structure’s natural frequency in 
Hz identified from the vibration measured at the structure system 




Figure 3.4: Screenshot from the web interface showing the SHM results page  
3.3 Crowdsourcing 
Another important component of Citizen Sensors for SHM is citizens, therefore utilizing 
citizens’ enthusiasm for problem solving is crucial. In other words, crowdsourcing, basically 
collaborating with citizens, has an important role in system performance as well as the computer 
platform. For the purpose of understanding current crowdsourcing methodologies, a number of 
different approaches are evaluated. 
Howe was the first to diagnose upcoming low-cost labor and production model for the industry, 
society and more [41]. Crowdsourcing, as a problem solving paradigm, was one of the actors 
replacing conventional, static, individual approaches with a novel, online, distributed model [42]. 
Like, the Internet, open source, and others, crowdsourcing—a virtual community—was one of the 
collaboration models identified by Albors et al. [43], and it was able to “create value for the general 
public [44]” even without a profit incentive.  
Stemming from multiple theoretical foundations such as value chain, auction, motivation 
crowding, organizational learning, cognitive evaluation, transaction cost, strategic management, 
innovation and game theory [42], a mutual agreement regarding crowdsourcing definition still has 
not been established. Albors et al [43] presented a taxonomy which classifies collaboration 
alternatives according to social and information connectivity. Schenk and Guittard [46] 
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distinguished crowdsourcing from related concepts such as open innovation, user innovation and 
open source software, classified different crowdsourcing practices, and discussed a number of 
opportunities and threats. Eventually, Estelles-Arolas and Gonzalez-Ladron-de-Guevara collected 
32 different definitions, investigated their commonly-agreed aspects, and came up with a 
comprehensive definition based on the trend of existing studies [47]: 
“Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, 
or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, homogeneity and number, 
via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertaking of the task, of variable 
complexity and modularity, and in which the crowd should participate bringing their work, money, 
knowledge and/or experience, always entails mutual benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction 
of a given type of need, be it economic, social recognition, self-esteem, or the development of 
individual skills, while the crowdsourcer will obtain and utilize to their advantage what the user 
has brought to the venture, whose form will depend on the type of activity undertaken.”  
Based on the preexisting crowdsourcing definitions and classifications, the authors attempted 
to develop an SHM-oriented crowdsourcing model to receive smartphone sensor data via citizen 
contribution. A crowdsourcing model can be prepared by setting the proper actors and their 
corresponding actions. A robust classification defines crowdsourcing actors as “the crowd”, “the 
initiator”, and “the process” [47]. “The crowd” element is defined by (1) “who forms it”, (2) “what 
it has to do”, and (3) “what it gets in return” [47]. Similarly “the initiator” description must reveal 
(1) “who it is”, and (2) “what it gets in return” [47]. Finally, “the process” refers to “the type of 
process, the type of call, and the medium used” [47]. Likewise, crowdsourcing actors can be 
distributed into three groups: individuals as crowd participants, beneficiary company/institute, and 
the platform connecting individuals and beneficiaries [46]. Crowdsourcing tasks can be divided 
into three groups: “cognitive dimension”, “nature of incentives” and “benefits of crowdsourcing” 
[46]. What is more, based on the individual value’s importance with respect to the community, 
crowdsourcing can be either “integration-based” or “selection-based” [46]. Similarly, 
crowdsourcing dimensions can be described by agents such as “provider”, “mode”, “ownership”, 
and “motivation and incentive” [45]. In addition, crowdsourcing can be divided into elements such 
as “components”, “processes”, and “actions” [45]. Finally, the future crowdsourcing problem will 
evolve due to different perspectives such as “participant”, “organization”, and “system” [45].  
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Based on these foundations, the authors formulated the proposed crowdsourcing model with 
three actors [47], groups [46], or perspectives [45]: citizens, administrators, and web platform. 
Citizens herein are described as people who are motivated to take measurements of structures (such 
as buildings and bridges) and submit the data with their smartphones. Likewise, administrators’ 
motivation is to collect the best available vibration data and maximize structural system 
identification efficiency and accuracy. Finally, the process will involve mobile sensing, 
submission, server acquisition, digital signal processing, and database storage. The proposed 
system can be constructed on a combination of “integration-based” and “selection-based” 
crowdsourcing, since every participant is likely to have a different contribution accuracy, yet 
compose a strong, integrated platform when combined together [45–47]. 
In order to apply these crowdsourcing concepts to citizen-engaged smartphone-based structural 
health monitoring, a number of uncertainties causing variation in measurement results must be 
studied. Basically, these can be divided into (1) user-related; (2) hardware-related; and (3) 
structure-related uncertainties. User-related uncertainties can stem from a variety of different 
issues including users’ understanding of the crowdsourcing problem and platform, third-party 
accessories attached to their smartphones, and the time and quality of their measurement. 
Hardware-related uncertainties are mainly due to the model/performance of the sensors and CPU’s 
embedded in the users’ smartphones.  
Structure-related uncertainties can be caused by different vibration loading patterns including 
ambient vibration, operational vibration and extreme events (such as earthquakes). Considering 
these uncertainties, the authors specified crowdsourcing parameters including the vibration 
loading type, the smartphone model, the phone-structure coupling, the phone position, and 
measurement duration. 
Finally, to provide the connection between citizen sensors and crowdsourcing, it is essential to 
understand the potential of smartphone sensors, with an emphasis on participatory sensing and 
mobile crowdsourcing aspects. For this purpose, a taxonomy discussing mobile crowdsourcing 
applications is taken as a reference, which defines a crowdsourcing solution in terms of its web-
extension, involvement, data wisdom, contribution quality, incentives, human skill, sensors, and 
location [81]. The mobile crowdsourcing taxonomy characteristics are discussed from a citizen-
engaged SHM perspective below: 
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3.3.1 Sensors  
Smartphone sensors may not only serve crowdsourcing-based SHM with sole vibration data, 
but also enable citizens to obtain “smarter” measurements. For example, orientation errors due to 
smartphone placement can be corrected instantaneously by utilizing smartphone gyroscope. GPS 
and magnetometer data provides the server with the measurement location and direction that can 
be used to match the phone position with the structure and avoid submissions from false locations. 
Server-side workload can be reduced, and signal processing speed can be extensively increased by 
using smartphone processors as components of a distributed computing platform. If applicable, 
structural nodes can be assigned information features (e.g., barcodes, matrix codes) and can be 
automatically detected by smartphone cameras. Nearby excitation sources such as vehicles can be 
detected with the microphones, and their effects can be classified accordingly. If the environment 
is rich in participants, the devices can be synchronized with Bluetooth or Wi-Fi connection, and 
simultaneous data can be gathered from multiple channels. 
3.3.2 Data wisdom, contribution quality, web extension  
Combining the mobile features [75] with the web server [78], it is possible to improve the 
crowdsourcing value by converting individual submissions into collective data as a means of data 
wisdom. In particular, averaging collective Fourier spectra will improve the individual results by 
discarding the noise. Thanks to a central platform with a structured database, heterogeneous and 
homogeneous vibration data can be organized, mined and structural features can be extracted even 
if the datasets involve high complexity. 
3.3.3 Human skill and incentives  
The way crowdsourcing-based SHM receives contributions is a mixture of labor and visual 
human skills which is ideally reduced as platform improvement progresses. These skills (adjusting 
device’s position, coupling conditions, sampling duration etc.) can be improved with motivation 
sources or educational tools (e.g., demos, instructions, user manuals). There is a wide variety of 
incentives that can be utilized such as receiving awards or safety (monetary, service), gamification 
(entertainment), and social responsibility (ethical). For example, the identification problem can be 
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gamified such that the most accurate citizen submission can be rewarded. Likewise, a threshold 
can be set, and the citizens who have significant contribution can be acknowledged and honored. 
The platform can be linked to social media for advertisement and can attract those attention who 
are likely to participate in a novel crowdsourcing platform.  
3.3.4 Involvement  
By nature, crowdsourcing-based SHM involves many challenges due to its complicated 
structure. The quality of the vibration data depends on citizen’s intuition as well as the sensor 
quality. With the help of proper participatory sensing and mobile crowdsourcing strategies, though, 
citizen-induced error can be minimized. At this stage, Citizen Sensors for SHM resembles a hybrid 
crowdsourcing platform with participatory and opportunistic components. In other words, the 
participatory aspect is characterized by the smartphone user’s skills, whereas the opportunistic 
aspect basically relies on computer and sensor properties. Using all of the hardware and software 
capabilities to the best extent, the mobile crowdsourcing problem can partially be reduced from 
participatory to opportunistic, which differs from classical crowdsourcing approaches by taking 
advantage of mobile crowdsourcing tools [81].  
To summarize, the crowdsourcing-based SHM presented in this study is already capable of 
using accelerometers, can be provided with further sensor and location services, and has the web 
extension, which are some of the mobile crowdsourcing fundamentals. As the platform is improved 
with the new sensors, computational tools, and services, the majority of the human skills will be 
replaced with sensor data. Moreover, many different incentives can be created depending on 
society’s and urban infrastructures’ needs. In addition, the platform presents a unique 
crowdsourcing solution in the way it combines participatory and opportunistic involvement, 
individual and collective data wisdom, heterogeneous and homogeneous contributions in a 
transitive manner. Table 3.1 presents the prospective Citizen Sensors for SHM (CS4SHM)’s 
characteristics with the taxonomy and the examples provided by [81]. 
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Table 3.1: Mobile crowdsourcing taxonomy 
Application Web Involvement Data 
Contrib
ution 
Incentives Skill Sensors Location 
Gigwalk.com Yes Participatory Individual 
Heterog
eneous 
Monetary Labor Camera Yes 
CityExplorer No Participatory Collective 
Homoge
neous 
Entertainment Visual Camera Yes 
PotHole No Opportunistic Collective 
Homoge
neous 
Ethical Non Vibration Yes 
CS4SHM Yes Both Both Both Multiple Multiple Multiple Yes 
 
3.4  Pedestrian link bridge case study 
Field measurements are conducted in order to evaluate the capability of the Citizen Sensor 
system developed in this study. The purpose of these tests is to evaluate the integrated SHM system 
with firsthand experience. Moreover, the system is tested to see if it can produce valuable modal 
identification results for SHM purposes. In other words, accuracy of modal identification is 
important for SHM, since they are highly correlated with structural integrity. Finally, the citizen-
induced uncertainties such as coupling, positioning, and duration are studied. Therefore, 
implementation of the proposed platforms is tested on a pedestrian bridge structure which is widely 
accessible by citizens. 
The structure is an 11-m single span steel arch bridge, which serves as a passage between two 
multistory buildings. Because bridge flexibility is expected to be higher than adjacent reinforced 
concrete multistory buildings, dynamic effects due to these adjacent structures are not considered. 
Figure 3.5 shows the inner and outer views of the bridge structure, dimensions, and sensor layout 
for reference measurements. 




Figure 3.5: Bridge views, dimensions, and sensor layout  
The bridge is instrumented with six high-quality reference piezoelectric accelerometers of 
model 393B04 PCB Piezotronics. The reference accelerometers are fixed via double-sided 
adhesive tape. The data is transmitted through cable connection, and acquired by a data acquisition 
system (National Instruments SCXI-1531) synchronously at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The 
measurements are sequentially conducted at nighttime, to minimize passenger-induced vibrations 
and obstructions in the test procedure. In other words, the ambient vibration is dominated by low-
amplitude environmental effects such as wind, rather than walking-induced structural input. Then, 
the Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) method is used to conduct modal identification and 
obtain modal frequencies and mode shapes as the reference. Afterwards, a number of tests with 
changing coupling conditions and sensor locations are conducted to compare smartphone 
measurements with reference measurements and evaluate smartphone sensor behavior under 
different citizen-induced conditions. 
3.4.1 Measurement, data processing, modal identification  
In order to determine modal characteristics of the bridge structure, high-quality, synchronous, 
multichannel vibration data is acquired and processed as the reference. The accelerometers are 
oriented in the vertical direction, and are equally spaced spanning the longitudinal direction, as 
shown in Figure 3.5. Therefore, acceleration time histories at six different locations are obtained 
under ambient vibration and processed with FDD method to determine modal frequencies and 
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mode shapes in vertical direction. By discretizing multi-channel vibration data in the frequency 
domain, arrays of spectral values are generated for each discrete frequency step. Singular value 
decomposition of these matrices will result in eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which corresponds to 
the singular values and modal displacements as a function of frequency. These functions are used 
to determine the modal frequencies and mode shapes. For brevity, the first three modes in vertical 
direction are considered, whereas lateral, longitudinal and torsional, and higher modes are not 
discussed. Further details regarding FDD method can be found in [82]. 
Figure 3.6 shows the singular value spectra obtained from FDD analysis. It is observed that 
the second and the third modes dominate the vibration characteristics, and spectral value due to 
first mode is relatively small. Accordingly, the first, second and third modal frequencies are 
identified as 8.46, 18.95, and 29.67 Hz, respectively. The mode shapes corresponding to the first, 
second and third modes are presented in Figure 3.6. According to these mode shapes, modal 




Figure 3.6: Modal frequencies and mode shapes identified by reference accelerometers  
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3.4.2 Uncertainties associated with citizen participation  
After the system’s dynamic characteristics are determined with the advanced reference system 
identification tools, smartphone measurements are taken to compare their performance with the 
reference results. Based on the crowdsourcing discussions presented in Chapter 3.3, a number of 
tests are conducted to characterize smartphone performance under changing user-related 
conditions. These conditions include different coupling conditions, as well as location effects. 
These parameters are evaluated for different smartphone generations such as Smartphone 1, 
Smartphone 2, and Smartphone 3 which corresponds to iPhone 3GS, iPhone 5, and iPhone 6, 
respectively. In keeping with the crowdsourcing discussions in Chapter 3.3, a number of principles 
are developed to maximize citizen engagement. These principles characterize the uncertainties and 
challenges of a potential crowdsourcing-based SHM methodology such as: 
(1) Smartphone location and orientation might change according to smartphone users’ 
initiative. 
(2) Smartphone coupling conditions might vary according to external accessories or 
surrounding material.  
(3) Measurement duration can extensively vary according to the users’ motivation.  
(4) Users should not be subjected to additional charges for data submission and therefore are 
allowed to prefer different communication platforms to submit data (wireless, cellular, etc.). 
Considering these principles, a number of regulations are made to decrease the level of 
uncertainty. For instance, for this structure, unless external mounting instrumentation is used, the 
only convenient device orientation is the z-direction, with the phone’s rear side facing the bridge 
deck surface. Therefore, other device orientation effects are not considered as influential 
parameters. For modes other than the vertical ones, the mobile application allows users to adjust 
the sensing direction. Moreover, to allow user benefit from smartphone communication 
capabilities in the preferred way, one can either submit data right after acquisition or keep the time 
history as a text file until preferred communication tools are available. What is more, citizens are 
not expected to spend a long time on the bridge; instead, they stop by for a limited amount of time, 
not more than a few minutes. Therefore, data submissions are received in small data packages and 
every one-minute data is presented as a sample. The strategy to take advantage of crowdsourcing 
presented herein is to keep citizen comfort high and receive large numbers of samples from a large-
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sized community, rather than being dominated by few users. Eventually, the monitoring results 
will rely on the society as a whole rather than a small number of individuals. 
In order to implement these principles into the developed platform, a number of different tests 
are conducted to evaluate these crowdsourcing effects on sensing performance. Table 3.2 presents 
the parameters of six different tests which vary in measurement location and coupling conditions. 
Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, and Test 4 compare smartphone sensor performance under different coupling 
conditions, whereas Test 3, Test 5, and Test 6 observe the difference between different sensor 
locations. Therefore, in Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, and Test 4, smartphones are either attached to the 
bridge floor with double-sided adhesive tapes, or set free to move with or without a smartphone 
case, or contained in a bag. Test 3, Test 5, and Test 6 keep the coupling conditions constant while 
sensor location is different such as mid-span, one-third span, and one-sixth span.  
As mentioned before, to maintain citizen patience and motivation throughout measurements, 
duration of a sample is set equal to one minute. This is contradictory with the conventional ambient 
vibration measurement practice, because long-duration measurements are more reliable for 
removing random noise. While the measurement duration of each citizen is relatively short (i.e., 
one minute), a significant number of submissions from many citizens are expected to achieve 
reliable measurement results.  
 
Table 3.2: Field measurement with different sensor locations and coupling conditions 
Test No Time (min) Sensor Location Coupling Conditions 
1 40 Mid-span Adhesive Taped 
2 40 Mid-span Free to Move–With Case 
3 40 Mid-span Free to Move–No Case 
4 40 Mid-span Free to Move–In Bag 
5 40 One-third Span Free to Move–No Case 
6 40 One-sixth Span Free to Move–No Case 
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In this study, it is observed that most of the smartphones measured the bridge’s ambient 
vibration reasonably well. Figure 3.7 shows the time history and Fourier spectra of two samples 
obtained during Test 3 and Test 6. According to Figure 3.7, similar to the reference modal 
identification results, dominant peaks are located at 20 and 30 Hz whereas the first modal peak is 
less significant around 8.5 Hz. According to the time histories and Fourier spectra, it is seen that 
vibration signal amplitudes change according to the smartphone generation. For instance, it is seen 
that the reference sensor has the lowest amplitude, whereas amplitude increases as the smartphone 
model gets older. Likewise, it can be observed that Smartphone 1 measurements have very high 
amplitudes in the time domain, and high spectral values in the frequency domain. These coincide 
with the relatively low sensor quality of Smartphone 1 discussed in [1] and the measurements are 
corrupted due to high level of noise. In other words, there is a correlation between the measured 
amplitudes and the sensitivity levels of accelerometers which are 18, 1, and 0.24 mg/digit for 
Smartphone 1, Smartphone 2, and Smartphone 3, respectively. Detailed information for 
Smartphone 1, Smartphone 2, and Smartphone 3 sensors can be found from the datasheets of the 
accelerometers LIS331DL (ST Microelectronics), LIS331DLH (ST Microelectronics), and 
BMA280 (Bosch Sensortec), respectively. 
Another way to observe noise effects is that the Fourier spectra of Smartphone 1 are extremely 
broad-band, which resembles a typical white noise spectra and does not reflect structural vibration 
characteristics. Looking at the newer smartphone generations, Smartphone 2 and Smartphone 3, 
the smartphone signal amplitude is greatly reduced as the noise level reduces and the structural 
peaks become more significant as the smartphone generation gets younger. A similar pattern can 
be observed by evaluating the Arias intensity of acceleration signals which is a measure of signal 
energy [18, 83] and is correlated with the area under the vibration signal. 




Figure 3.7: Time histories and Fourier spectra samples from Test 3 and Test 6  
A long measurement duration (several minutes) is desired to measure low-amplitude ambient 
vibration of a real structure, in order to average out random noise. When engaging a large number 
of citizens to do the measurement, however, even a short measurement duration from each citizen 
might be sufficient, as long as the total duration of measurement is sufficiently long. This study 
tested this by collecting and averaging 40 individual samples as in Figure 3.7. Averaged Fourier 
spectra curves are obtained with no overlapping between samples. Each one-minute sample is 
transformed into the frequency domain with a frequency resolution equal to 0.0167 Hz. An overall 
dataset corresponds to 40 samples and a total duration of 40 min, because the samples are 
processed with no overlapping. Figure 3.8 shows the averaged spectral curves obtained from 
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different tests. Compared with the spectra obtained from a single sample, it is observed that noise 
level is significantly reduced, and peaks representing modal frequencies are much more significant.  
Comparing averaged spectra of different tests, it is observed that Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, and Test 
4 spectra have the same characteristics, whereas there is a significant reduction in 1st and 2nd 
modal frequency peaks in Test 5 and Test 6. This reveals that the proposed coupling conditions did 
not have a significant effect on spectral values since Test 1–4 has the same location at mid-span. 
The difference in Test 5 and Test 6 is due to the location difference between tests. For instance, 




Figure 3.8: Fourier spectra from the average of 40 samples for Test 1-6  
To summarize overall modal identification performance, the peak frequency values obtained 
from a large number of samples are plotted in Figure 3.9. It can be observed that Smartphone 2 
and Smartphone 3 modal identification results match reference measurements with a significant 
accuracy, whereas Smartphone 1 results do not provide any modal information as they are masked 
by the high noise level. Moreover, the results of Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, and Test 4 show that 
Smartphone modal identification results are accurate even under challenging coupling conditions 
(i.e., free to move, with case, in bag). Likewise, modal identification results obtained from different 
locations still reflect structural characteristics, but the quality may change according to the modal 
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displacement of the measurement location. For instance, peaks obtained from Test 5 identify the 
second mode to a better extent, whereas third mode is more significant on Test 6 results. The 
reason is that second and third modal displacement is maximized at testing locations, which are 
Node 5 and Node 6, respectively. Finally, collecting all samples together, looking at Figure 3.9, 
the second and third modal frequencies are identified occasionally, whereas the first mode is 
identified in a small number of samples. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Identified frequencies obtained from different samples 
 In Figure 3.10, Arias intensity values are plotted to observe the energy difference between 
reference and smartphone sensors. The overall figure shows that there is a great difference between 
intensity levels obtained by Smartphone 1 and others. As explained before, the high level of noise 
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results in overestimation of energy in measurements, especially under low intensity ambient 
vibrations [1, 18]. Therefore, Smartphone 1 intensity is not demonstrated in Test 1–6 results to 
increase the graph resolution. According to the intensity values obtained from different tests, it is 
observed that the new generation Smartphone 3 performs better than Smartphone 2 due to the 
increased sensor sensitivity level. However, both results are considerably accurate as a means of 
modal identification under ambient vibration. 
Table 3.3 summarizes the performance of smartphone sensors in terms of identified modal 
frequencies. The performance difference between different tests was insignificant and therefore 
not presented as individual results. The modal frequencies obtained from each averaged spectra 
are compared with FDD results, and error values are presented. The results show that Smartphone 
1 is incapable of identifying modal frequencies. In contrast, new generation smartphones achieve 
highly accurate results such as 1.30%, 1.06%, and 1.05% for Smartphone 2; 0.71%, 0.79%, and 
0.81% for Smartphone 3. 
Table 3.4 shows mean and standard deviation values obtained from each test with 40-sample 
sets in terms of peak vertical acceleration (PVA) and Arias intensity. According to these results, it 
is seen that PVA and Arias intensity increases for older generation smartphones. For instance, the 
PVA value for reference sensors is close to 0.0038 g whereas Smartphone 1, Smartphone 2, and 
Smartphone 3 values range around 0.0045, 0.0066, and 0.0294 g, respectively. 
Table 3.3: Identified modal frequencies 
Sensor f1averaged Error (%) f2averaged Error (%) f3averaged Error (%) 
Reference 8.48 0.24 18.97 0.11 29.68 0.04 
Smartphone 3 8.40 0.71 18.80 0.79 29.43 0.81 
Smartphone 2 8.57 1.30 19.15 1.06 29.98 1.05 
Smartphone 1 - - - - - - 
 




Figure 3.10: Energies obtained from different samples 
Similarly, Arias intensity values are approximately 0.006, 0.013, 0.029, and 0.75 mm/s for 
reference, Smartphone 1, Smartphone 2, and Smartphone 3, respectively. As indicated previously, 
such difference is likely to stem from the sensitivity level of each sensor. For example, compared 
with other sensors, low quality Smartphone 1 accelerometer’s amplitudes are extremely higher in 
terms of PVA and Arias intensity. The PVA and Arias intensity difference between different 
generations show that smartphone performance, in terms of amplitude, varies significantly 
according to the smartphone model unlike frequency domain performance. What is more, it is 
observed that the intensity level is not subjected to change throughout different samples, which 
means, smartphone sensors’ performance is stable over time. 
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Finally, after investigating the citizen-induced parameters, student volunteers are assigned to 
test the crowdsourcing-based SHM platform. 135 samples are received, automatically processed, 
and the identification results are inserted into the web database. Figure 3.11 shows the distribution 
of crowdsourcing-based submission results compared with the results obtained from Tests 1–6. 
The distribution results show that there is a higher dispersion in crowdsourced identified 
frequencies, yet there is a similar trend with the Test 1–6 results which are conducted in a relatively 
controlled environment. Moreover, it can be observed that the crowdsourcing-based results tend 




Figure 3.11: Modal identification results from Test 1-6 and crowdsourcing 
In SHM practice, the dynamic load patterns might also have an effect on identification results. 
Test 1–6 are conducted under ambient vibration, which can be considered an output-only problem. 
On the contrary, operational loads such as pedestrian-induced or vehicle-induced vibrations might 
have dominant frequencies which will influence the identification results. For example, when a 
pedestrian walks on a bridge, the bridge is subjected to a harmonic vibration of approximately 1.6–
2.4 Hz [84]. Therefore, pedestrian-induced vibrations tend to excite the modes which are close to 
1.6–2.4 Hz. To reveal this effect, measurements are obtained under walking-induced vibration, 
and presented in Figure 3.12. Accordingly, it is seen that the 1st modal frequency, which is the 
closest frequency to pedestrian-induced frequencies, is significantly excited. This might explain 
why uncontrolled crowd dataset is dominated by Mode 1, whereas ambient vibration datasets 
frequently identify Mode 2 and Mode 3.  
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Table 3.4: Statistical values of peak vertical acceleration and energy 
Test No Sensor PVAμ (g) PVAσ (g) AIμ (mm/s) AIσ (mm/s) 
1 
Reference 0.0041 0.0030 0.0061 0.0010 
Smartphone 3 0.0044 0.0004 0.0133 0.0007 
Smartphone 2 0.0064 0.0005 0.0293 0.0010 
Smartphone 1 0.0278 0.0017 0.7455 0.0202 
2 
Reference 0.0036 0.0032 0.0060 0.0013 
Smartphone 3 0.0046 0.0010 0.0134 0.0011 
Smartphone 2 0.0067 0.0006 0.0297 0.0012 
Smartphone 1 0.0286 0.0022 0.7718 0.0218 
3 
Reference 0.0031 0.0008 0.0063 0.0007 
Smartphone 3 0.0044 0.0007 0.0131 0.0007 
Smartphone 2 0.0065 0.0006 0.0292 0.0010 
Smartphone 1 0.0289 0.0022 0.7710 0.0206 
4 
Reference 0.0031 0.0009 0.0061 0.0005 
Smartphone 3 0.0045 0.0006 0.0136 0.0006 
Smartphone 2 0.0068 0.0007 0.0299 0.0006 
Smartphone 1 0.0297 0.0020 0.7952 0.0210 
5 
Reference 0.0042 0.0048 0.0061 0.0053 
Smartphone 3 0.0044 0.0013 0.0125 0.0014 
Smartphone 2 0.0067 0.0009 0.0290 0.0014 
Smartphone 1 0.0308 0.0032 0.7560 0.0622 
6 
Reference 0.0049 0.0046 0.0069 0.0030 
Smartphone 3 0.0047 0.0007 0.0136 0.0014 
Smartphone 2 0.0065 0.0005 0.0296 0.0010 
Smartphone 1 0.0307 0.0023 0.7737 0.0487 
 




Figure 3.12: Time histories and Fourier spectra samples during pedestrian pass 
To summarize, the field measurement results show that the modal identification of the bridge 
structure can be conducted efficiently by the developed platform integrating citizens, new 
generation smartphones, and web-based server capabilities. In particular, as citizens continue 
providing more samples, the identification results will become more reliable and will provide 
useful information for big data generation. Using this platform, an online, remote, automated, 
secure and long-term monitoring system can be established and tested on multiple structures.  
3.5  Conclusions 
This study develops a novel SHM platform based on citizen crowdsourcing and smartphone 
sensors. The platform not only provides citizens with the necessary tools to measure and submit 
structural vibration using their smartphones, but also automatically processes the citizen-submitted 
data at a server to identify structural modal parameters (such as natural frequencies) useful for 
long-term structural health monitoring. A mobile application called Citizen Sensors for SHM was 
developed for measuring structural vibration with the smartphone-embedded accelerometers and 
submitting the data to the server. A web-based software package was developed for receiving and 
processing the citizen submission data on the server. Finally, the integrated system was evaluated 
on a real bridge structure using different smartphone generations under varying coupling and 
location conditions. High-fidelity accelerometers are also used as reference sensors. Low-
amplitude ambient vibration of the bridge was measured by both the reference and smartphone 
sensors. The structural modal properties were identified and compared. The performance of the 
proposed platform and the test results can be summarized as follows: 
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(1) The developed platform is novel in the way it utilizes ubiquitous smartphones, 
crowdsourcing and citizen engagement as means of vibration-based SHM. It lays a foundation for 
a future citizen-centered cyber-physical sensor system for monitoring the integrity and safety of 
spatially distributed urban infrastructure. 
(2) Crowdsourcing-based SHM is a unique participatory sensing example in the way it 
synthesizes distinctive crowdsourcing parameters such as participatory and opportunistic 
involvement, multiple incentives, individual and collective data wisdom, and heterogeneous and 
homogeneous contribution with a hybrid human-sensor framework. 
(3) Considering different generations of smartphone models, new generation smartphones 
provide better performance for vibration measurement. Time history data, Fourier spectra, and 
Arias intensity results show that as the phone generation gets younger, accuracy and sensitivity 
gets closer to the high quality reference measurements. In contrast, the oldest generation, 
Smartphone 1, is subjected to a high noise level which can mask structure’s dynamic 
characteristics in vibration signals. Although amplitude performance changes significantly 
according to the smartphone generation, modal identification results obtained from new generation 
smartphones have extremely small errors ranging around 1%, whereas the oldest generation, 
Smartphone 1, is incapable of identifying modal frequencies. 
(4) The results show that the presented phone-structure coupling conditions did not affect 
monitoring performance significantly. On the other hand, such observation is likely to change as 
the vibration level gets higher than ambient vibration. Therefore, coupling effects under 
operational or extreme environmental vibrations can be different, and should be investigated in the 
future. 
(5) Sensor location has an important effect on identification results, since modal 
displacements vary according to the measurement location. For instance, data submissions from 
one-sixth span identify the 3rd mode frequently, whereas the 2nd mode is dominant for other 
submission locations.  
(6) Collecting a large number of small-sized vibration data submissions and averaging their 
frequency spectra can generate a useful database for crowdsourcing-based modal identification 
and monitoring purposes. This enables the setup of a reliable large-sized database by small 
contributions from each citizen. In other words, retrieval of ubiquitous vibration data from 
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smartphones enables identification of modal frequencies accurately without excessive citizen 
effort.  
(7) The web platform provides secure but online, automated, remote, and widely accessible 
media for vibration data and modal identification results. What is more, the mobile platform 
provides users with the opportunity to choose the preferred communication tools, which means 
users can submit the data either instantaneously or when preferred communication tools are 
available.  
(8) The proposed methodology is cost-effective and sustainable since the sensor 
instrumentation and maintenance is provided spontaneously by smartphone users. If the 
crowdsourcing model is improved, and the mobile application is distributed among the community, 
it can become an innovative source for long-term SHM applications. 
Based on the conclusions drawn from this study, a long-term monitoring study will be 
initialized which only relies on smartphone data rather than high-quality reference sensing 
platforms. The smartphone application developed herein will be distributed throughout the 
community and strategies for citizen encouragement will be developed. Moreover, the 
applicability of the proposed system will be investigated for different structures. Improvement of 
the multilayered platform with further tests, and validation of the system with citizen participation 
will be a novel contribution to the smart cities concept. Eventually, as the database size increases 
exponentially in the long term and the application is extended to new structures, a big data model 
will be introduced to effectively handle the extensive data variety, velocity and volume. 
 
 





Chapter 4  
Citizen-Induced Uncertainties 
In this chapter, the effects of citizen-induced uncertainties on vibration measurements are highlighted, solutions to 
these problems using multisensory and heterogeneous data are discussed. The first (under revision in Smart Materials 
and Structures [85]), the second (published in the journal Smart Materials and Structures [86]), and the third (under 
revision in the International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks [87]) subchapters are reproduced from the 
papers coauthored with Maria Q. Feng. 
4.1  Orientation effects 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Advances in sensor technology and computational power, as well as extensive research in 
system identification, made structural health monitoring one of the highlighted topics in 
mechanical, aerospace, and civil engineering [2, 3, 88]. As a result of rapid urbanization and 
industrialization, the infrastructure stock tremendously increased in developed cities. Aging 
infrastructure, natural disasters, and manmade hazards threatened structural integrity, 
serviceability, and occupant safety; necessitating implementation of SHM technologies to a 
broader extent [89].  
Shifting from nondestructive evaluation (NDE) to SHM, identification of structural 
characteristics gained a global, large-scale, and data-enriched perspective [90]. Gathering sensor 
data from multiple channels and processing data with advanced identification algorithms, 
structural models with uncertainties are validated, verified, or updated with monitoring data, and 
in this way, the actual dynamic behavior of structures is represented with a better accuracy. 
Advent of the Internet, wireless communications, and cloud technology gave rise to remote 
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sensing, distributed sensor networks, and smart sensors in the last two decades. Due to practical 
and economic reasons, monitoring of civil infrastructure with temporary instrumentation became 
widely applicable compared with the sensor systems permanently embedded in structures. 
Integrating sensors with small-sized computing, data acquisition, and wireless data transfer units, 
smart sensor technology became a feasible choice for monitoring structural systems [91-94]. 
Likewise, taking advantage of the nonstationary features of the new monitoring systems, mobile 
sensing became one of the future directions in SHM research and industry [95-98]. In addition, the 
data obtained from different types of sensors is fused to integrate heterogeneous or non-
homogenous data [99-102].  
Smartphone industry rose tremendously in the last decade. Basically, smartphones are 
equipped with computing hardware such as central processor unit (CPU), randomly accessible 
memory (RAM), and data storage components. They are capable of sending and receiving data 
wirelessly with the help of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Internet, and 
Bluetooth connection. What is more, thanks to the rapid advancements in Microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS) technology, smartphones are equipped with low-cost sensors such as 
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer which can measure device motion in six degrees of 
freedom (6DOF). To summarize, smartphones can compose a large SHM sensor network which 
has all the features of typical smart, heterogeneous, and mobile sensing platforms. 
Recent studies have shown that smartphones can be utilized for SHM purposes [1, 36, 39, 86, 
103-107]. On the other hand, considering smartphone-based SHM as a participatory sensing 
problem, there might be a significant accuracy difference between conventional monitoring results 
and crowdsourced results [36, 108]. Coupling between the sensor and the measurement surface is 
very likely to affect the characteristics of vibration signals, as shown in mobile seismograph 
applications [18]. In other words, crowdsourcing-based vibration signals representing structural 
response can be corrupted or fully masked by the citizen-induced uncertainties. For this reason, 
sensor placement may play an important role in measurement results.  
This study presents smartphone-based SHM solutions to citizen-induced uncertainty problems 
with an emphasis on the rotational distortion in the sensor position. Different smartphone sensors 
such as gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer are used to develop a coordinate sensitive 
environment allowing the smart device to keep track of the orientation changes or determine sensor 
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position with respect to the structure of interest. Using iPhone Operating System (iOS) as an 
exemplary mobile operating system and developing a mobile application using Xcode, features 
such as attitude and heading can be extracted from Core Motion (CM) and Core Location (CL) 
programming frameworks.  
In order to monitor the instantaneous sensor position and orientation changes, a coordinate 
system transformation procedure is proposed. A two-story laboratory structural model, an existing 
pedestrian bridge, and a large-scale suspension bridge are tested with the proposed procedure to 
correct sensor signals caused by improperly positioning of the sensors. The results show that the 
processed data matches actual vibration characteristics of structures with a significant accuracy in 
contrast with the distorted data. Using this procedure, location and orientation of a smartphone 
sensor with respect to a structure can be determined in terms of coordinate systems. Therefore, the 
smartphone sensor operators, namely citizens, need no prior information about the sensorial or 
structural coordinate systems, since the transformation between these systems can automatically 
be performed using smartphone sensor data. In summary, this study targets to develop a novel 
smart monitoring system which is capable of utilizing crowdsourced vibration data with 
heterogeneous and mobile sensing features despite sensors’ rotational positioning uncertainties 
introduced by the citizens.  
Chapter 4.1.2 explains an overview of smartphone sensors, including software, and hardware, 
with an emphasis on SHM usage. Data heterogeneity and smartness issues are discussed taking 
iOS environment as a mobile application platform. Chapter 4.1.3 discusses the analytical 
background that is used to correct distorted sensor signals with the help of coordinate system 
transformation procedures and multisensorial smartphone measurements. Chapter 4.1.4 presents 
the experimental and field applications of the proposed method on a 2DOF laboratory model and 
a real pedestrian bridge. Chapter 4.1.5 discusses coordinate transformation in multiple scales, 
using real smartphone data obtained from a large-scale civil infrastructure example, Golden Gate 
Bridge. Finally, Chapter 4.1.6 summarizes the overall work and presents the conclusions drawn 
from the test results.  
4.1.2 SHM-focused smartphone features 
Supported by mobile operating systems, instrumented with standalone computation and 
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wireless data transmission hardware such as processor, memory, and various communication 
technologies; smartphones have a great potential to construct an ubiquitous smart sensing and 
SHM network. A number of innovative SHM applications have shown that smartphones can be 
used for vibration monitoring of civil infrastructure. One of the unique features enabling 
smartphones to be used as SHM platforms is the integrated hardware and sensing environment. 
Smartphones are equipped with various sensors that allows users to acquire data from multiple 
media. What is more, thanks to the high quality CPU, RAM, and other hardware, smartphones can 
serve as standalone computers. These features are integrated with an advanced operating system, 
various developer tools and documentation enabling iOS programmers to customize their data 
acquisition platform. What is more, smartphones can communicate with the web, receive and 
transfer data via numerous tools such as cellular and Wi-Fi connection. Furthermore, with the help 
of embedded battery, they can operate without the need of an external power supply for a long 
time. All these features provide smartphones with the necessary foundation of a smart sensor, 
which may become a component of a distributed and wireless sensor network. In other words, with 
the help of smartphone hardware components; sensing, computation, communication, and 
programming aspects of smart monitoring procedure can all be performed on the smartphone side 
without the requirement of an external hardware, cable, power source, or computer. Taking iPhone 
5 as an exemplary smartphone model, this chapter introduces the smartphone hardware and 
software components that can be utilized for vibration-based SHM.  
4.1.2.1 Smartphone sensor components 
Smartphones are instrumented with various sensors such as barometer, gyroscope, 
accelerometer, proximity sensor, camera, touch screen, microphone, ambient light sensor, 
magnetometer (magnetic compass), and more. This study discusses the potential of some of these 
sensors as smart vibration measurement devices and SHM instruments. Smartness herein is the 
result of multisensorial environment, as well as sensor-side acquisition, processing and storage 
without the need of any external computer device, storage hardware, or cables for data transfer. 
First, and the most important of all, tri-axial smartphone embedded MEMS accelerometers can 
be used to measure acceleration in three directions. Likewise, measurement ability can be extended 
to 6DOF with the help of gyroscopes measuring the change in the device orientation over time. 
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With the help of the tri-axial gyroscope, smartphones are capable of measuring rotational rate of 
change as a function of time and can be used to identify the sensor position with respect to the 
structure, track rotational movements, and cancel out sensor distortions accordingly.  
Global Positioning System (GPS) is another smartphone-embedded technology that can be 
used to detect the position of the structural node to be measured, or basically the sensor location. 
This information can be of great importance for structures where the vibration response varies 
according to the measurement node [36, 86]. Moreover, by monitoring the global position of a 
sensor attached to the structure, structural displacement time histories can be obtained. On the 
other hand, it has been shown that the smartphone GPS is not sufficiently sensitive to detect 
vibratory motion [39], although, deployment of a vast number of low cost sensors may improve 
the measurement accuracy [109]. Nevertheless, because that the smartphones serve as mobile 
sensors and they are operated by citizens in motion, smartphone location services can be essential 
to verify that a measurement submission is taken by the particular structure. Assuming that the 
structure’s coordinates are stored in a central server, a match with the sensor coordinates can be 
the proof of a correct citizen submission. This might distinguish the location-wise proper citizen 
submissions with the erroneous or fake ones. 
Lastly, another navigation-related smartphone sensor is magnetometer which can detect 
smartphone’s position with respect to magnetic north by sensing the magnetic field. Using 
magnetic north as the reference direction and assuming that the structural coordinate system is 
known (via previous measurements, satellite views, etc.), the angular differences between the 
sensor and the structure can be compensated. Table 4.1 summarizes the properties of the 
fundamental smartphone sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer of iPhone 
5, which are of great importance for SHM applications [110]. The previous studies have shown 
that the same sensor type can have different performances depending on the smartphone brand and 
generation [1, 36]. 
In addition to all of these various hardware features, another advantage of smartphones is that 
they are supported with an advanced operating system and Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE). This smart platform can take advantage of mobility of citizens, bring heterogeneous sensor 
data together, collect and process all the information instantaneously on the sensor side, and 
wirelessly communicate with a server or cloud via Internet. The following subchapter discusses 
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sensors from developer’s perspective, introduces iOS core frameworks, and explore the 
alternatives to use the operating system as means of a smart, mobile, and heterogeneous SHM 
instrument. 
Table 4.1: Accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer properties  
Model Producer Sensor type Sensitivity 
L3G4200D [111] STMicroelectronics 3-axis gyroscope 16684 (LSB/g) 
LIS331DLH [112] STMicroelectronics 3-axis accelerometer 4096 (LSB/g) 
AK8963 [113] Asahi Kasei Microdevices 3-axis compass 0.15 (µT/LSB) 
 
4.1.2.2 iOS and core frameworks 
iOS IDE, namely Xcode, provides developers with numerous methods to acquire sensor data. 
The programming language used in iOS environment is called Objective-C, an object-oriented 
compilation of C. Data acquisition from smartphone sensors requires a number of frameworks 
such as Core Motion (CM), Core Location (CL), and more (e.g. AVFoundation). The data obtained 
via frameworks can have different forms such as raw or processed, and can be utilized depending 
on developer’s purpose. In fact, some of these forms involve signal processing procedures and 
heterogeneous data fusion by default. In other words, these frameworks automatically enhance the 
state of motion variables by fusing the data obtained from different sensors, processing the signal 
(filtering, conversion, algebraic operations), and returning the processed data in numerous formats.  
Using CM framework, 3-axis accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data can be 
acquired with many different parameters such as User Acceleration, Gravity, Rotation Rate, 
Attitude, and Magnetic Field. User Acceleration provides acceleration time history which 
represents the base correction of gravity value and attempts to identify user induced accelerations 
rather than gravity. In other words, CM applies a high pass filter to the acceleration time history 
and the smartphone axis directed towards gravity replaces the mean value of -1 g with 0 g. 
Likewise, Gravity attempts to define sensor position with respect to the gravitational direction and 
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can be achieved by a low pass filter. 3-axis Gravity data are components of a resultant acceleration 
whose magnitude is supposed to add up to 1 g. The angle between the smartphone axes and the 
horizontal earth plane can be determined by the inverse tangent of Gravity values corresponding 
to different axes.  
Accelerometer data is related to the motion in 3 directions and needs additional sensor data to 
extend the motion information into 6DOF. For this purpose, gyroscope measurements provide 
Rotation Rate in 3 directions and can be adopted to detect angle changes. Integrating gyroscope 
data over time, one can obtain the cumulative angle change as a function of time. Combining 
gyroscope data with acceleration measurements, device orientations can be represented with 
Attitude data which consists of Pitch, Roll, and Yaw, in x, y, and z-axes, respectively.  
All CM data introduced here can be retrieved with a sampling rate of up to 100 Hz which is 
sufficient for civil infrastructure applications. Unlike CM framework, CL sampling ratio is very 
low, cannot be controlled by the developer, and the device framework automatically keeps 
updating the location parameters in an optimized manner. The device gathers the data obtained 
from different tools such as GPS, Cellular, and Wi-Fi signals and fuses these to provide with the 
best estimation. In order to identify the sensor location, the coordinates provided by CL framework 
can be used. These parameters are namely, Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude, as well as the 
accuracy estimation of these values such as Horizontal Accuracy and Vertical Accuracy. Similar 
with the other frameworks, these can be converted into parameters with higher abstraction level. 
In this way, the location can be monitored on the map; the address, postal code, or further 
information can automatically be extracted.  
Another important parameter provided by CL framework is the Heading value which 
determines the smartphone direction with respect to either magnetic or true North Pole. Combined 
with Gravity obtained from CM, Heading from CL can be used to define the sensor position with 
respect to structural and global coordinate systems. These coordinate systems and conversion 
procedures are discussed in details in the following subchapter.  
In order to summarize and present all the data extracted from CM and CL frameworks and 
show its physical meaning as well as heterogeneity, a small-scale laboratory test is carried out. 
Figure 4.1 shows the shaking table test setup of a smartphone inclined at three different angles. 
The first subfigure demonstrates the intact position of the smartphone whose x-axis is aligned 
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perpendicular to shake table axis. In other words, at this stage, smartphone’s y-axis is aligned as 
parallel to the shaking direction. Then, the smartphone is rotationally distorted in z and y-axis, as 
shown in the second and third subfigures, respectively. Figure 4.2 shows the time histories of 
various CM and CL smartphone sensor data extracted from a shaking table test subjected to a 5 
Hz sine wave excitation. The first column of plots show the overall vibration time history, whereas 
second, third, and fourth are zoomed time histories of the three states demonstrated in Figure 4.1. 
According to Figure 4.2, looking at the intact state, the accelerometer values read on x, and z-axes 
(row 1) are negligibly small due to the fact that they are perpendicular to shaking direction. In 
contrast, the y-axis presents the whole vibration amplitude since it is parallel to the shaking 
direction. When the smartphone is rotated around z-axis, the acceleration amplitude in y direction 
reduces whereas the one in x direction increases. In other words, the vibration is distributed into x 
and y-axis as vector components. Similarly, when the smartphone is rotated around y-axis, 
acceleration readings in z direction becomes another component of the resultant vibration.  
 
 
Figure 4.1:  Shaking table test setup and different smartphone orientations 
 
Figure 4.2: Multisensorial time histories of a distorted smartphone 
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Using the sensor data mentioned before, such rotary distortions of a smartphone can be tracked. 
Looking at the overall attitude time history plotted in Figure 4.2 (row 4, column 1), rotary changes 
in x, y, and z-axis can be monitored using pitch, roll, and yaw data, respectively. What is more, 
Figure 4.2 (row 5) shows the heading time history which is updated at the instants where the device 
orientation is subjected to change. Other than these, row 2 and 3 shows the gravity and rotational 
change rates observed on each axis. As mentioned previously, another parameter that can be 
extracted from smartphone sensors is the geographical position of the device. Since the major 
focus of this study is sensor orientation defects, global positioning parameters (e.g. latitude, 
longitude, and altitude) will not be discussed in details, yet its usage as a citizen submission verifier 
will be explained in the forthcoming subchapter. Therefore, heading will be the primary CL 
parameter since it is used as an orientation change indicator.  
4.1.2.3 Data heterogeneity 
Nonhomogeneous or heterogeneous data, is an important aspect of multisensorial monitoring 
systems, thus, is essential to integrate different sensor information in smartphone-based SHM 
systems. The multisensorial environment and data heterogeneity involve different data types, 
variation in the signal quality, and multi-rated clock operations. In this study, since the data 
extraction is bounded by the iOS core frameworks, data heterogeneity can be interpreted in terms 
of framework features. Figure 4.3 shows an overall look on the heterogeneous smartphone sensing 
platform based on CL and CM frameworks. These two frameworks have different characteristics 
in various aspects. First of all, the sensor difference between CM and CL is that CM framework 
has access to accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer, whereas CL does not use 
accelerometer and gyroscope data but processes magnetometer data to produce heading data. 
Likewise, geographical information, hence, sensor position can only be obtained from CL and is 
not processed by CM. 
What is more, CL framework is most likely to be based on complicated fusion algorithms 
integrating GPS, Cellular, and Wi-Fi; whereas processed CM data can be reproduced by raw sensor 
values. Compared with CM, CL framework has no access to the data of low abstraction. In other 
words, rather than obtaining the raw GPS, Cellular, and Wi-Fi signals and processing them in a 
customary manner, the developer can only get the processed results in terms of coordinates and 
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heading as the result of an estimation procedure. 
 
Figure 4.3: Logic diagram showing sensor data usage in iOS frameworks 
Data heterogeneity also stems from the difference in framework clocks and sampling rates. 
CL-based sampling is very irregular and low rate compared with the CM-based sampling. Low 
and uncontrollable sampling rate, by nature, obstructs CL framework from producing useful 
frequency domain vibration data. Yet, global position coordinates obtained from CL is relatively 
useful for detecting sensor position rather than monitoring the structural displacement itself. 
Finally, CL data quality in terms of structural vibration measurements is completely different 
than CM framework. Although numerous SHM studies have shown successful examples of GPS 
usage for displacement measurement [114-117], the geolocation sensitivity obtained from 
smartphones is too low for such purposes. For example, iOS IDE allows developer to modify 
desired accuracy in terms of distance, and the highest state-of-the-art accuracy value is 10 meters 
which is not sensitive enough for civil infrastructure vibrations. Yet, geolocation features can serve 
as a tool which verifies that the sensor position matches the structure’s position. On the other hand, 
previous studies have shown that smartphone accelerometer, therefore CM data, is reasonably 
accurate for SHM purposes. Table 4.2 summarizes the heterogeneous features of smartphone 
sensors as structural vibration monitoring instruments in terms of usage description, active 
framework, measured parameter, sensor type, and sampling rate. The forthcoming subchapter 
discusses the mathematical background of the coordinate system transformation that can use the 
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heterogeneous data described herein. Further information regarding iPhone sensors, core 
frameworks, and iOS application development can be found in [73, 74, 76, 77]. 
 
Table 4.2: Heterogeneous smartphone sensor features 
Scope Frame-
work 
Primary Parameters Technology Sampling 
Vibration 
Measurement 
CM User-Acceleration Accelerometer Regular: up to 100 Hz 
Device 
Positioning 








CL Heading Compass/ 
Magnetometer 
Irregular: if distorted 
Vertical 
Orientation 
CM Gravity Accelerometer Regular: up to 100 Hz 
Device Distortion CM Attitude (Yaw, Pitch, Roll) Accelerometer, 
Gyroscope 
Regular: up to 100 Hz 
Transformation CM & 
CL 
All except* All except * Multi-Rate 
 
4.1.3 Coordinate system transformation 
Controlled by citizens, accelerometers embedded in smartphones constitute the core of a 
smartphone-based SHM platform. With the help of a proper smartphone application, vibration 
response of a structure can be measured by smartphone users with no engineering expertise. 
Moreover, mobile and smart devices bring the possibility to observe multiple structures’ dynamic 
response with a single phone, since citizens can act as mobile SHM operators and get involved in 
more than one structure’s SHM system. For example, depending on a pedestrian’s daily route, 
different bridges with the same pedestrian’s access can get benefit from the smartphone data 
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obtained from the same user. Extending this concept to multiple users or to a larger community, a 
mobile crowdsourcing service can become an SHM system which continuously receives periodical 
vibration response measurements, processes vibration signals, identifies modal parameters, and 
stores the analysis results [36].  
The nature of smartphone-based SHM, on the other hand, cannot guarantee high quality 
vibration response data since the measurement configuration is dominated by the smartphone user. 
Especially in a crowdsourcing-based SHM scenario, the citizen incentive is the key to receive 
successful vibration response samples. In other words, smartphone users’ state of knowledge, 
motivation, and comfort can play an important role in the quality of vibration measurements. For 
instance, there might be different posture scenarios that define citizens’ mobility while taking 
vibration measurements from a civil infrastructure. Taking a pedestrian bridge as an example, the 
best but not the most comfortable case is the citizen placing the smartphone on the floor. In this 
case, although the smartphone is not fixed to the structure and free to move on the ground, it can 
obtain structural vibrations with a good accuracy [36]. Yet, previous studies ignored the fact that 
the devices placed on a structure by citizens can be different than the requested configuration. 
The more likely scenarios can be standing citizens holding the phone arbitrarily, getting direct 
or indirect support from the structure (e.g. sitting on a bench or leaning on handrails). What is 
more, the phone may rest in a bag or pocket which lays on the ground or carried by a person. 
Therefore, different citizen-induced vibration measurement scenarios might vary in terms of 
sensor-structure coupling and interaction, and have a wide range of quality difference depending 
on the citizen mobility. That is to say, a pedestrian can stand still on a bridge for a certain duration, 
or keep walking while taking the vibration measurements, and depending on the mobility of the 
pedestrian, the vibration characteristics can extensively change. To summarize, mobility can 
introduce various uncertainties in vibration measurement and SHM procedure. Nevertheless, these 
can be reduced with the help of a smart monitoring system processing multiple sensor data.  
In order to narrow down the definition of citizen-induced uncertainties in smartphone-based 
SHM, two significant sources, device position and orientation, become the focus of this study. 
Taking vibration measurements from a walking pedestrian or a pedestrian holding the device 
introduces even more uncertainties in measurement procedure. Besides, the structural vibrations 
can be masked by the predominant frequencies due to human body dynamics, biomechanics, or 
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the motion characteristics [84, 118-120]. For this reason, indirect measurements such as walking 
pedestrians, or citizens holding phones are excluded in this study. On the contrary, majority of the 
vibrations is produced by structural and environmental sources in addition to temporary device 
distortions that could result in positioning and orientation changes. Further aspects will be 
discussed thoroughly in the future. 
4.1.3.1 Coordinate system transformation fundamentals 
In order to utilize smartphone-based citizen-induced vibration data with rotational 
uncertainties, transformation between changing coordinate systems can be performed. 
Transformation between two coordinate systems can be interpreted in terms of Eulerian angle 
differences between the two systems. In flight dynamics, a particular application of Euler angles 
introduces yaw, pitch, and roll as the attitude values describing the rotation of a coordinate system 
in 3 directions [121]. For instance, rotational rigid body motion of an object shown in Figure 4.4 
can be defined by the initial and final coordinate systems as well as the attitude parameters relating 
two systems with each other. One way to do this is to develop a transformation matrix, specifically, 
a cosine direction matrix which can represent the rotations in three dimensions [41]. Note that 
pitch and roll parameters, defining rotations around x, and y-axes, here is consistent with the iOS 
syntax, and can be labelled vice versa in other sources [102, 121]. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Relation between initial and final axes, attitude data, and device orientation 
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A cosine direction matrix can represent rotary changes of a coordinate system in terms of Euler 
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]  (4.1) 
where 𝐴𝑇∗ is the cosine direction matrix, 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑧, 𝜃𝑦 are the angle of rotations around x, z, and y-
axes, respectively. Given that the rotations around each axis is known, the final coordinate system 
can be constructed based on the initial coordinate system. Likewise, the transformation from final 
coordinate system to initial coordinate system can be performed by taking the inverse or, since it 
is orthonormal, transpose of the transformation matrix presented above. Then, the transformed 
components of the motion can be presented with a linear algebraic operation such as  
𝑇(?⃗?) = 𝐴𝑇(𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦, 𝜃𝑧) ∙ ?⃗?          (4.2) 
where 𝑇(?⃗?) is the transformed vector from final to initial coordinate system, ?⃗?  the vector 
corresponding to the final coordinate system and 𝐴𝑇 is the inverse or transpose of 𝐴𝑇∗. As a result, 
𝐴𝑇 can be formulated as 
𝐴𝑇
= [
[𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑦 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑧] [𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑦 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑧 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧] [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑦 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑧 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧]
[𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑦 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧] [𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑦 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑧] [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑦 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑧]
[−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑦] [𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑦] [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑦]
]  (4.3) 
Using these principles, as long as the Eulerian angle differences or attitude parameters are 
known, any coordinate system can be projected into another coordinate system. In this way, 
vibrations in an arbitrary orientation can be converted into the desired coordinate system 
components.  
The ultimate goal is to modify the sensor coordinate system such that the orthogonal vibration 
modes can be achieved by converting the improperly positioned or distorted sensor’s coordinate 
system into the structural coordinate system. Yet, the proposed system does not expect citizens to 
arrange the sensor coordinate system or find out the Euler angle differences based on prior 
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structural information. Therefore, taking advantage of vectors with constant physical quantities 
such as gravity or earth’s magnetic field, a third reference coordinate system can establish the 
connection between the sensorial and the structural coordinate systems. For this purpose, the 
following subchapter proposes three citizen-induced SHM coordinate systems, namely, sensorial, 
structural and global coordinate systems, and discusses the connection among each other. 
4.1.3.2 Coordinate systems in smartphone-based SHM 
In this study, coordinate systems in smartphone-based SHM are classified into three elements. 
The first element is the smartphone or sensorial coordinate system, which is controlled by the 
citizens or smartphone users and is subjected to change over time. Built-in iOS sensor axes system, 
namely, x, y, and z can be used to define the sensor coordinate system. Accelerometer, gyroscope 
and magnetometer data can be utilized such that smartphone position can be determined and 
changes can be tracked by taking magnetic north and gravitational directions as reference vectors. 
Combining all these sensor data together, this can be done by calling attitude angles (yaw, pitch, 
and roll) in CM framework and heading angle from CL framework. 
The second element of coordinate systems is structural coordinate system, which is essential 
to interpret vibration modes in physically meaningful directions. Generally, structural coordinates 
describe whether the deformations are in vertical, longitudinal, or lateral directions. For example, 
a multistory building’s coordinate system can be composed of two horizontal and one vertical 
directions, which is adequate to define vibration modes as well as node locations on the structure. 
Likewise, a bridge structure’s coordinates is likely to be composed of a longitudinal, transverse, 
and gravitational directions.  
The third and the final element is global coordinate system, which establishes the connection 
between two independent local coordinate system, such as the sensor and the structure. The 
conversion from sensorial to structural scale can be performed by using the global coordinate 
system as an intermediary step. In order to find a convenient global coordinate description for 
SHM, gravitational and magnetic north directions can be used as the first two coordinate axes. The 
third coordinate system axis is defined as the vector product of gravitational and magnetic north 
vectors, enabling the orthogonality between coordinate axes. Figure 4.5 shows the coordinate 
systems of different scales, and the interrelation between global and local coordinates. 





Figure 4.5: Local to global measurement coordinate system scales 
The first and the second, namely, the sensor and the structural scales refer to the local 
coordinates whereas the third scale refers to the global scale. The distinction between local and 
global coordinates stems from the uniqueness of the global coordinate system (defined by gravity 
and magnetic north), in contrast with the infinite number of possible local coordinate systems. 
Since the smartphones are operated by citizens and there is no control over the sensor configuration, 
it is assumed that sensors can have any arbitrary orientation at any given instant, regardless of 
structure’s coordinates. In other words, Euler angles between the sensorial and structural 
coordinates cannot be controlled by the receiver and may change in time. Likewise, there may be 
millions of different structures with different coordinate systems, but, their coordinate systems are 
unlikely to change unless the structure undergoes a modification (adaptive structures, retrofitting, 
etc.). In other words, once the structural coordinate system is determined, it can be stored in a 
database for future reference.  
It is essential to have a sensor configuration that could identify structural modes of vibration 
in correct directions, because, a mismatch between the sensorial and structural coordinate systems 
can cause erroneous analysis results. Therefore, the relation between the sensorial and structural 
coordinate systems should be established with the help of a known reference coordinate system. 
For this reason, an intermediate coordinate system with known parameters, global coordinates, can 
be utilized to convert from sensor to structural coordinate system. Since global coordinate system 
cannot be subjected to any change, they can be maintained as a reference coordinate system for 
any local coordinates. 
Based on these definitions, a transformation procedure is generated. First of all, the procedure 
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extracts Eulerian angles between the sensorial and the global coordinate systems and develops the 
transformation matrix in between. For a stationary sensor case, the Eulerian angles in x, y, and z-
axes can be represented with the inverse tangents of gravity ratios obtained from CM framework, 
and magnetic heading obtained from CL framework. Therefore, transformation matrix from intact 
sensorial to global coordinate systems is defined as 
𝐴𝑇(𝑖𝑔) = 𝐴𝑇(arctan(𝐺𝑦 𝐺𝑧⁄ ) , arctan(−𝐺𝑥 𝐺𝑧⁄ ) , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)                                   (4.4) 
where Gx,Gy,Gz are the gravity values observed on x, y, and z-axes, respectively. 
Similarly the transformation matrix from structural to global coordinate systems can be 
represented with the same angles. If, assuming that one of the structural axes is perfectly vertical 
like a high-rise building, in other words is parallel to the direction of gravity, coordinate system 
transformation can simply be defined by the angle between the structure’s lateral axes and the 
magnetic north pole. Likewise, a bridge-like structure can be defined by the angle between its 
longitudinal axis and the magnetic north, assuming its vertical axis is perfectly parallel to the 
direction of gravity. By doing this, the transformation terms can be reduced, while the assumption 
holds for most of the civil infrastructure with either vertical or horizontal alignment. Afterwards, 
structure’s magnetic heading is sufficient to produce the transformation matrix. Therefore, the 
transformation matrix can be reduced to  
𝐴𝑇(𝑠𝑔) = 𝐴𝑇(0,0, ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔) = [
[cos ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [− sin ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [0]
[sin ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [cos ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [0]
[0] [0] [1]
]                                                   (4.5) 
Because that the transformation is linear and the coordinate system axes are orthogonal to each 
other, the transformation matrix is invertible, and the transformation from global to structural 
coordinate systems can be derived by taking the adjoint matrix and dividing it by the determinant. 
Thanks to the orthogonality, the same derivation can simply be performed by taking the transpose 
which is equal to 
𝐴𝑇(𝑔𝑠) = 𝐴𝑇(𝑠𝑔)
−1 = [
[cos ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [sin ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [0]
[− sin ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [cos ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔] [0]
[0] [0] [1]
]                                                                     (4.6) 
Considering the transformation steps discussed so far, it is possible to adjust vibration 
measurements of an arbitrarily placed sensor. In addition to these, any distortion in sensor 
coordinate system can be tracked by pitch, roll, and yaw data obtained from CM framework. With 
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the help of gyroscope, rotational changes can instantaneously be recorded and distorted signals 
can be converted into intact sensor coordinate system. These changes can be represented by change 
in pitch, roll, and roll values in synchronization with accelerometer data, 
𝐴𝑇(𝑑𝑖) = 𝐴𝑇(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ, 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙, 𝑦𝑎𝑤)                                                                                                                   (4.7) 
where pitch, roll, and yaw are the distortion-induced orientations such as rotation in x, y, and 
z-axes, respectively. To summarize these coordinate system transformations as consecutive 
operations, the coordinate system transformation from distorted sensor to structure can be 
generalized as in Figure 4.6. In addition, the intermediate coordinate transformation system steps 
between distorted sensor and structure are intact sensor and global coordinate systems, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Block diagram for overall coordinate system transformation 
The generalized expression can be reduced to one single term by algebraic multiplication of 
all these transformation matrices. In this way, a complete transformation solution from distorted 
sensor state to structure can be established by multiplication of all transformation matrices such as 
𝑇𝑑𝑠(?⃗⃗?) = 𝐴𝑇(𝑠𝑔)
−1 ∙ 𝐴𝑇(𝑖𝑔) ∙ 𝐴𝑇(𝑑𝑖) ∙ ?⃗⃗? = 𝐴𝑇(𝑑𝑠) ∙ ?⃗⃗?                              (4.8) 
where di, ig, sg, and ds represents distorted to intact, intact to global, structure to global, and 
distorted to structure, respectively.  
In summary, the proposed transformation procedure can be interpreted by the integrated steps 
given below: 
1) Using changes in attitude data which is yaw, pitch, and roll; angular deviation errors can be 
eliminated by transforming back from distorted sensor position into the intact sensor position.  
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2) Intact position of a sensor can be identified such that the inverse tangent values of gravity 
ratios relate sensor layout with gravity direction, whereas heading determines the angle between 
sensor’s y-axis and the magnetic north pole. With the help of pitch, roll, and heading, intact sensor 
coordinate system can be converted into global coordinate system.  
3) Conducting inverse transformation from global to structural coordinate system, vibration 
modes observed in a sensor signal can be uncoupled, since the original signal content is distributed 
into its components in terms of structural coordinate system. 
The integrated system described herein is advantageous for the following reasons: 
1) A citizen can operate a smartphone without any prior knowledge on the sensorial or the 
structural coordinate systems, 
2) Transformation operations can take advantage of integrated computational capacity by using 
both of central server and mobile user platforms. 
3) Taking citizen initiative and device mobility into consideration, measurements subjected to 
angular distortions can be recovered. 
4) The process can lead to further integration of citizens into SHM system by enhancing 
measurements under different pedestrian postures. 
4.1.4 On campus applications 
 In order to test the proposed coordinate system transformation procedure with real smartphone 
data, two studies are presented in the following subchapters. The first study is a small scale 
laboratory model, and has been subjected to impact hammer tests in Burmister Laboratory, 
Columbia University. For this purpose, an iOS application which retrieves multisensorial CL and 
CM data is developed. The second study is based on ambient vibration monitoring of a pedestrian 
link bridge connecting two high-rise buildings, Mudd and Schapiro, on Morningside Campus, 
Columbia University. The developed application is used to determine orientation and location of 
the device, while long term acceleration response is recorded by another commercial application, 
iSeismometer. The reason to use a second software is that the application developed by the authors 
is suitable for short-term data which temporarily keeps the time history until transferred via web 
view, and does not need to access smartphone database. In contrast, iSeismometer stores 
acceleration time history in smartphone hard disk as a csv file, which allows the users to record 
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longer time histories.  
The distorted and transformed data are compared with those obtained from a reference 
monitoring system. The reference system has 2 piezoelectric accelerometers in each of the x, y, 
and z directions. These accelerometers are of model 393B04 PCB Piezotronics, have a sensitivity 
of 1000 mV/g, and are used to sample with 100 Hz by the data acquisition system of National 
Instruments SCXI-1531.  
4.1.4.1 Sampling rate and tilt corrections of a 2DOF model 
A 2-story shear structural model is instrumented with 6 reference piezoelectric accelerometers 
and a smartphone on the second story. The steel columns with rectangular cross-sections are 
designed to be strong in the y-axis and weak in the x-axis. Beams with square cross-sections are 
made of aluminum, and have very large stiffness due to their bulky dimensions compared with the 
columns. Figure 4.7a shows the experimental setup, Figure 4.7b shows the design drawings of the 
2DOF structure, and Figure 4.7c-g shows the plan and the elevation views of the second story with 
intact and distorted smartphone positions. Reference magnetic compass and leveling instruments 
are used to maintain the horizontality of the structure throughout the tests and keep the structure’s 
heading within the initial values.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Setup, drawings, and rotationally distorted device positions 
Initial position of the smartphone can be described as the screen facing the opposite of 
gravitational direction. In addition to this, initial sensorial x-axis is in the same direction with the 
structure’s weak axis. Afterwards, the smartphone is subjected to distortions and the acceleration 
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response is recorded under deviated orientations. The distorted data is reconstructed by plugging 
the heterogeneous smartphone data into the proposed transformation procedure.  
Figure 4.8 shows the time history and Fourier spectra comparison of distorted and transformed 
data. In contrast with the distorted time history, the significant match between reference and 
corrected signals shows that the error between reference and smartphone sensor reduced by 53% 
in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) as a result of coordinate system transformation. 
Similarly, the reference and the corrected Fourier spectra amplitudes show agreement in contrast 
with the distorted data whose sensor coordinate system captures coupled vibration behavior rather 
than representing orthogonal axes. On the other hand, modal frequencies are still observed within 
the same frequency values. This is due to the fact that the coordinate system differences result in 




Figure 4.8: Rotationally distorted and corrected accelerometer data  
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In order to quantify the error reduction in the time and the frequency domain, a number of 
reference parameters are compared with those obtained from the distorted and the corrected sensor 
coordinate systems. At this stage, heterogeneity in the sampling rate is also taken into 
consideration. Looking at the timestamps obtained from the smartphone data, it is observed that 
the acquisition cannot achieve the targeted sampling rate which is set equal to 100 Hz. The 
observed number of samples in the time domain are approximately 6% less than the targeted value, 
therefore, the Fourier spectra is corrected according to the achieved sampling rate in addition to 
the coordinate system transformation operations. As a result, the corrected modal frequency 
perfectly matches the reference value, whereas sampling irregularity causes a 6% increase in the 
identified frequency for the raw case. What is more, reference spectral density at the peak 
frequency is achieved with an 8% error by the coordinate transformed case, whereas such value 
increases to 44% due to the distribution of weak axis motion into two horizontal axes of the 
distorted smartphone. Similarly, acceleration sign at a particular instant show that the distortion 
not only results in amplitude difference, but also phase error as a result of the direction difference 
between the sensorial and structural coordinate systems. The differences obtained from distorted 
and corrected sensor data are summarized in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3: Dominant modal parameters and accelerations in x-direction 
 Reference Distorted Corrected 
𝑓1 (𝐻𝑧) 3.16 3.35 3.16 
Error (%) - 6.01 0.00 
𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑡 𝑓1  (𝑔
2/𝐻𝑧) 8.15 ∙ 10−3 4.54 ∙ 10−3 7.48 ∙ 10−3 
Error (%) - 44.3 8.22 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸36 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠(𝑔) - 0.0325 0.0153 
Phase + - + 
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4.1.4.2 Pedestrian bridge example 
To serve the influence of the proposed coordinate system transformation procedure on modal 
identification results of a real structure, a short span pedestrian bridge located in Columbia 
University Morningside campus is monitored. The structural system is a single span bridge, 
serving as a link between two adjacent high rise buildings. The structure is composed of steel 
columns, beams and an arch, where the integration among structural members is maintained by 
moment resistant connections.  
In order to test a number of representative smartphone positions, 4 sets of different tests are 
conducted. These tests involve different smartphone configurations with respect to the structure, 
where the coordinate system transformation method could perform as a correction tool. Table 4.4 
presents the geometrical descriptions for smartphone orientations corresponding to different tests. 
 
Table 4.4: Pedestrian bridge test properties and smartphone configurations 
Test No Generalized Layout Gravity <x, y, z> Rotation Yaw Pitch Roll 
1 Face up < 0, 0, -1 > - 0° 0° 0° 
2 Portrait < 0, -1, 0 > X-axis 0° 90° 0° 
3 Landscape < -1, 0, 0 > Y-axis 0° 0° -90° 
4 Inclined < 0, -0.71, -0.71 > X-axis 0° 45° 0° 
 
The same reference monitoring and data acquisition system is used to compare the raw and 
transformed smartphone sensor data with a conventional system. The system is installed on the 
bridge mid-span with 6 accelerometers, where all accelerometers are attached to a planar mat with 
double sided adhesives. The purpose of installing the sensors on a reference plane is to avoid the 
effects of local irregularities on the bridge deck surface, and provide each sensor with the same 
coordinate system. Similar with the previous case study, each of x, y, and z directions are 
instrumented with two reference accelerometers, those average is to be compared with the 
smartphone sensor measurements. Figure 4.9 shows the 3-dimensional sketch of the structural 
model, the coordinate systems referring to the structure, intact (Test 1), and distorted (Test 2-4) 
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sensor positions. In addition, Figure 4.10 illustrates the sensor configuration installed on the planar 
mat located on the mid-span of the structure, and the corresponding attitude values due to distortion 
are printed on the smartphone application interface.  
 
 
Figure 4.9: Structural and sensorial coordinate systems of Test 1-4 
 
Figure 4.10: Reference and smartphone sensor configuration and application interface 
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As mentioned previously, another position-related smartphone sensing feature is geolocation 
services on CL framework. CL framework provides the device with location information with an 
accuracy evaluation for each estimation. This is important because, in smartphone-based SHM, it 
is expected that the mobile sensors operated by citizens can have positioning errors. What is more, 
since the citizens are engaged in multiple monitoring activity, a citizen may submit the vibration 
data to the wrong structure’s database without an automated location verification system.  
Theoretically, latitude and longitude values obtained from CL framework can detect which 
structural node is instrumented with the sensor, or at least verify whether the data logged by a 
citizen corresponds to the correct structure. In practice, the location estimations may vary in 
accuracy starting from 10 meters up to 3 kilometers. The proposed range is considerably high for 
detecting the location on a particular structure, therefore, some of these estimations might mislead 
the verification accuracy. Yet, CL framework allows the developers to target the desired accuracy 
level, and if necessary, location estimations with large errors can be disregarded by setting a 
threshold for the estimation accuracy. Figure 4.11 shows the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
coordinate estimations provided by CL framework. The yellow spots show that for a structure of 
short size (10-meter span), the estimation cannot clearly identify a particular node (e.g. mid-span), 




Figure 4.11: Coordinate estimations by smartphone geolocation services 
Figure 4.12 shows the reference and the smartphone accelerometer time histories obtained 
from Test 1-4. The tests are conducted under ambient vibration and it can be seen that the signal 
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amplitude is dominated by noise. Therefore, there is an amplitude resemblance among time 
histories obtained from x, y, and z-axes regardless of sensor orientation. Compared with the 
reference time histories, it is observed that smartphone peak to peak distance is large due to the 
low sensitivity. Therefore, dominated by the noise level rather than low-amplitude structural 
vibrations, there is a significant difference (over 100%) between the reference and smartphone 
data with or without coordinate system transformation. Figure 4.13 shows that such difference is 
reflected on the spectral density values observed on peak frequencies as well as the density increase 
distributed throughout the overall frequency domain. 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Time histories of Test 1-4
 
Figure 4.13: Spectral densities of Test 1-4 
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Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 presents the peak values in the time and the frequency domain of Test 
3 and Test 4, respectively, in order to compare the difference between the reference and the 
smartphone time histories as well as Fourier spectra. Looking at the Test 3 peak frequencies, the 
error between the distorted and the reference values is very large (56%) since the mode identified 
by the distorted sensor corresponds to another direction in the structural coordinate system. As a 
result of coordinate system transformation, the smartphone sensor axes can fit the structural 
coordinate system, therefore, identify the modal frequency with an error below 1%. Similarly, the 
error between smartphone and reference sensors reduces from 45% to 9% as a result of coordinate 
system transformation. Yet, as observed from Figure 4.12 peak to peak values, it can be concluded 
that the error between peak vertical accelerations (PVA) is independent of the coordinate system, 
since it is masked by the low signal to noise ratio. To summarize, the effect of coordinate system 
transformation can be seen more clearly in the frequency domain compared with the time domain 
which is suppressed by noise.  
 
Table 4.5: Test 3 dominant modal parameters and bridge accelerations in z-direction 
 Reference Distorted Corrected 
𝑓3 (𝐻𝑧) 29.66 12.94 29.94 
Error (%) - 56.4 0.94 
𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑡 𝑓3  (𝑔
2/𝐻𝑧) 4.43 ∙ 10−6 2.42 ∙ 10−6 4.04 ∙ 10−6 
Error (%) - 45.4 8.80 
𝑃𝑉𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑔) ~0.002 ~0.005 ~0.005 
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Table 4.6: Test 4 dominant modal parameters and bridge accelerations in z-direction 
 Reference Distorted Corrected 
𝑓3 (𝐻𝑧) 29.66 29.97 29.97 
Error (%) - 1.05 1.05 
𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑡 𝑓3  (𝑔
2/𝐻𝑧) 8.61 ∙ 10−6 1.79 ∙ 10−6 3.08 ∙ 10−6 
Error (%) - 79.2 64.2 
𝑃𝑉𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑔) ~0.002 ~0.005 ~0.005 
Error (%) - >100 >100 
 
4.1.5 Transformation procedure on landmark bridges 
This subchapter presents structural vibration measurement and modal identification of a 
landmark suspension bridge, Golden Gate Bridge, located in San Francisco California with the 
application of the proposed coordinate system transformation procedure. Golden Gate Bridge is 
one of the most popular landmarks in the United States, and being used by 110000 vehicles every 
day, is an important component of California’s transportation network. The structural system 
consists of a truss bridge deck hanging on steel bridge cables, transferring loads to the bridge 
towers. The main span is 1280 meters long, and has access to pedestrians, therefore can be a 
suitable platform for citizen-induced smartphone-based SHM.  
On September 4, 2015, approximately 35 minutes of vibration data is acquired from the bridge 
mid-span using the smartphone application iSeismometer as an acceleration recorder. Similar with 
the previous cases, three-axial acceleration is obtained by an iPhone 5 which is placed free to move 
on the pedestrian lane deck without any additional adhesion elements. In other words, sensor and 
structure coupling is maintained by the friction between bridge the deck surface and the rear face 
of the smartphone. Smartphone measurements are taken such that the sensorial y-axis is aligned 
perpendicular to the bridge’s longitudinal axis, or structural y-axis according to the coordinate 
systems prescribed in the previous subchapters. Figure 4.14 shows the sensorial, structural, and 
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global coordinate systems proper with the proposed multiscale coordinate system framework. 
Specifically, the structural y-axis coincides with the sensorial x-axis, or the angle between the 
structural y-axis and the sensorial y-axis is 270°. To be consistent, San Francisco-San Rafael 
direction defines the positive y-axis for the structural coordinate system.   
 
 
Figure 4.14: Coordinate systems and aerial views of Golden Gate Bridge 
Figure 4.15 shows the time histories of the mid-span bridge vibration response obtained from 
the smartphone sensor after the coordinate system transformation is performed. Lateral, 
longitudinal, and vertical labels refer to the structural axes named x, y, and z according to the 
multiscale transformation procedure proposed in the previous subchapters. According to the time 
history plots, it is seen that the peak to peak vibration response ranges between approximately 0.06 
g for the lateral and the vertical directions, and 0.04 g for the longitudinal directions. Unlike the 
ambient vibration study presented in the previous study, the plots show that there are significant 
peaks in the time histories, therefore, the vibration response exceeds ambient level. This might 
result from the vehicle traffic acting as operational vibrations, increasing the signal to noise ratio 
compared with the ambient vibration case. Figure 4.16 shows the spectra of the vibration response 
obtained from the Fourier transform of the 3-axial acceleration time histories. Some of the 
vibration modes are demonstrated on the spectral peaks ranging from 1st to 8th mode. Looking at 
the ratio of the peak spectral values with the baseline values, it can be observed that the vertical 
modes are excited more than the lateral and longitudinal modes as a result of the operational 
vibrations acting in the gravitational direction. 




Figure 4.15: Time histories from Golden Gate Bridge
 
Figure 4.16: Fourier spectra from Golden Gate Bridge 
Previously, vibration response analysis and modal identification studies of Golden Gate Bridge 
is conducted in 1985 [122]. Compared with the smartphone-based measurements, it can be seen 
that there are a number of identical modes, although the overall spectra looks different. In order to 
compare the error between the identified modal frequencies in 1985 and 2015, the spectral peaks 
in vertical direction are compared with each other. Table 4.7 includes the 1st to 4th modal 
frequencies obtained from the two comparative studies. Because that the reference study classifies 
vertical and torsional modes separately, vertical modes obtained from torsional behavior are 
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omitted in Table 4.7. In addition, only the symmetric modes are taken into consideration because 
that the measurement location is bridge mid-span. Accordingly, the largest error observed in Table 
4.7 is the 1st mode with the error of 10%. Other than those, the modal frequencies identified in 
1985 is reasonably close to the values obtained in 2015 with the error values around 5%. The 
difference between the reference and the smartphone identification results may stem from the 
quality difference between accelerometers, the variation in environmental factors and operational 
loads, as well as the coupling conditions resulting from the integration between sensor and the 
structure. Besides, previously it has been shown that smartphone accelerometer performance 
decreases at the very low frequencies (e.g. 1st mode at 0.12 Hz) [1]. What is more, the bridge 
underwent a number of retrofitting projects between two comparative datasets [123]. With a 
combination of long term monitoring factors such as fatigue, these structural modifications might 
have caused changes in modal frequencies. Nevertheless, the values are encouraging considering 
the large scale of the structure and the detailed identification results gathered from the reference 
study.  
 
Table 4.7: Identification results of Golden Gate Bridge 
Frequency Description Smartphone Reference [122] Error (%) 
𝑓1 (𝐻𝑧) Vertical 0.1346 0.1221 10.24 
𝑓2 (𝐻𝑧) Vertical 0.1723 0.1770 2.66 
𝑓3 (𝐻𝑧) Vertical 0.2460 0.2625 6.29 
𝑓4 (𝐻𝑧) Vertical 0.3028 0.2930 3.35 
 
Further studies conducted on similar landmark structures will not only produce valuable 
information for condition assessment of civil infrastructure but also uniquely benefit from citizen-
induced and smartphone-based crowdsourcing power for SHM purposes. 
4.1.6 Conclusions 
In this study, a smart, heterogeneous, and mobile SHM method is presented with the 
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implementation of multiple coordinate system scales and transformation between coordinate 
systems. The method utilizes multisensorial smartphone data such as acceleration, rotation rate, 
and magnetic field intensity in order to determine and track smartphone’s orientation with respect 
to gravitational and magnetic north directions. Using the change in attitude parameters such as roll, 
pitch, and yaw, a smartphone’s angular distortions can instantaneously be detected and corrected 
according to the intact sensor coordinate system.  Moreover, the Eulerian angles between the 
sensorial and the global coordinate systems can be determined by attitude data obtained from CM 
and heading data obtained from CL. Similarly, a structure’s orientation can be defined by the 
Eulerian angles between the global directions and the structure’s lateral, longitudinal, and vertical 
axes. As a result, a citizen with no prior coordinate system information can gather vibration data 
with any arbitrary sensor configuration and the proposed smart monitoring system will convert it 
into structural coordinate system. The connection between the sensorial and the structural data can 
be enhanced by a third reference coordinate system, which is defined by the global vectors such 
as gravity and the magnetic north.  
Application of smartphone-based vibration monitoring and coordinate system transformation 
is demonstrated on impact hammer testing of a 2DOF laboratory model, ambient vibration testing 
of a pedestrian bridge, and operational vibration testing of a large-scale landmark structure, Golden 
Gate Bridge. The results show that the heterogeneous data obtained from CM and CL frameworks 
can be integrated to detect angular distortions of the sensor, determine device orientation with 
respect to global coordinate system, and convert the vibration signals from an arbitrary sensorial 
coordinate system into the structural system. Vibration response time histories and spectral 
densities show that the angular distortions have a significant effect on signal amplitude and phase 
accuracy. An error in the frequency domain can occur due to the imperfect sampling rate and the 
identification of a vibration mode in a direction other than the desired axis or the coupling among 
the orthogonal axes. Imperfect sampling rate problem can be solved with the help of timestamp 
data provided by CM, whereas the vibration data in orthogonal modes can be extracted with the 
help of coordinate system transformation thanks to CM and CL frameworks.  
The results show that a coordinate system transformation method can be implemented into 
SHM procedure with the help of heterogeneous data obtained from different sensors and mobile 
data sensitive to angular distortions. In addition, with the help of the computational power, IDE, 
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and an advanced mobile operating system; these operations can be conducted on the sensor side, 
representing a successful smart monitoring application. The proposed method can compensate 
rotational control deficit over crowdsourcing-based structural vibration measurements or citizen-
induced SHM sensor configurations. The procedure is demonstrated on an iOS device with real 
smartphone data, yet, can be extended to other mobile platforms as well as customized smart 
monitoring systems. 
4.2  Spatiotemporal effects  
4.2.1 Introduction  
Sensor technology and advanced system identification algorithms provide vibration-based 
SHM systems with the necessary foundation to evaluate structural integrity in a rapid, remote, 
quantitative, objective, and automated fashion [2, 3]. Compared with the sole analytical and 
numerical structural analyses for response prediction or performance assessment, monitoring data 
reveal the dynamic characteristics of structures to a better extent and can be used to calibrate 
simulation results with experiments to mimic actual structural behavior [33, 34]. Finite element 
model updating, damage detection, and reliability estimation are some but not all of the 
possibilities that can adopt SHM findings for extended accuracy [28, 29].  
In spite of all improvements mentioned previously, implementation of SHM systems still 
requires considerable efforts in terms of expertise, labor force, instrumentation, signal processing, 
system communication, and data storage. These practical and financial problems lead researchers 
to develop innovative methods which offer more sustainable solutions in comparison with 
conventional monitoring systems. These innovations get benefit from sensing systems in terms of 
smart, mobile, and heterogeneous data [91-102]; as well as electronics and computer science tools 
such as networks, wireless communication, Internet, and cloud computing. Likewise, taking 
advantage of upcoming smart and mobile features of these novelties, wireless and distributed 
sensor network (DSN) systems become an important part of SHM [124-131]. Efficient adaptation 
of such a multidisciplinary framework can bring SHM to a more widely used and applicable level 
in the near future. 
Combining all these features together, one of the novel and promising adaptations is 
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smartphone-based SHM which can utilize multisensorial mobile phones for vibration monitoring 
[1, 18, 36, 39, 103, 104]. Enabling community’s crowdsourcing power as the driving force, 
smartphones can be implemented as structural vibration response measurements with no cost to 
monitoring administrators and decision makers [36]. On the other hand, the fundamental drawback 
of crowdsourcing-induced systems is that the data quality and quantity collected by citizens are 
purely based on the voluntary initiative and responsibility. This hinders the SHM system developer 
to have a control over the instrumentation configuration and operation schedule. As voluntary 
operators, citizens determine how frequent, how long, and where the measurements take place, in 
addition to coupling uncertainties due to device positioning. As a result, crowdsourcing-induced 
smartphone-based SHM is subjected to uncontrollable sensing system variation in time and space, 
which, in general, can be called as spatiotemporal uncertainties in sensor operation. With the 
multisensorial smartphone environment and smart features offered by mobile operating systems, 
some of these uncertainties such as angular distortion or orientation can be reduced to a significant 
extent [85].  
With the advent of WSNs and DSNs, decentralized SHM system features necessitate time 
synchronization in system components [132-134]. Likewise, most of the up-to-date system 
identification algorithms assume that the multichannel vibration data is acquired with identical 
timestamps [135-137]. In addition to these, conventionally most of the sensor instrumentation is 
built upon a careful consideration of sensor location and orientation, whose performance is 
maximized with optimized sensor configurations [138-140]. Spatiotemporal uncertainties in 
smartphone usage is therefore a unique sensor network problem which requires a different 
perspective in the time and the space domains. For this reason, this study proposes novel solutions 
to temporal and spatial control lack due to citizen-led sensor instrumentation by taking advantage 
of mobile and smart features of smartphones.  
In the forthcoming subchapters, the information processing outline is presented in a procedural 
framework. Chapter 4.2.2 discusses how to infer sensors’ spatial information and set the 
geometrical relationship between the location of a smartphone and the structural nodes. Chapter 
4.2.3 presents a signal-to-power conversion approach to cancel out the temporal variations in the 
crowdsourced vibration data. Chapter 4.2.4 demonstrates how to synthesize the acquired location 
and vibration data to deduce modal parameters. Chapter 4.2.5 applies the proposed procedure to 
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an existing pedestrian bridge, and Chapter 4.2.6 presents the results and discussions. Finally, 
Chapter 4.2.7 summarizes the work conducted and presents the conclusions. 
4.2.2 Sensor position and node identification 
As mentioned previously, sensor position has an important role on identified parameters. The 
spectral values obtained from different sensors reveal the modal displacement of the corresponding 
structural node. For example, the mid-span node of a symmetric, both end-supported structure is 
subjected to higher vibration amplitudes due to symmetric modes compared to antisymmetric 
modes. Likewise, the signal obtained from the basement of a multistory building can be utilized 
as an input motion representing support excitation and is free of any modal displacement unless 
the soil structure interaction is considered.  
It is a well-known fact that sensor configuration optimization is essential to obtain accurate 
structural response measurement and to reveal dynamic characteristics to the best extent. Therefore, 
studies have developed numerous optimization methods to maximize the use of limited number of 
sensors and determine the most functional sensor locations covering the desired number of modes 
[138-140].  
On the other hand, in case of smartphone-based SHM, it is foreseen that the control over sensor 
instrumentation cannot be achieved, yet, sensor location still has an effect on identification results. 
For example, like mentioned before, a sensor located at the mid-span of a bridge is less likely to 
identify antisymmetric modes compared with the symmetric modes. Therefore, identification of 
structural modes without sensor location information can be cumbersome or misleading.  
For these reasons, it is important to determine the sensor location such that the identification 
results can be assisted with nodal information. In other words, knowing that the measurements are 
sent from a particular node, identification process has a prior state of knowledge regarding the 
vibration characteristics of the corresponding signal. One possible advantage of such process is 
that, missing modes can be analytically completed even though the submission locations are 
bounded and restricted. For example, with the help of simplified analytical models, mid-span 
vibration signal can be used to estimate anti-symmetric modes even though spectral peaks in the 
frequency domain does not contain such information. Likewise, beam models [141] or finite 
element models [142] can simulate buildings’ structural response even though the acquired data is 
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from a single node. Yet, applicability of this phenomena is very limited for structures with complex 
geometry, therefore, is not investigated in this study. 
In a crowdsourcing-based system identification scenario, data ubiquity is the last of a SHM 
system’s problems. Millions of smartphone sensors are already spread around the world, and can 
be activated with a proper decentralized SHM strategy. What is more, in order to cancel out spatial 
uncertainties resulting from uncontrolled sensor location, multisensorial smartphone technologies 
can be used. In this study, utilization of two smartphone technologies, GPS and camera, is 
discussed from this perspective. 
The first alternative to detect sensor location is the smartphone GPS which returns the sensor 
location with an accuracy determined by the application developer. iOS Core Location (CL) 
framework fuses the GPS measurements with cellular and Wi-Fi data to return the optimal location 
estimations [143]. The data is provided in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) format, which 
includes latitude and longitude coordinate values [144]. The problem with this technology is, for 
relatively small structures such as short span bridges, these estimations contain a high error level 
and may not be capable of detecting the actual node identity. What is more, especially for indoor 
spaces and extremely cloudy weather, received GPS signals may not be reliable since the signal is 
insulated by the surrounding environment. 
Another alternative is deploying node labels on the structure’s particular locations, and these 
labels provide the smartphone with the actual node identity. The location information or the node 
identity can be compressed into barcodes or matrix codes, which can automatically be read by the 
smartphone camera and the embedded image processing features [145]. This alternative can be 
useful especially for the cases where the GPS data is unavailable or unreliable. After determining 
structural node with one or more of the proposed technologies, the information can be processed 
to link the structural nodes with the sensor data in terms of the response location. 
After the location of a sensor is determined, a relation between the structural node and the 
sensor position can be established. Taking a single span structure with a horizontal layout as an 
example and assuming that the sensor is located on the longitudinal axis of the structure, the sensor 
location can be represented with the ratio between the sensor distance to a reference point and the 
whole span. This normalized distance value is sufficient to describe a particular location on a 
horizontal structure in a generic fashion such that  






           0 < 𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 < 1                                  (4.9) 
where r defines the sensor distance from the structure’s start point, l defines span length, or the 
distance between the structure’s start and end points. Using this relation, mobility of a sensor 
position can be formulated to cancel out spatial uncertainties in the measurements.  
Extending this definition to two dimensions, longitudinal axis of a structure can be defined as 
a line connecting the initial and the final coordinates of the structure. Likewise, the sensor location 
lies on the line defined by these coordinates which are 
[𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 , 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 [𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 𝑦𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙]    (4.10) 
and can be converted into a linear function and its slope such as 
𝑦 = 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝑚𝑖𝑓(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)         𝑚𝑖𝑓 =
𝑦𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙−𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙−𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
            (4.11) 
respectively. If the sensor is located on the longitudinal axis of the structural coordinate system, 
this linear function needs to be satisfied by the sensor coordinates which are 
[𝑥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 , 𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟] 
If the sensor location deviates from the structure’s longitudinal axis line, its coordinates can 
still be used to formulate the sensor location with respect to the structure by using the projection 
of sensor coordinates on the longitudinal axis. In order to find the point on the structure’s axis 
which has the shortest distance to the sensor location, a perpendicular line can be drawn from the 
sensor location to the structure’s axis. Then, this line has a slope which is equal to the negative 




                          (4.12) 
Combining this with the sensor location, the normal line can be formulated as 
𝑦 = 𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 + 𝑚𝑠𝑐(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟)                     (4.13) 
and the sensor’s projection point on the structural axis is 
[𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠, 𝑦𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠]         (4.14) 
which should satisfy both of the equations defined above, and can be found by setting the two 
functions equal to each other such as 
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𝑦𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝑚𝑖𝑓(𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) = 𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 + 𝑚𝑠𝑐(𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟)             (4.15) 
Using this relationship, [𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠, 𝑦𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠] can be found. Once it is determined, normalized 𝑟 value 
can be found by the proportion between the sensor’s projected distance and the main span length. 




√(𝑦𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)2 + (𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)2
√(𝑦𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)
2
+ (𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)
2
                         (4.16) 
Using these geometrical relationships, sensor coordinates can be converted into normalized 
values defining its position on the structure. In this way, if the sensorial and the structural 
coordinates are available, one can remove the measurement uncertainties due to spatial distribution, 
and interpret the measurement results with the consideration of sensor mobility. For structures 
with discrete nodes such as trusses, the ratio defining the sensor location can simply be shifted to 
the nearest structural node with the relation, 
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑖(𝑟) = 1 + 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝑟
𝑙
∙ (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 1))                     (4.17) 
which can be used for conversion from continuous location data to discrete and normalized 
nodal coordinates. 
Using this procedure, the location data obtained from a smartphone can be used to determine 
the sensor position with respect to the structure. In addition to spatial uncertainties, the 
crowdsourcing-based SHM concept states that the measurement time and the duration is 
uncontrolled as well. The following subchapters aims at solving these temporal variation and 
uncertainties by normalizing measured acceleration energy with respect to time. 
4.2.3 Energy normalization 
Response displacements can be decomposed into modal displacements to understand the 
dynamic characteristics of a structure. If the input (loading) and output (response) functions are 
determined in the frequency domain, the structural system function can be constructed by the 
transfer function between the input and the response spectra. For multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) 
systems and multichannel structural response measurements, such transfer function takes the 
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matrix form, relating the nodes’ spectral correlations among each other. Then, using the spectra 
obtained from multichannel measurements, modal frequencies and mode shapes can be determined. 
Yet, this approach relies on the fact that the multichannel response is recorded simultaneously, 
which provides the identification process with the phase information of each node’s vibration 
response. In a spatiotemporally varying sensor network which is solely controlled by citizen 
initiatives, such information becomes unavailable. Considering the temporal variation among 
different sensors, the acquired signal is not only asynchronous but also sparse in time domain 
which hinders the system to extract the timewise relation between two channels. What is more, 
combination of spatial variation among sensors with unequal measurement durations disturb the 
relationship between two channels in terms of amplitude. If the input motion spectra is constant 
over time, proper with the Parseval’s theorem, such difference will be directly related to the 
measurement duration. 
For cases where the input motion is free of narrow-banded dominant frequencies and can be 
idealized as white noise, the system frequency spectra can be extracted directly from the output 
only response measurements. In this study, ambient vibration is idealized as white noise excitation, 
and regardless of the input information, frequency spectra obtained from measurements are used 
for identifying structural system’s modal frequencies. This assumption is likely to be violated 
where operational loads such as human-induced vibrations have a certain frequency content.   
To cancel out the measurement duration difference among different structural nodes, the signal 
energy is converted into signal power, therefore, spectral functions with different durations and 
energies can be normalized into the same unit time interval. Assuming that the input motion’s 
spectra is constant over time, the signal power and the signal energy can be related to each other 
by normalizing the energy term with respect to the measurement duration, and obtaining the power 
term [146, 147]. Since the measured signals are discrete, the time can be interpreted in terms of 
the sampling rate and number. This information is provided either by the timestamp object in Core 
Motion (CM) framework or the sample number counted in response time history array. But, it 
should be noted that the samples obtained from CM framework cannot perfectly fit the targeted 
sampling rate, and there might be a slight shift between the attempted and the achieved timestamps. 
Therefore, the results obtained from the counted samples and the targeted sampling may be slightly 
different from the achieved timestamps [85]. 
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Nevertheless, the energy definition, and the relationship between the signal energy and the 











            𝑡2 − 𝑡1 = (𝑛2 − 𝑛1) ∆𝑡                      (4.19) 
where t,n,E,P,and a is time, data number, energy, power, and acceleration, respectively. 
Obtaining the spectral peaks which are normalized with respect to time, not the spectral phases but 
the absolute modal displacements can be estimated. To introduce the phase information into the 
absolute spectra, baseline models or measurements can be used. This is briefly explained in the 
next subchapter, the integration framework of multisensorial smartphone data to conduct modal 
identification under spatiotemporal sensor variation. 
4.2.4 Multichannel data synthesis and modal parameters 
This subchapter presents the integration of location, time, and vibration data obtained from 
spatiotemporally sparse smartphone data and determination of modal frequencies and mode shapes 
in spite of control lack in the operated sensor network. Without detecting the sensor location, even 
if the multichannel data is acquired synchronically from a centralized system, the modal 
parameters will be incomplete due to lack of location information. Likewise, given that the location 
information is available, but the measurement durations obtained from different nodes are 
unknown, the Fourier spectra obtained from different nodes cannot be quantitatively compared 
with each other since the acquired power during measurements is different for each test. In order 
to solve these problems, previous subchapters explained the node identification and the normalized 
Fourier spectra concepts with the help of the multisensory smartphone environment. Once both of 
these data are available, the signals obtained from different channels can be synthesized as the 
spatial and temporal information is processed and uncertainties due to the uncontrolled sensor 
configuration and operation schedule are removed.  
After the normalized spectra are classified according to the node identity, the spectral values 
can be composed together for identification of modal parameters. First of all, in order to determine 
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the global structural spectra, local spectra obtained from the network nodes can be integrated to 
get the envelope of the overall network data. Then, assuming that each node provides information 
to the acquired data, the structural modal frequencies can be determined by the peaks observed on 
the envelope spectra. After the modal frequencies are determined, looking at the Fourier spectra 
of a particular node, modal displacements of the corresponding node can be represented with the 
spectral value at the identified modal frequency. Collecting all modal displacements from different 
nodes and integrating them with the spatial information, the absolute distribution of modal 
displacements can be obtained. The only missing component herein is the phase information which 
decides whether two node are in or out of phase with respect to each other. In order to provide this 
information, a baseline such as prior experiment results or numerical models can be used. As a 
result of adding the phase information to the absolute modal displacements, eventually, mode 
shapes can be determined. To summarize, Figure 4.17 shows the block diagram of the proposed 
overall flowchart and the information flow through the framework components. 
 
 
Figure 4.17: Procedural framework 
4.2.5 Field tests 
In order to test the procedure explained above, field tests are conducted on a single span 
pedestrian bridge located in Morningside Campus, Columbia University in the City of New York. 
The pedestrian bridge is a link bridge connecting two high-rise buildings, namely, Mudd and 
Schapiro. It has a moment resistant steel structure with a lower arch, and the structure spans 
approximately 11 meters in the longitudinal direction and 3 meters in the transverse direction. 
Considering the even distribution of structural members in the longitudinal direction, it can be 
observed that there are 7 sub-spans of equal length, and each of these spans are connected via 
nodes which are used to define the measurement locations on the bridge. Figure 4.18 demonstrates 
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the bridge views from different perspectives such that the satellite (a), outer (b), and the inner (c) 
views are presented. 
 
 
Figure 4.18: Satellite, outer, inner views of Mudd-Schapiro Bridge 
Formerly, the bridge was instrumented with 6 piezoelectric accelerometers of type 393B04 
PCB Piezotronics, distributed evenly along the longitudinal direction. The reference data was 
simultaneously sampled at 100 Hz and acquired with National Instruments SCXI-1531 system 
with cable connections. Using the Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) method, the modal 
frequencies and mode shapes were identified. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modal frequencies identified 
by the reference system were 8.46, 18.95, and 29.67 Hz, respectively. Figure 4.19 shows the 
singular values in the frequency domain and the first three mode shapes [36]. 
 
 
Figure 4.19: Identified modal frequencies and mode shapes from FDD 
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Figure 4.20 presents the node identities proposed for the bridge, and their relation to the node 
location and the span length. This procedure can be generalized by normalizing the node location 
with respect to the main span. In this way, the parameter becomes dimensionless, and can be 
interpreted as a generic relationship for any bridge structure. Accordingly, Table 4.8 presents the 
actual and the normalized node locations with respect to the corresponding node identities. 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Node configuration of Mudd-Schapiro Bridge 
Table 4.8: Relationship between the node identities and the node locations 
node identity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
r (m) 0.0000 1.5429 3.0857 4.6286 6.1714 7.7143 9.2571 10.8000 
rnormalized 0.0000 0.1429 0.2857 0.4286 0.5714 0.7143 0.8571 1.0000 
 
In order to find the node identities based on the smartphone information, 2 different methods 
utilizing different technologies are proposed. The first one uses geolocation data obtained from the 
smartphone core location services, whereas the second method is based on reading QR code 
images which are attached to the structure. The location, node identities, or the structural 
information can be compressed into QR codes and can be scanned by the smartphone camera to 
determine the sensing location. 
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Geolocation method takes advantage of CL services provided by iOS. CL framework produces 
geolocation data such as latitude, longitude, and altitude by fusing GPS, Wi-Fi, and Cellular 
signals, and eventually, returns the best estimation. What is more, the framework provides user 
with the horizontal accuracy and vertical accuracy, to quantitatively evaluate the latitude, longitude, 
and altitude estimation reliability. In vertical structures such as high-rise buildings, skyscrapers 
etc. altitude data can be of importance to detect sensor location. For structural layouts with 
horizontal alignment like bridges or large buildings with high horizontal-to-vertical aspect ratio, 
latitude and longitude parameters become useful to describe the sensor location. By locating the 
sensor position, the accelerometer data obtained from a smartphone sensor can be interpreted 
accordingly.  
The horizontal accuracy thresholds defined by iOS comprises of 5 different levels. From the 
highest to lowest accuracy, these levels are nearest, ten meters, nearest hundred meters, one 
kilometer, and three kilometers, respectively. The reason to set different accuracy targets is to 
minimize the location update requests depending on the service needs. In order to determine a 
sensor’s position with respect to the structure, since the structural response is very sensitive to the 
measurement location, it is essential to use the best accuracy level available. For the up-to-date 
smartphone models, nearest range and ten meters range are equal to each other. Therefore, the 
location estimations obtained from a smartphone are filtered by ten meters accuracy, eliminating 
the estimations with higher errors and less reliabilities. Then, assuming that the device is stationary 
throughout the sensing process, the filtered results are averaged to come up with an overall mean 
estimation.  
In order to test the field performance of smartphone geolocation services, 8 structural nodes 
on Mudd-Schapiro Bridge are consecutively instrumented with the same smartphone (iPhone 5) 
in different time intervals. Similar with the configuration in [36] and double-sided adhesives, the 
phone is placed on the bridge deck surface where the rear face is directed towards gravity. 
Knowing that the main bridge span is only around 11 meters and the sub-span between two 
adjacent nodes is less than 2 meters, it is expected to have large errors due to the limitations of 
smartphone location estimation. Figure 4.21 shows the actual location identification results of 
Node 1-8, and it can be observed that the node identification precision can be very low for 
structures with small dimensions presented here. Resulting in the inadequacy of the geolocation 
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results, the geolocation method is not followed further. 
 
Figure 4.21: Node identification using geolocation estimations 
As a second alternative, the structural node locations are compressed into QR codes which can 
be scanned by the smartphone camera. Provided that a structure is instrumented with QR codes, 
the smartphone can automatically gather and process the location data without additional user 
efforts. Figure 4.22 shows the QR codes posted on the 1st to 8th nodes of Mudd-Schapiro Bridge, 
respectively. These codes define the nodes’ location with respect to the structure. In the future, 
similar approaches can be extended to provide the phone with any further information such as 
structure’s name or identity number. 
 
 
Figure 4.22: QR code instrumentation from 1st to 8th node 
After identifying the structural node’s location or identity, the vibration time history obtained 
from the corresponding location can be interpreted accordingly. Herein, the uncertainties in the 
time and the space domains are interrelated, since the data duration from a certain location is 
uncontrolled and can result in different spectral values in the frequency domain. For example, 
previously it was seen that a 40-minute data obtained from quarter-span was approximately more 
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than 30 times of a 1-minute data [36]. Assuming that the structural input is white noise excitation 
with a constant amplitude and the power emitted by the structure is independent of time, the 
spectral values in the frequency domain are expected to be proportional with the measurement 
time. On the other hand, violation of this assumption due to temporary effects such as pedestrian 
passes is expected to change the power level, as well as the spectral distribution in the frequency 
domain as a result of walking-induced dominant frequency band [36]. Yet, as the data size 
increases, these temporary changes are likely to become less influential. 
For these reasons, following the procedure explained before, conversion from-energy-to-
power concept is followed to cancel out the measurement duration irregularities. This can be 
conducted by splitting a complete time series into smaller segments and averaging the spectra 
obtained from these segments. In order to do that, a unit sample length is set to 1 minute, and any 
measurement longer than this value is normalized by averaging with respect to its total duration. 
Using this principle, submissions with different lengths can be compared with each other in terms 
of spectral peaks in the frequency domain. 
Using the same smartphone, iPhone 5 accelerometer (LIS331DLH- ST Microelectronics), for 
all tests, the structural response of each node is measured with the ascending order in terms of 
node numbers. Therefore, each test is conducted with no time overlap with the other tests, 
automatically disabling the possibility to set a timewise correlation between the vibration time 
histories of different nodes. Figure 4.23 shows the starting, duration, and ending timestamps 
followed throughout the tests. Finally, the details and findings regarding the monitored data and 
the identification results are presented in the following subchapter with further discussions. 
 
 
Figure 4.23: Test timeline 
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4.2.6 Results and discussion 
Following the timeline and the sensor locations presented in the previous subchapter, 
acceleration measurements are recorded throughout 8 different smartphone tests. Posterior to the 
field tests, the overall data is separated into one-minute components and each component’s time 
history is subjected to Fourier transform and plotted together to monitor the frequency distribution 
over time. In other words, Fourier spectra obtained from consecutive samples are plotted to 
conform a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) surface [148]. Figure 4.24 shows the STFTs 
which demonstrate the time-frequency characteristics obtained from each test. Based on the STFT 
results, one can distinguish that the modal characteristics remain the same with minor fluctuations 
over time. It can be observed that the spectral peaks are sensitive to the measurement location. For 
example, at Node 4 and Node 5 which are the closest points to the mid-span, the 2nd mode 
(antisymmetric) becomes invisible, whereas the 3rd mode (symmetric) peaks are maximized. In 
contrast, such behavior is reversed in case of Node 3 and Node 6, which are close to the one-third 
of the main span. 
In order to test the energy stability over time and observe if the constancy assumption is 
violated, the total energy is calculated for each sample and presented in Figure 4.25. It is observed 
that the energy variation over different samples is insignificant except few samples observed in 
Test 2, Test 3, and Test 5. Based on the test records (pedestrian passes recorded with time instants), 
each of these fluctuations result from pedestrians inducing additional energy to the structure. Yet, 
from the figures, it can be observed that the deviation between samples in general is very low, and 
the energy level is consistent around 0.03 mm/s. Afterwards, in order to compare the spectral peaks 
obtained from different nodes, each test set is averaged based on the samples obtained throughout 
the measurements. Figure 4.26 shows the averaged spectra from each tests, showing the individual 
modal peaks obtained from different sensor locations. 
 




Figure 4.24: STFTs obtained from Test 1-8 
 
Figure 4.25: Sample energies from Test 1-8 
 
Figure 4.26: Averaged spectra from Test 1-8 
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Finally, in order to construct the global structural spectra based on spatiotemporally varying 
local measurements, the spectra obtained from 8 different channels are combined, the envelope of 
the resultant spectral values are taken, and the envelope spectra of the energy-normalized 
measurements is illustrated in Figure 4.27. According to the figure, the 1st, 2nd, and the 3rd modal 
frequencies obtained from the envelope spectra are 8.55, 20.0, and 29.99, respectively. That is to 
say, the errors between the smartphone and the reference systems are 1.8%, 6.4%, and 1.9%, for 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes, respectively, which is reasonably accurate considering the uncertainties 
associated with the test timeline and locations. Looking at the spectral peaks of different tests 
corresponding to the modal frequencies obtained from global results, one can get the modal 
displacements. The only lacking parameter herein is the phase information between each nodes’ 
responses. Using a baseline test data like reference identification results or a numerical model, 
such information can become available. 
 
 
Figure 4.27: Envelope spectra from Test 1-8 
Eventually, combining the phase information with the absolute modal displacements, the 
structural mode shapes can be determined. Figure 4.28 shows the mode shapes obtained from the 
analysis results. Looking at the Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) [149] between the smartphone-
based mode shapes and reference mode shapes, which are 0.98, 0.80, and 0.94 for 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd modes, respectively, it can be concluded that the mode shape estimations are considerably 
accurate. The modal displacement values obtained from the smartphone deviate from the reference 
values as the value gets close to zero. In other words, for nodes which are subjected to very small 
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modal displacements compared with the other nodes (e.g. Node 5-7 for the 2nd mode, Node 3 for 
the 3rd mode), the smartphone tends to overestimate the actual value as a result of relatively low 
sensitivity. This observation is expected to vanish as the younger phone generations have 
accelerometers with higher sensitivities [1, 36]. 
 
 
Figure 4.28: Identified mode shapes 
In summary, it can be concluded that even under extreme spatiotemporal uncertainties, modal 
parameters can be identified with a significant accuracy. Composing a global envelope spectra 
from local measurement results, one can accurately identify modal frequencies. Besides, even the 
data obtained from different nodes vary in length and acquired at different times, they can be 
comparatively merged together and form mode shapes. With this approach, even though the device 
numbers are limited, mobile, and spatiotemporally uncontrollable, smartphones can be used to 
determine modal frequencies and mode shapes with a dense node array and reasonable accuracy. 
4.2.7 Conclusions 
In this study, smartphone-based SHM problems due to crowdsourcing-induced spatiotemporal 
sparsity are discussed, and solutions are formulated based on the multisensory location, time, and 
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vibration measurements. An unorthodox DSN and model identification problem is addressed, 
where, unlike conventional SHM systems, the network components cannot be controlled in the 
space and the time domain because of the smartphone users’ initiatives. Combination of the sparse 
smartphone vibration data with no temporal connection is a unique SHM problem, since the 
existing applications, by default, carefully select sensor configuration and acquire multichannel 
data synchronously. Multisensory smartphone technologies are utilized to overcome these 
problems with an emphasis on sensor node identification, energy-to-power conversion, and 
synthesis of the sparse data. 
First of all, sensor localization using smartphone geolocation services is discussed. The 
geometrical relationship between the sensor and structural node locations is established. 
Alternatively, QR codes are used to compress the location information, which can be scanned by 
the embedded camera, and might be essential for cases where the geolocation data is unavailable 
or unreliable. Afterwards, an energy normalization procedure is proposed to eliminate the duration 
differences between uncontrolled measurement submissions. Finally, the location, vibration, and 
the normalized spectral data collected from different submissions are synthesized to identify the 
modal frequencies and mode shapes. 
The procedure is tested on a real pedestrian bridge with real smartphone data where each 
submission is independent of each other considering the sparse timeline of the test schedule. Time 
variation in different samples are monitored using the energy and STFT plots, and it is seen that 
the ambient vibration behavior is steady over time proper with the assumptions made. Despite all 
the spatiotemporal uncertainties discussed above, the modal frequencies are obtained with a 
significant accuracy around 3%. Likewise, the average MAC values gathered from the identified 
mode shapes are considerably high ranging around 0.91.  
Based on the results obtained from the field tests, with the proposed procedure, it is observed 
that multichannel modal identification can be conducted even if the sensor configuration is limited, 
mobile, and uncontrollable in the time and the space domains, which is in correlation with the 
crowdsourcing-based SHM principles. The necessary data to resolve spatiotemporal uncertainties 
is provided by the smartphone sensors and the mobile operating system. Further advancement in 
this approach will construct a novel and sustainable multi-output SHM framework by utilizing the 
decentralized, cost and maintenance free, citizen-engaged, and ubiquitous smartphone data. 
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4.3  Human biomechanical effects 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Advances in system identification, statistical learning, and sensor technologies have boosted 
the influence of SHM on civil infrastructure assessment in the past three decades [2-3]. SHM has 
brought opportunities to support and improve conventional methods by means of structural 
response prediction, damage detection, performance evaluation, and reliability assessment [28, 29]. 
As new mobile [95-98], heterogeneous [99-102], smart [91-94], wireless, and distributed [124-
129] sensing technologies emerge, SHM systems became more practical, cost-effective, and 
sustainable for not only laboratory and but also field applications. 
With their embedded batteries, various sensors, and on-board computing capabilities, 
smartphones have brought a new possibility to compose novel mobile sensor networks for SHM 
applications [1, 36, 39, 103-107]. Engaging citizens through “Citizens for SHM” (CS4SHM) for 
structural vibration response measurement, as proposed by the authors, opens a new avenue of 
sustainable sensor systems, but faces significant technical challenges due to numerous 
uncertainties in the measurement process [1, 36]. Uncertainties in the time and the space domains 
[86] as well as in the device orientation [85] can be eliminated by multisensory data as long as the 
sensor is in direct contact with the structure of interest. Yet, the usability of sensor data carried or 
worn by human is still of question. For example, when a pedestrian’s smartphone is used to 
measure vibration of a bridge, the measurement data not only contains the structural vibration, but 
also the pedestrian’s biomechanical features. Using human biomechanical models, isolation of 
pedestrian features from smartphone data could reflect structure’s actual vibration characteristics 
in contrast with the raw data masked by biomechanical vibrations. 
Biomechanical Models are widely used in automotive and aircraft industry as well as medical 
studies to understand vibratory effects on human bodies. Standing [150-157], seated [158-163], or 
both [164-165] human body vibrations were studied with the consideration of posture effects. Yet, 
these models were prone to variation stemming from numerous sources of uncertainties including 
individual subject characteristics [166]. Numerous multi degree of freedom (MDOF) and single 
degree of freedom (SDOF) biomechanical models are introduced to represent human bodies, but 
the variation among different individuals makes it difficult to adopt deterministic models for 
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particular cases. Besides, modeling human body and activities plays an important role on defining 
pedestrian and crowd loads on civil infrastructure, where the human-induced motion and structural 
response is not independent of each other, and should be examined together to involve human-
structure interaction [84, 167-174].  
For these reasons, it might be beneficial to avoid generalized models and instead collect 
customized sensor data in order to build pedestrian’s biomechanical features. For example, studies 
have shown the possibility of using sensor data to identify posture and activity [175-177]. Likewise, 
similar vibration data collected from a pedestrian can be used to develop data-driven transfer 
functions and later on, filter human content out of onsite measurements. An advantage of 
smartphones is that they can be used to identify biomechanical properties in a mobile and 
individual-oriented framework. As mentioned previously, considering crowdsourcing as a data 
source for structural vibrations; citizen initiative and control in the measurement process produce 
numerous challenges in sensor positioning, orientation, and mobility [1, 36, 85, 86]. Pedestrians 
as crowd participants may be in various postures and be engaged in different activities; and 
depending on the action type, mobile data can be utilized in different ways. For example, the 
vibration data measured by walking pedestrians’ smartphones or other wearable devices (e.g. smart 
watches, activity trackers) can be used to identify the human-induced forces on a structure, which 
would be helpful to determine the demand on the structure. The vibration data by the pedestrians’ 
phones can also be used to estimate the bridge vibration and identify these modal properties, if the 
human body effects can be eliminated. Modal parameters such as natural frequencies reflect a 
structural system’s properties that are linked to the health conditions or the capacity of the 
structural system. Pedestrian participation using smartphone sensors represents an innovative 
approach to SHM considering its cost-effectiveness, citizen engagement, and sustainability. 
This study aims at understanding of the bridge structural vibration behavior and pedestrian 
forces imposed on the bridge through analysis of the vibration data measured by the pedestrians’ 
smartphones. Firstly, accelerometer time history of a walking pedestrian is used to estimate forces 
imposed to the bridge. Secondly, smartphone accelerometer data measured by a user standing on 
a rigid platform are employed to develop transfer functions representing pedestrian’s 
biomechanical system, which are used to extract the bridge structural vibration out of the data. 
Chapter 4.3.2 introduces the methodology and framework involving the biomechanical models, 
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transfer functions, and walk-induced forces, and describes field tests on a pedestrian bridge. 
Chapter 4.3.3 applies the proposed methodology to analyze the bridge test results. Finally, Chapter 
4.3.4 summarizes the findings and draws conclusions from this study. 
4.3.2 Methodology and framework 
A fundamental difference between CS4SHM and a conventional monitoring system is that 
structural vibrations are indirectly measured through smartphone users rather than sensors fixed 
on the structure. In other words, smartphone users appear as an intermediary medium between the 
sensors and the structure. 
Smartphone users may play different roles during a structural vibration measurement process 
depending on structural type and service needs. For example, for buildings, smartphone users are 
building occupants, who likely maintain a stationary position for a long time interval. In contrast, 
for bridges, smartphone users are moving pedestrians whose presence is transitional and whose 
position spatiotemporally varies. Monitoring of building structures can utilize smartphone sensors 
as stationary devices, since phone position and fixity can be predetermined and maintained 
throughout long measurement durations. The building occupants may leave their phones at the 
prescribed locations to directly collect vibration data. In contrast with the building occupants, 
bridge pedestrians are unlikely to leave their smartphones on the bridge unattended for a long time 
for the purpose of bridge SHM. For this reason, it is more feasible to collect sensor data from 
smartphones held in hands or carried in bags by the pedestrians. As a result, the sensor data 
contains not only bridge vibration but also the pedestrian’s biomechanical features.  
The human body of a pedestrian on a bridge can be considered as an intermediary mechanical 
system, in which (1) the vibration data measured by his/her smartphone is the output, (2) the bridge 
structural vibration is the input, and (3) the human body is the system. And this mechanical system 
can be represented with transfer functions or signal filters. These transfer functions or filters can 
represent pedestrians’ mechanical system properties. If the system (i.e. the transfer function) is 
known and the output can be measured, eventually, the system input (i.e. the bridge vibration) can 
be obtained.  
In this study, stationary human-induced effects are considered as the effects of a biomechanical 
system, which can be modeled as transfer functions. Likewise, motion record of a pedestrian 
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moving on a bridge can serve as a dynamic force measurement. To make a distinction between 
these two major cases, two pedestrian mobility scenarios are taken into consideration, which are 
(1) standing and (2) walking. The following subchapters introduce exemplary biomechanical 
models existing in the literature, then use these models to define characteristics of the pedestrian 
vibrations. In addition, a citizen-centric biomechanical model development procedure is proposed, 
with the help of the mobile data obtained from smartphones to characterize their individual users. 
Then, a pedestrian bridge is implemented as a testbed to discuss the presented methodology’s 
validity through experimental verification. 
4.3.2.1 Biomechanical models 
As discussed previously, pedestrians, in other words human body and their accessories, can act 
as mechanical systems modifying the structural vibrations into vibrations indirectly measured by 
the smartphone user. To add, a smartphone in a backpack, pocket, bag or luggage might have a 
different transformation procedure as well as pedestrian’s posture such as sitting, standing or 
walking. Figure 4.29 illustrates certain citizen statuses which might have different biomechanical 
effects and accordingly transform structural vibrations into a modified signal. Depending on the 
pedestrian posture, activity, and the coupling between the smartphone and the user, the vibration 
signals can be converted into a different character. Considering all of these effects as the pedestrian 
system, if the mechanical properties are well-defined, the final output or the pedestrian-measured 
data can be converted back into the structural data as the input source. In order to do that, human 
body biomechanical models are investigated as follows. 
 
 
Figure 4.29: Exemplary citizen postures and activities 
In literature, human body vibratory effects are commonly represented with biomechanical 
systems which are extensively studied in numerous ranges from mechanical engineering to 
biomedical sciences. A variety of biomechanical human models are proposed by researchers 
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considering stationary postures such as seated, and standing, or systems in action such as jumping 
or running. Likewise, there is a significant variation in modeling details, for example, the same 
posture, i.e. seated pedestrian, is represented with models of multiple or single DOFs [178-181]. 
Figure 4.30 illustrates exemplary human biomechanical models varying extensively in the 
modeling abstraction, showing that the model complexity might change depending on the 
developer’s choice and modeling purpose. 
 
 
Figure 4.30: Human biomechanical models of different detailing 
Spatiotemporal variation or changes in the device orientation are previously discussed 
scenarios in a citizen-centric mobile SHM framework [85-86]. Likewise, in smartphone-based 
SHM systems, it is expected that the monitoring results are significantly affected by the 
uncontrollable sensing environment due to crowdsourcing initiatives. These initiatives can result 
from pedestrian identity (height, weight, age, gender, etc.), mobility (stationary, walking, running, 
etc.) as well as wearables and accessories (bag, backpack, pocket etc.). In addition, these 
uncertainties are likely to interact with each other and therefore, representation of such complex 
behavior might be cumbersome. This problem is decisive in the identification process, detailed 
and predefined theoretical models may not be sufficient to investigate indirect and highly uncertain 
structural vibration signal characteristics obtained from pedestrians. Likewise, the parameters 
defining a pedestrian’s model may have unique features which are not captured by the benchmark 
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approaches in the literature. For this reason, it might be beneficial to define biomechanical 
characteristics of a pedestrian in an individual-oriented scope.  
To paraphrase, rather than relying on generic definitions existing in the literature, smartphone 
data is utilized to identify the pedestrian’s biomechanical system and targets to extract useful 
information for SHM purposes. In addition, for multiple scenarios such as different postures and 
activities, customized biomechanical models can be developed with the help of vibration data 
obtained from smartphone sensors. In other words, according to the proposed method, smartphones 
are firstly used to describe biomechanical features of individual pedestrian for various posture and 
activity cases, then are used to diminish these features from the smartphone data when the 
pedestrian conducts vibration measurements on civil infrastructure. With this data-driven approach, 
neither detailed nor simplified generic analytical models do not need to be pursued; yet, individual 
and unique pedestrian features can be distinguished. Next subchapters investigate existing 
pedestrian force models as well as transfer functions representing human biomechanical features. 
4.3.2.2 Walk-induced vibrations 
This subchapter addresses the first pedestrian mobility scenario which is related to the walk-
induced forces on a bridge structure. Early modeling principles in pedestrian loads assumed that 
the motion imposed to the structure by the human body is independent of structure’s characteristics 
and a variety of pedestrian-induced force models exist in literature. One of the most widely used 
model is a deterministic expression representing pedestrian forces with Fourier series [182]. 
𝐹𝑝(𝑡) = 𝐺 + ∑ 𝐺 ∙ 𝛼𝑖 ∙ sin(2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑝𝑡 − 𝜑𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1
           (4.20) 
where 𝐺  is the person’s weight, 𝛼𝑖  is the Fourier coefficient of the i
th harmonic, 𝑓𝑝  is the 
activity rate, and 𝜑𝑖 is the phase shift of the i
th harmonic. Some exemplary values used to define 
walk-induced vibrations in the literature are Model 1 (Vertical:  𝛼1 = 0.257 ); Model 2 
(Vertical: 𝛼1 = 0.400, 𝛼2 = 0.100, 𝛼3 = 0.100); Model 3 (Vertical: 𝛼1 = 0.37, 𝛼2 = 0.10, 𝛼3 =







= 0.024) [168]. 
Figure 4.31 shows the deterministic model time histories with different coefficients presented 
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above as Model 1-4 for G=700 N and 𝑓𝑝 = 2.0 𝐻𝑧. According to the figure, similar with the 
biomechanical model abstraction variety, some methods simplify the pedestrian-induced vibration 
as a single sine function, whereas others include harmonics with decreasing amplitudes, and some 
considering longitudinal and transverse directions as well. As previously mentioned, these models 
constitute a reliable base for pedestrian modeling, yet, may not be perfectly representative of 
individual pedestrians in real life. Therefore, extraction of human body acceleration time history 
from smartphone sensors while walking may be a novel and promising approach to estimate 
pedestrian forces directly related to that particular smartphone user. 
 
 
Figure 4.31: Walk-induced pedestrian force models 
The walk-induced force modeling approaches discussed so far exclude the effects of 
pedestrians and structures on each other. After numerous studies, it is found out that the interaction 
between the pedestrian’s and the structure’s mechanical systems recursively affect each other. In 
other words, similar with the transition from rigid support models to soil-structure interaction, or 
from simplified moving vehicle loads to vehicle-structure interaction, conventional pedestrian load 
models evolved into comprehensive approaches introducing human-structure interaction. In this 
study, the interaction between the structure and the pedestrian is not explicitly considered, yet few 
remarks will be presented in Chapter 4.3.3 as the field test results are discussed. 
4.3.2.3 Transfer functions 
The previous subchapter discussed widely used pedestrian load models related to walk-induced 
vibrations. This subchapter introduces how human biomechanical features are interpreted using 
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transfer functions, and how standing pedestrian data can be used for modal identification. In order 
to understand the vibration transmission from structural to pedestrian mechanical systems, a 
multiphase signal processing procedure can be pursued. According to the proposed scheme, 
determination of structural vibration is the key goal to identify structure’s dynamic characteristics. 
On the other hand, such vibration cannot be directly measured in case of a wearable or smartphone 
sensor scenario. Instead, the measured pedestrian vibration response is a combination of structural 
vibration response with human body’s biomechanical features. For this reason, in order to obtain 
structural vibrations from indirect pedestrian data, pedestrian’s dynamic system properties should 
be determined. If the system properties are accurately selected, pedestrian vibration response can 
be converted back into structural response by transfer functions as transformation media in the 
frequency domain. In this way, although the pedestrian data is indirect and masked with human 
biomechanical features, transfer functions can be used to convert pedestrian measurements into 
structural vibration response data by isolating biomechanical effects from smartphone data. The 
generalized formulation for transfer functions, representing MDOF human biomechanical systems 
as single-input single-output processes, is given as [149], 
𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚(𝑤) = ∑
𝐴𝑟
(𝑤𝑟2 − 𝑤2 + 2 ∙ 𝑖 ∙ 𝑤 ∙ 𝑤𝑟 ∙ 𝜉𝑟)
𝑁
𝑟=1
       (4.21) 
where 𝑟  is the mode number, 𝑤𝑟  is the modal frequency, 𝜉𝑟  is the damping ratio, 𝑖  is the 
complex number, 𝑤 is the frequency variable, and 𝐴𝑟 is the complex modal constant. For a SDOF 
system, this form can be interpreted in terms of the mechanical system parameters such as [183], 
𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚(𝑤) =
1
√(𝑘 − 𝑤2 ∙ 𝑚)2 + (𝑤 ∙ 𝑐)2
       (4.22) 
where 𝑚, 𝑐, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 are the mass, damping, and stiffness constants of the SDOF system.  
Researchers have adopted various different biomechanical models for different actions and 
postures. Besides, it is widely discussed that the biomechanical properties extensively vary among 
different test subjects. For instance, 8 subjects are represented with SDOF models of the same 
stiffness and damping such as  k(N/m)=116000,and c(Ns/m)=2310, but different masses such as 
m(kg)={90,84,99,70,82,91,94,72}  [181].  
Using these parameters, Figure 4.32 presents exemplary transfer functions of subjects ranging 
between 50 kg and 95 kg. Similar with the force models existing in the literature, transfer functions 
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of different subjects may not accurately represent others’ behavior, e.g. resonant frequency of a 95 
kg (5.5 Hz) subject can be significantly different from a 50 kg (7.6 Hz) subject. In other words, 
generic models may be incapable of representing different pedestrians as well as different postures 
and activities of the same pedestrian. For example, dominant frequency of a standing pedestrian 
can range between 5-10 Hz depending on the pedestrian’s biomechanical properties. Therefore, 
this study proposes a data-driven and customized approach to construct transfer functions 
representing pedestrian behavior individually. For this purpose, the smartphone data obtained from 
each pedestrian is converted from the time domain into the frequency domain through Discrete 
Fourier Transform (DFT) for a particular individual and posture scenario. The definition of posture 
or action, and the user identity can be entered by the smartphone user, and be associated with the 
corresponding transfer function. In this way, transfer functions do not necessarily have to be the 
same for different pedestrians, postures, and activities. 
 
 
Figure 4.32: Transfer functions based on biomechanical models of different subjects 
Figure 4.33 shows a conceptual signal transformation path from structural vibration source to 
sensor data through a multilayered mechanical system chain. Initially, the vibration source is 
dependent on surrounding media such as operational, environmental, or ambient nature. Then, the 
source vibration signal is processed through the structural system and transferred to the pedestrian 
body as an input motion. In other words, structural response vibrations, which is the eventual target 
parameter, act as the input to the pedestrian’s mechanical system. Then, the vibration continues to 
evolve through the pedestrian’s body and the additional mechanical components (e.g. accessories 
such as bag, pocket, or phone case), and ultimately is sensed by the smartphone sensor. 
 




Figure 4.33: Signal flowchart through the vibration source and the sensor data 
In summary, the evolution of a vibration signal through a citizen-centered smartphone-based 
SHM system is composed of two distinct mechanical systems which are the structure and the 
pedestrian, respectively, and shall be distinguished from each other through an inverse process. In 
order to consider structural and pedestrian mechanical systems as separate components, pedestrian 
biomechanical properties need to be determined. In order to set the framework for this separation, 
transfer functions can be utilized. That is to say, the transition from structural response to 
pedestrian’s sensor measurement is a function of the pedestrian biomechanical system, therefore 
can be interpreted in terms of this biomechanical system’s transfer function. Likewise, knowing 
the biomechanical system properties enables to switch from pedestrian sensor data to the structural 
response by isolating the biomechanical features with the help of the transfer function. 
Linear signals and systems principles suggest that, response vibration time histories can be 
considered as the convolution of the input and the structural motion time histories, and convolution 
of two vibration time histories refers to the multiplication of two frequency spectra [79]. In other 
words, processing vibration signals through systems in series can be interpreted in terms of spectral 
changes in the frequency domain. In this way, procession of a vibration signal can be formulated 
with three components such as 
𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑤) = 𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚(𝑤) ∙ 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑤)       (4.23) 
where 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡  is the input, 𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚  is the system, and 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡  is the output values in the 
frequency domain. In other words, these parameters represent the forcing function, the transfer 
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function, and the response function of a mechanical system, respectively. 
Adding multiple mechanical systems on top of each other in series can be represented with 
convolution operands in the time domain or multiplication operands in the frequency domain [184]. 
Following this approach, two in-contact mechanical systems such as a structure and a pedestrian 
body can be represented with individual systems connected to each other where the structural 
output is imposed as the pedestrian input. Accordingly, the multilayered mechanical system can 
be formulated with two transfer functions such as 
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑦(𝑤) = 𝐻𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑤) ∙ 𝐹𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒(𝑤)        (4.24) 
and  
𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟(𝑤) = 𝐻𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑤) ∙ 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑦(𝑤)            (4.25) 
where 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑦 is structural response, 𝐻𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is structure’s transfer function, 𝐹𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 
is structural input, 𝐻𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛 is human biomechanical transfer function, whereas 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 is the 
output obtained from the smartphone sensor signal. Eventually, provided that the source function, 
and the biomechanical system is known, these two equations can be merged with the help of 





                 (4.26) 




               (4.27) 
According to this framework, smartphone sensor signals are combinations of the structural and 
the pedestrian features. And eliminating pedestrian features from sensor data will result in 
structural features. The sensor data collected from a pedestrian standing on a bridge represents the 
nominator spectra, whereas, denominator spectra is constructed by collecting pedestrian data 
standing on a rigid zone, e.g. basements, streets without extreme vehicle traffic, or building ground 
levels if the substructure is negligible. Dividing sensor spectra by pedestrian spectra will return 
structural system spectra, which can eventually be used as a measure of modal identification. In 
order to present the proposed approaches with a real example, the next subchapter introduces field 
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tests conducted on a single span existing bridge and real pedestrian data. 
4.3.2.4 Field tests 
In the previous subchapters, biomechanical models, walk-induced vibrations, and transfer 
functions are discussed. In order to connect these concepts with mobile sensors carried by 
smartphone users, the methodology is demonstrated on an actual bridge example with real 
pedestrian data. Mudd-Schapiro Bridge, shown in Figure 4.34, is a 10 meter single span pedestrian 
link bridge connecting two high-rise buildings on Columbia University Morningside Campus, 
New York. The structural system consists of steel members with rigid connections, transferring 
the bridge loads to the adjacent buildings through a lower arch. Using an iPhone 5 with the 
accelerometer model LIS331DLH (ST Microelectronics), structural vibration measurements are 
indirectly measured through pedestrians, as shown in Figure 4.34. 
 
 
Figure 4.34: Bridge and pedestrian instrumentation 
Previous studies discussed that device model, orientation, position with respect to the structure, 
and measurement duration plays an important role in the vibration measurements as well as the 
type of loading and sensor-structure coupling. Potential pedestrian postures and activities on a civil 
infrastructure are unlimited, therefore, only few common scenarios are tested in this study which 
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include: smartphone (1) directly attached to the bridge deck surface, (2) resting in a bag on the 
deck, (3) in a pedestrian’s pocket, and (4) in a backpack carried by a pedestrian.  
Table 4.9 summarizes the variation sources in structural vibration data extracted from 
pedestrians, sources of uncertainties, positive and negative extremes in sensing conditions. 
Vibration measurements can be more representative of structural characteristics, if they are 
conducted under ideal conditions. For example, broad band vibrations are capable of exciting 
multiple modes without signal corruption due to any nonstructural frequency content. Setting a 
stationary position for the device, maintaining coupling conditions, and proper alignment of phone 
axes are other citizen-induced problems that might have influence on vibration signal quality. 
 
Table 4.9: Sources of uncertainties in pedestrian-extracted structural vibration data 
Source Optimistic Case Pessimistic Case Affected Process 
Vibration Ambient (Broad Band) Operational (Narrow Band) Loading 
Activity Stationary Moving Sensing/Loading 
Attachment Direct (glued) Indirect (e.g. pocket) Sensing 




Considering all these uncertainties together with pedestrian posture and activity, it is 
cumbersome to make a strict classification or adopt generalized modeling criteria. In order to 
simplify pedestrian posture, activity, and their effects on structural vibration measurements, the 
tests presented in this study are based on certain layout assumptions. For example, the phone, 
located in a bag or in a pocket, is adjusted to portrait position. In real life, phone layout can be 
different than these scenarios, yet it is possible to detect the layout with accelerometer and 
magnetic compass data, and even to convert the vibration axis from local layout coordinates to 
structural coordinates [85]. Similarly, the stationary or standing pedestrian tests are conducted at 
the bridge mid-span, which may not be the case as discussed in [86]. Yet, as these factors are 
discussed in previous works, the posture and activity tests in this study present exemplary but 
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fundamental cases rather than covering all possible combinations.  
Table 4.10 presents the test descriptions followed throughout the field tests. A case is 
composed of 4 tests and each test includes 30-minute vibration data. There are 8 cases presented 
in this study, which, in total, is based on 16 hours of real pedestrian data. Test 1-4 (Case 1) and 
Test 9-12 (Case 3) sets are used to represent walk-induced forces, Test 17-24 (Case 5-6) sets are 
conducted under no human body involvement, Test 13-16 (Case 4) and Test 29-32 (Case 8) sets 
are used to develop standing pedestrian transfer function on  a rigid location. And finally, Test 13-
16 and 29-32 sets are used to eliminate human-induced effects from Test 5-8 (Case 2) or Test 25-
28 (Case 7) sets, respectively, which are products of structure’s mechanical system as well as 
human biomechanics. 
Table 4.10: Test descriptions 
Case Test Location Vibration Device Attachment Orientation Coupling Measure 
1 1-4 Bridge Operational Moving Backpack & 
Pedestrian 
Portrait Indirect Output 
2 5-8 Bridge Ambient Stationary Backpack & 
Pedestrian 
Portrait Indirect Output 
3 9-12 Street Operational Moving Backpack & 
Pedestrian 
Portrait Indirect System 
4 13-16 Street Ambient Stationary Backpack & 
Pedestrian 
Portrait Indirect System 





6 21-24 Bridge Ambient Stationary Phone on 
Ground 
Portrait Direct Output 
7 25-28 Bridge Ambient Stationary Pocket & 
Pedestrian 
Portrait Indirect Output 
8 29-32 Street Ambient Stationary Pocket & 
Pedestrian 
Portrait Indirect System 
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4.3.3 Results and discussion 
In the previous subchapter, the theoretical framework for biomechanical models, walk-induced 
forces, and transfer functions are presented to utilize mobile pedestrian data for SHM purposes. 
Moreover, a series of pedestrian tests, each addressing a particular mobility scenario, are 
conducted while smartphone accelerometers recorded pedestrian’s vibrations under variety of 
scenarios. In this subchapter, the test measurements are presented, the proposed force and modal 
identification methods are implemented, and the analysis results are discussed.  
In total, 8 cases and 32 tests are conducted by recruiting a smartphone user as a pedestrian 
subject for 16 hours of vibration measurement. Each 4 repetitive tests refer to a case representing 
particular measurement location, vibration source, and mobility. Basically, Case 1 and Case 3 data 
is processed to comprehend forces imposed by a walking pedestrian on a rigid platform, and on 
the bridge, respectively. Relying on the insignificant difference between these two cases, the 
pedestrian-structure interaction during these tests are ignored. In Case 2-7 and Case 4-8, the 
pedestrian is standing on the bridge (structure) and on the ground level (rigid platform), 
respectively. Dividing Case 2 (or Case 7) spectra by Case 4 (or Case 8) spectra over the frequency 
domain, the resultant spectra is expected to present sole structural modal parameters. Finally, Case 
5 and Case 6 presents smartphone data which is free of human-induced vibrations, such that the 
device is placed on the bridge deck either in direct contact or in a bag. Figure 4.35 shows the time 
histories and the Fourier spectra from Test 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, and 29, respectively. In this study, 
two main pedestrian mobility phenomena are taken into consideration which are walking (Case 1 
and 3), and standing (Case 2, 4, 7, and 8). Other than these, Case 5 and 6 are considered as output-
only identification cases and references which are not influenced by pedestrian’s biomechanical 
features. 




Figure 4.35: Time histories and Fourier spectra for Case 1-8 
4.3.3.1 Estimating pedestrian forces 
In Case 1 and Case 3, assuming that the entire pedestrian mass contributes to the walk-induced 
force, the accelerometer data is used to scale the pedestrian mass  (e.g. 71 kg) in time series. Using 
the vertical component (smartphone y-axis) which coincides with the gravitational direction, walk-
induced time history can be converted from acceleration to force. Figure 4.36 shows the exemplary 
time histories and corresponding Fourier spectra obtained from Case 1 and Case 3. It is 
cumbersome to compare Figure 4.36 with the theoretical model illustrated in Figure 4.31, yet the 
qualitative similarity is still significant both in the time and the frequency domains. Looking at the 
force time history estimated by the smartphone, unlike the theoretical model, it can be observed 
that the peaks in the positive and the negative directions are not of same pattern. It is observed that 
the positive peaks are smooth in contrast with the sharp negative peaks. Such difference is due to 
smartphone’s position in pedestrian’s bag, shown in Figure 4.34. As the pedestrian walks, 
smartphone accelerometer in y-axis records vertical pedestrian motion indirectly through the bag. 
Smartphone’s bottom surface rests on the bag, and is not perfectly attached to the bag’s pocket. 
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While the pedestrian and the bag move towards the gravitational direction, there is no external 
inertia to drag the smartphone downwards except phone’s mass. In contrast, when the movement 
is upwards, the phone is pushed against gravity via bag’s pocket. For this reason, change in the 
positive direction is more gradual while negative peaks are abrupt. Nevertheless, both the theory 
and the smartphone estimations are periodical time series, ranging around a peak-to-peak 
amplitude of 600 N. Another observation is that the Fourier Spectra obtained from smartphone 
measurement not only includes the vertical motion harmonics, but also the harmonics related to 
the lateral and the longitudinal motion. For example, as expected, the dominant walk-induced 
frequency range around 1.9 Hz, and smaller peaks such as 2.8, 3.8, 5.6, 7.3, and 9 Hz are observed 
as multiples of the dominant frequency. This can be due to the deviation of smartphone axis while 
traveling which would introduce additional components in the axes other than vertical.  
Comparing the walk-induced pedestrian motions on rigid surface (Test 4) with the bridge (Test 
12), the difference is insignificant both in the time and the frequency domains. According to these 
results, there is no clear indicator of the change in measurement environment and structural 
features. One possible reason for such indifference is the dominance of walk-induced vibration 
with respect to the structural vibrations, sensitivity and resolution of the smartphone sensor, and 
motion damped out by the human biomechanical system. In the future studies, if the bridge data 
can be distinguished from the street data, walking pedestrian data can be used for structural system 
identification as well as standing pedestrian data. Moreover, this would bring new frontiers in 
pedestrian-structure interaction research, but is not addressed in this study. At this stage, it is 
difficult to draw a concise conclusion based on a single structure, and collecting data from a large 
number of structures might provide more information. 
 
 
Figure 4.36: Walk-induced forces identified by pedestrian’s smartphone 
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4.3.3.2 Isolating biomechanical effects and modal identification 
In this subchapter, the main goal is to identify modal parameters of the bridge structure through 
standing pedestrian data sensed by smartphones. Case 2, 4, 7, and 8 refer to the standing pedestrian 
tests, which are used to isolate human body and accessory effects from the smartphone data. These 
cases aim at comparing the vibration differences between two different media such as the bridge 
(deformable) and the street (rigid). In addition, to understand how pedestrian state, posture, and 
smartphone configuration effect the vibration features, two different attachment cases are 
presented. The first attachment case refers to the pedestrian carrying the smartphone in a backpack 
whereas the latter case describes phone positioned in pedestrian’s pocket. There might be a variety 
of other posture and accessory combinations, and these two cases only present a basic 
understanding of the phenomenon. The goal of demonstrating two different attachment cases such 
as pedestrian’s bag and pedestrian’s pocket is to show how the biomechanical features of the same 
pedestrian impact the indirect structural response data sensed by the smartphone.  
In both of the attachment cases, the same transfer function procedure is utilized, but the 
baseline transfer function differs depending on the attachment type. As previously discussed, the 
sensor output, measured by pedestrian standing on a bridge, is a function of the structural and 
biomechanical features. Therefore, Fourier transform of the pedestrian standing on a bridge 
includes frequency content from the pedestrian as well as the structure. And eliminating 
biomechanical features from this modulated signal leads to the sole structural signal which can 
eventually reflect bridge’s current state. For this reason, pedestrian’s biomechanical system 
features should be removed from the output data. In order to determine system spectra of a 
pedestrian, vibration data of a pedestrian standing on a rigid surface can be utilized, since it is only 
a function of the pedestrian’s biomechanical features. If pedestrian system features are determined, 
biomechanical contribution can be removed from the mixed smartphone sensor signal by dividing 
the output spectra with the pedestrian’s system spectra. Finally, the spectra due to structural 
vibrations can be inferred as the input to the pedestrian’s biomechanical system, which at the same 
time, is structural output. Afterwards, pedestrian input, or in other words structural output, can be 
used to identify structural modal properties without any biomechanical intervention. To summarize, 
output spectra obtained from a pedestrian standing on a bridge contains mixed characteristics from 
the pedestrian biomechanical system and the structural system. System spectra is constructed by 
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measuring pedestrian’s vibration response standing on a rigid platform (e.g. street level). Finally, 
input spectra, which is the division of output by system spectra, reflects pure structural 
characteristics isolated from biomechanical features and can be used for modal identification. 
Figure 4.37 summarizes how the transfer functions are used to remove biomechanical effects for 
modal identification in Mudd-Schapiro Bridge example. 
 
 
Figure 4.37: Scheme for isolation of biomechanical features through transfer functions 
Figure 4.38 and Figure 4.39 shows the output, system, and input spectra for two different 
attachment cases, which are phone placed in pedestrian bag and pocket. Looking at the system 
spectra of these two attachment cases, it can be observed that the mechanical features are subjected 
to change as the attachment media changes, implying that bag and pocket transfer functions are 
not exactly the same. On the other hand, for both cases, it can be seen that the system spectra has 
a direct impact on the output spectra, which significantly masks the input spectra, and accordingly, 
structural vibrations. Finally, using the transfer function procedure proposed previously, input 
spectra can be reconstructed from the output (pedestrian on the bridge) and the system (pedestrian 
on the street or rigid surface) spectra. Looking at the input spectra which is a representative of the 
structural vibrations, structural peaks can be observed much more clearly than the indirect 
pedestrian signals (output spectra). For example, in both attachment cases, the 2nd and the 3rd 
modal frequencies around 20 Hz and 30 Hz are the same as the ones obtained from output-only 
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cases studied in Case 5-6. The 1st mode peak, 8.5 Hz, is somewhat less significant since the 
biomechanical system frequencies are dominant between 5-10 Hz frequency bands. Such 
difference can be seen looking at the Case 5-6 examples showing the spectra obtained from phone 
directly attached to the bridge deck surface without any biomechanical intervention. Figure 4.40 
shows the Fourier spectra obtained from output-only cases, Case 5-6. 
 
 
Figure 4.38: Biomechanical effect isolation process for phone in pedestrian’s bag 
 
Figure 4.39: Biomechanical effect isolation process for phone in pedestrian’s pocket 
 
Figure 4.40: Fourier spectra for output-only cases (no pedestrian interference) 




In this study, focusing on smartphone sensors, mobile pedestrian data, and participatory 
sensing, an unconventional modal identification and accordingly SHM problem is discussed. 
Pedestrians as smartphone users provide the infrastructure monitoring systems with a 
crowdsourcing potential, on the other hand, the data acquired by them is subjected to extensive 
deterioration due to citizen-induced effects. In particular, this study aims at elimination of 
biomechanical effects from crowdsourced data and extract structural vibrations from smartphone 
sensors carried by pedestrians.  
This study explores the potential of using vibration data measured by mobile pedestrians’ 
smartphones for identifying the bridge structure’s modal parameters, which can be used for the 
bridge SHM. Pedestrians as smartphone users serve as mobile sensors with a crowdsourcing 
potential. However, the vibration data measured by the pedestrians’ smartphones are affected by 
their human body biomechanics. This study addresses the technical challenge by removing the 
biomechanical effects from crowdsourced smartphone data to extract the bridge structural 
vibrations and subsequently the structural parameters.  
Two major realistic pedestrian mobility scenarios are taken into consideration such as walking 
and standing. For the walking case, sensor carried by the pedestrian is used for rough estimation 
of walk-induced forces on the structure. After a thorough theoretical review, some of these models 
are taken as references and the smartphone-based force identification results are qualitatively 
compared to demonstrate the potential of crowdsourced pedestrian data. In contrast with the 
theoretical pedestrian force models, smartphone time histories are not perfectly sinusoidal but still 
periodical and is of similar peak-to-peak order in the time domain. In the frequency domain, it is 
seen that the smartphone measurements resembles a resultant force of lateral, longitudinal, and 
vertical pedestrian forces rather than vertical component alone. This is expected since smartphone 
axes are subject to change throughout pedestrian motion, although it is aimed to align smartphone 
y-axis towards gravitational direction. Nevertheless, the data acquired from walking pedestrians 
can be of great importance to identify dynamic loads due to pedestrians. 
For the latter scenario, i.e. standing pedestrians, first of all, pedestrian biomechanical features 
are determined in terms of Fourier spectra. This spectra is a measure of an intermediary mechanical 
system between the sensor and the structure, and is constructed from smartphone sensors carried 
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by a pedestrian while the pedestrian stands on a rigid surface. Observing two different 
configurations such as smartphone in a bag and smartphone in a pocket, it is illustrated that the 
system spectra can change depending on the smartphone’s attachment on pedestrian body.  
In order to cancel out biomechanical effects due to human body, following a transfer function 
development and conversion procedure, the system spectra can be used to eliminate citizen-
induced vibration content and produce pure structural vibration spectra from pedestrians standing 
on a bridge. On the other hand, it is seen that pedestrian biomechanical features extensively effect 
5-10 Hz frequency bands, and this reduces the identification quality of modes within this range. 
For higher modes, identification results are as accurate as output-only cases by direct sensor-
structure contact and no pedestrian influence.   
The test results presented in this study are collected from a single pedestrian subject under 
controlled conditions (pedestrian standing still, walking with the same pace), and in real life the 
pedestrian behavior can be more uncertain, complex, and time dependent. Besides, development 
of a pedestrian’s system transfer function autonomously can be very cumbersome, and requires 
deeper understanding of human motion as well as effects of accessories. Existing activity and 
fitness monitoring devices, their working principles and algorithms might be beneficial to solve 
some these problems, yet, accuracy of these motion and activity recognition technologies is not 
discussed from an SHM perspective. In this particular case, detecting whether a pedestrian is 
walking or standing may be a good start, but might need extensive improvements to understand 
further details about a particular pedestrian, posture, and activity. Gathering data from a large 
number of smartphone users systematically would help researchers to gain more insight regarding 
indirect structural vibration sensing and isolating nonstructural pedestrian effects. In addition, 
extension of this mobile sensing approach to other wearable sensors such as smart watches or 
activity wrists might possess similar and practical potential.  
Nevertheless, the two cases demonstrated throughout this study are keystones of a novel 
methodology shifting from conventional SHM systems to citizen-engaged, crowdsourced, and 
smartphone-based SHM systems. Pedestrians can operate smartphones as mobile SHM devices, 
and provide the monitoring system with valuable data. As shown in this study, estimated forces 
and modal identification results can help to experimentally assess the structural demand and the 
bridge system properties, respectively. Further advancements in this field is prospective in terms 
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of how they combine mobile and smart technologies with pedestrian contribution, and eventually 
help evaluating structural features in a sustainable and self-governing way.  





Chapter 5  
Integration with SHM and Reliability 
Using the crowdsourced modal identification results, this chapter presents a cyber-physical information processing 
scheme and demonstrates the integration of smartphone-based SHM with reliability estimation to assess infrastructure 
performance. This chapter is reproduced from the paper coauthored with Maria Q. Feng, under revision in the journal 
Structural Safety [185].  
5.1  Introduction 
Deriving economical, sustainable, and practical solutions without a compromise in 
infrastructure safety and integrity is a broad challenge in civil and structural engineering 
disciplines. Unpredictable nature of hazardous events combined with limited resources lead the 
current practice to inherit performance-based criteria in structural design and evaluation. Therefore, 
controlling the extent of structural damage rather than exclusively avoiding it, is the trending 
principle in up-to-date engineering codes and regulations [186, 187].  
Observing the changes in vibration characteristics of structures with the state-of-the-art 
sensing and processing tools, SHM technologies attract significant attention in research and 
industry in the last three decades [2, 3, 188, 189]. On the other hand; instrumentation, cabling, 
operation, and maintenance of SHM systems require labor work, knowhow, and financing; 
declining the growth rate of SHM use in practice. Especially in the past decade, these drawbacks 
lead researchers to focus on innovative methods such as noncontact vibration measurement 
techniques [190-192], WSN and distributed sensor network (DSN) systems [124-131], as well as 
smart [91-94], mobile [95-98], and multisensory [99-102] sensing platforms. Eventually, 
smartphones are adopted into SHM such that their built-in sensors, operating systems, computation, 
and wireless communication capabilities can perform as structural vibration measurement devices 
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[1, 36, 39, 85, 86, 103, 107].  
The authors’ previous works present the first vibration-based SHM system (CS4SHM) using 
crowdsourcing power [36], and offer multisensory solutions to citizen-induced errors by 
considering spatiotemporal [86] and directional [85] uncertainties. Without any prior engineering 
education and background, citizens as uncontrolled SHM device operators can provide a central 
server system with ubiquitous vibration data. The acquired data is autonomously processed for 
modal identification which is an important indicator of structural vibration characteristics. Unlike 
conventional SHM systems, CS4SHM points out unorthodox monitoring issues which are 
concurrently discussed in the upcoming technological boom “Industry 4.0”, the latter phase of 
digital revolution [193, 194]. Collecting the distributed crowdsensed information through a central 
server and conducting modal identification autonomously, civil infrastructures as physical objects 
are connected with server-side computing in a massive scale forming a CPS [195-199], or in some 
cases, an Internet of Things system [200-203]. This is highlights a significant potential to evolve 
from pure theoretical structural response simulation (FEM) to experiment-aided and calibrated 
models (model updating) in massive scales. In other words, with the help of autonomous, 
connected, scalable cyber networks; citizen-engaged sensing; digital (FEM predictions) and 
physical (field measurements) civil infrastructure representations; monitoring systems can be 
adopted to the upcoming technological innovations. These hybrid models can be used for large-
volume analysis to retrieve quick evaluation of structural status. This can be performed by utilizing 
the modal identification results, calibrating mathematical models, and obtaining the probabilistic 
failure distribution under a wide range of strong ground motions. Eventually, using identification 
results as model calibration tools, civil infrastructures’ seismic response and structural reliability 
can be estimated [28, 29] to provide the decision makers with the necessary information.  
This study extends the outcomes of a crowdsourcing-based modal identification platform by 
modifying FEMs constructed with limited information. FEMs as cyber representatives of building 
behavior are updated to minimize the error between the simulated models and the identification 
results obtained from the “physical objects”. Then, the updated models, which represent the actual 
vibration characteristics to a better extent, are used to simulate structural response under different 
earthquake motion scenarios. Finally, collecting the simulation results obtained from numerous 
time history analyses, the demand distribution is evaluated according to the exemplary code and 
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regulation criteria. To summarize, the developed platform presents an innovative mobile CPS by 
converting the very initial physical vibrations into highly abstracted decision making information 
(i.e. service close, retrofitting, and reconstruction) through a digital and multiphase mathematical 
information processing framework. 
Chapter 5.2 discusses the experimental and theoretical phases of the methodology followed 
throughout the study. These phases include information about the testbed bridge structure, the CPS 
adaptation, model updating, and reliability estimation methodologies. Chapter 5.3 presents the 
application to the testbed and presents the monitoring results including objective function 
minimization and determination of structural reliability. Finally, Chapter 5.4 reviews the overall 
work, introduces the future goals, and highlights the concluding remarks. 
5.2  Materials and methods 
The methodology presented in this study connects the experimental data obtained from civil 
infrastructures with the advanced mathematical modeling and analysis procedures. The following 
subchapters introduce the testbed structure, modal identification, FEM updating, and reliability 
estimation processes as a CPS framework. From sensing to decision making, Figure 5.1 represents 
an idealized cyber-physical information processing scheme, with a comparison of the current 
CS4SHM system. The up-to-date platform is capable of receiving vibration measurements from 
citizens and conduct modal identification on the server-side. Then, the identification results are 
collected to set the reference modal analysis values for FEM updating and reliability estimation 
procedures. These phases are currently conducted through a scripted Matlab and OpenSees [204] 
loop, and the ultimate goal is to handle these cyber procedures through cloud computing. 
Nevertheless, in both cases, the decision makers can be provided with the quantitative information 
regarding structural status. Depending on the changes made to the structural system, the effects 
will be reflected on the future vibration characteristics which completes the cyclic information 
processing scheme. 




Figure 5.1: Cyber-physical processes of CS4SHM system 
5.2.1 Testbed structure 
In order to select a testbed structure with crowdsourcing potential, a link bridge with 
pedestrian access is implemented. The bridge is a steel frame structure connecting two adjacent 
buildings in Columbia University Morningside Campus, namely, Mudd and Schapiro Buildings. 
Mudd-Schapiro Link Bridge, shown in Figure 5.2, is an arch structure with rigid connections 
spanning approximately 10.5 meters. Using the known dimensions of a window and a vision-based 
scaling procedure, the structural dimensions are approximated without any supplementary 
documents and design drawings. These dimensions constitute the baseline for the mathematical 
model, which later on, will be updated with the information from crowdsourced vibration data. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Mudd-Shapiro Link Bridge 
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5.2.2 Cyber-physical systems 
As a new emerging technology, CPSs attract significant attention from numerous research and 
industry field in the last decade. Link and coordination between physical objects and 
computational resources set the fundamental system goal, which in return, brings different 
disciplines such as computer, control, electronic, and mechanical systems together [205].  
Combining multilayered computer architectures [206] with embedded systems, sensors and 
control [207], or expanding WSNs to take action in the physical world [208], CPSs present a 
diverse interpretation of the up-to-date existing technologies. 
The overall motivation of the CPS platform presented in this study is to connect the physical, 
cyber, and sensor system objects through a multilayered information processing SHM framework. 
The physical object formulated in this scheme is the bridge structure which represents the outer 
layer of the developed CPS system, as shown in Figure 5.3. The physical parameter of interest is 
the bridge vibrations, which can be gathered by smartphone accelerometers with the help of 
pedestrian volunteers. Moreover, sensing process is enhanced by the hybrid foundation of 
pedestrians and sensors, composing the citizen sensor layer. Eventually, the bridge vibrations 
sensed by smartphone accelerometers are submitted to the server where the signal processing and 
data analytics take place. With the help of the cloud-based acceleration record manager system, 
which is the innermost layer, the vibration data can be stored, viewed, reprocessed, and their results 
can directly be extracted by the system administrators. Interconnecting these components 
successively form the two core elements (sensor networks and application platforms) with 
transactions (sensing and knowledge) of a typical CPS and produce the actuation information with 
intelligent decision systems to complete the cyber-physical loop [197]. To summarize, citizen 
sensors provide the binding components of the smartphone-based SHM network by integrating the 
civil infrastructure with the cloud services, and the numerical representations of the bridge (FEMs) 









Figure 5.3: Conceptual CPS scheme for smartphone-based SHM 
Formerly, the bridge is registered to the CS4SHM online server system and database to store, 
process, and monitor its structural vibrations [78]. An iOS application is developed as a data 
acquisition interface to enable smartphone users gather vibration data from the bridge and submit 
it to the server [75]. Pedestrians with bridge access are assigned as the test group, and submitted 
135 vibration measurements in total. The data is processed through the online server system, and 
modal identification results are recorded. These identification results can be used to calibrate the 
mathematical model of the bridge by following the FEM updating procedure. Figure 5.4 shows an 
exemplary citizen sample in the time and the frequency domains. Based on the whole set of 




Figure 5.4: Exemplary crowdsourced time histories and Fourier spectra 
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5.2.3 Finite element model updating 
In order to predict the structural response accurately, the available information should be 
effectively used such that FEM parameters can be determined to the best extent. In this modeling 
example, the design drawings and material properties are unavailable, therefore, the initial FEM is 
based on site observations and estimations. The observations include the length and the outer 
diameter of structural members by scaling the pixel values with respect to the known dimensions 
(i.e. window size). Although the outer diameter can be determined using bridge photographs, the 
cross-sectional thickness or the inner diameter is unknown. Likewise, support restraints are set as 
uncertain parameters with possible realizations such as fixed, pinned, or roller. Other than these, 
contribution of the nonstructural components is difficult to estimate, therefore, mass sources are 
assigned based on crude assumptions. Figure 5.5 shows the modeling uncertainties taking place 
without the necessary documentation. To summarize, tubular structural member sectional 
dimensions, distributed mass due to non-structural components, and support restraints all 




Figure 5.5: Finite element modeling uncertainties 
The proposed FEM updating method consists of generating a large number of models 
changing in uncertain parameters, comparing the modal analysis results of each FEM with the 
experimental data, and selecting the model which minimizes the error between the simulation 
(model) and the reality (identification). In order to establish an autonomous parameter study and 
FEM updating procedure, an OpenSees-Matlab integration loop is performed. Specifically, 
OpenSees scripts are simultaneously generated, run, and evaluated by a controller Matlab code. 
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As mentioned previously, three different parameters are selected to create different FEM batches. 
These are the boundary conditions, element stiffness values, and nodal masses, respectively. For 
each boundary condition combination changing in fixity definitions, a set of models with varying 
stiffness and mass values are generated. Each of the model batches are evaluated according to the 
difference between the 1st, 2nd, and the 3rd FEM and identification results. This is conducted by 
developing an objective function quantifying the error between a model and the reference modal 
parameter values. In the past studies, the authors adopted Least Square Method (LSM) to formulate 
the objective function [28, 29]. Considering the accuracy comparisons between LSM and 
Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) presented in [209, 210], in this study, the objective function 
is structured in terms of maximum likelihood error between the simulation and the experimental 
results. To specify, the objective function, which is a function of the support restraints, stiffness 
and mass distributions, is formulated as 
 
𝑂𝑏𝑗(𝐵𝐶, 𝐾, 𝑀) = ∏ (𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡((𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐹𝐸𝑀 − 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐸𝑋𝑃)
2)/𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐸𝑋𝑃)
3
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒=1  (5.1)  
where BC, K, M represent changing FEM parameters such as boundary condition (BC), 
member stiffness, and mass values, respectively. Each combination corresponds to a different set 
of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modal frequencies represented with 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐹𝐸𝑀 term, and the model accuracy 
is determined based on the deviation from experimental values represented with 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐸𝑋𝑃.At the 
end of the loop analyses, the optimal model which minimizes the error between the simulated and 
identified values becomes the updated model. Afterwards, this model can be used as a baseline for 
seismic response simulations and reliability estimation. 
5.2.4 Structural reliability estimation 
In the authors’ previous studies, SHM-integrated reliability estimation is performed by 
generating fragility curves of different performance levels taking peak ground acceleration (PGA) 
as the random variable [28, 29]. This method can result in high computational cost as the number 
of available seismic ground motions increases. Compatible with the smartphone-based 
identification procedure presented in this study, it is expected that ground motion demands under 
a seismic event can be determined by a dense seismic network composed of smartphone 
seismometers [18]. Besides, as the number of input ground motions increases like in a mobile CPS 
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scenario, accuracy of the fragility curve parameters may be affected due to truncation and round-
off errors. In this study, the probabilistic structural response is directly obtained from log-normal 
distribution of the time history analysis results. For each ground motion taken from 1994 
Northridge Earthquake, a time history analysis is conducted and the simulated response is obtained. 
Because that the bridge considered in this study is a high frequency structure compared to the low 
frequency character of Northridge Earthquake records, it is assumed that the structure undergoes 
linear behavior and its response can be simulated with linear time history analysis. In this case, 
secondary performance indicators such as maximum drift or displacement become important as 
they are decisive in the linearity assumption. Therefore, the response from each seismic event is 
collected in terms of maximum deflection and finally, the distribution demand under the given set 
of earthquakes is obtained. Looking at the distribution demand as well as the reference code and 
regulation criteria, it can be predicted whether the structural response will exceed the performance 
thresholds. In conclusion, with the proposed reliability estimation framework, the high 
computational cost of fragility curve development can be replaced with a simpler approximation, 
provided that the ground motion response distribution matches well with log-normal type 
distribution features. 
5.3  Results and discussion 
Following the outline presented in the methodology, the testbed bridge data is used for modal 
identification, FEM updating, and reliability estimation with the updated model. The results 
obtained throughout the analysis are presented with two subchapters discussing objective function 
minimization (FEM Updating) and simulation of seismic response (Reliability Estimation), 
respectively. 
5.3.1 Objective function minimization 
In order to predict the structural performance under hazardous events accurately, a well-tuned 
baseline model is essential. With limited modeling information due to lack of design drawings and 
reports, an approximate model may deviate from the actual behavior of the structure. Based on the 
field observations, mass estimations, and fixed BCs, modal analysis results of the initial non-
updated model are 8.98, 14.41, and 22.05 Hz for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes, respectively. Comparing 
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these results with the actual dynamic response obtained from the identification results, one can see 
there is a significant mismatch in 2nd and 3rd modes. Therefore, such modeling discrepancy 
should be diminished to improve the accuracy of the baseline model.  
For this purpose, the FEM updating procedure explained in the previous subchapter is adopted. 
The updating procedure is composed of three loops each manipulating one modeling variable to 
generate multiple FEM instances. These three parameters are related to the support restraints, 
member thicknesses, and distributed mass over the entire span. Looking at the support restraints 
of the bridge, there are two different types of BCs. The first type is anchored to the adjacent 
buildings, and the second type is bolted connections. The support details observed through visual 
inspection show that the bolted connections are only used for the arch restraints, and the rest of the 
connections are anchored to the structure. To decrease the number of parameter updates, 
considering that anchored connections form rigid supports, the bolted connection type is 
considered as an updating parameter which leads to 3 different combinations such as fixed-fixed, 
fixed-pinned, and fixed-roller. For each BC case, 900 FEM instances are created ranging in 
stiffness (K), and mass (M) parameters. The objective function error between the FEMs and the 
modal identification results are computed to find the optimal parameter combination. Figure 5.6 
shows the error surfaces of the fixed-fixed, fixed-pinned, and fixed-roller cases.  
According to Figure 5.6, the uppermost three figures of each BC case shows the error due to 
each individual modal frequency, whereas the 3-dimensional figures show the combination of 
these individual components as the objective function product. The magenta spots on each 
subfigure points out the optimal combination of updating parameters. The overall behavior shows 
that the model accuracy is very sensitive to the BCs. In other words, combinatory results as well 
as individual modal frequency errors heavily rely on the modeling of the support restraints.  
Table 5.1 presents the modal frequency errors obtained from different BC cases and Figure 5.7 
presents the modal parameters of optimal combination cases for each BC case. 
Table 5.1 implies that for fixed-fixed and fixed-pinned cases, the optimal solutions from each 
mode varies significantly, and the objective function is either dominated by one of the modes or 
an irregular combination of them. Fixed-roller case, on the other hand, is contradictory with the 
first two BC cases. Optimal combinations obtained from 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes are very similar 
with each other (ranging around 21th model number), as well as the optimal objective function 






Figure 5.6: Frequency error surfaces for fixed-fixed, fixed-pinned, fixed-roller BCs 
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Table 5.1: Optimal models for different BCs 
Boundary Conditions Optimal  Parameter  Combinations <K, M > 
 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Objective 
Fixed-Fixed <3, 15> <10, 19> <5, 11> <10, 19> 
Fixed-Pinned <3, 15> <22, 25> <29, 24> <11, 18> 
Fixed-Roller <22, 19> <21, 21> <19, 22> <21, 21> 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Updated modal parameters for fixed-fixed, fixed-pinned, fixed-roller BCs 
To understand the difference between the fixed-roller case and the other cases, the modal 
frequencies obtained from each case are investigated. Looking at the 1st modal frequency of the 
updated models, it can be observed that the fixed-fixed and fixed-pinned cases have very high 
errors (47%, 55%), although the 2nd (0.3%, 2.8%) and the 3rd (0.5%, 1.1%) modal frequencies 
are represented well. In contrast, fixed-roller case represents all three modes with a good and even 
accuracy such as 5.8%, 0.2%, and 2.5%. These results show that the arch support fixities are 
decisive to set the proportion between the 1st modal frequency and the others, and the fixed-roller 
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case performs significantly better than the other BC cases.  
According to Figure 5.7, compared with the ratio between the modal frequencies, it is seen that 
the BCs do not have a significant effect on the updated mode shapes. On the other hand, without 
the correct proportion between modal frequencies, even if one or two mode is accurately identified, 
the remaining mode will have a very high error value. This phenomena can be proven with a 
sensitivity study, yet it is the beyond of the scope, and therefore is not addressed further in this 
chapter. Specifically, releasing the arch support fixities in the longitudinal direction can 
tremendously increase the accuracy of the FEM modal frequencies. Conclusively, an accurate 
FEM is developed with the presented model updating procedure, and such model can be used to 
simulate the seismic performance of the structure. 
5.3.2 Simulating probabilistic seismic response 
After the optimal modeling parameters are determined and the FEM with limited information 
is updated, the resultant model can be used as a baseline to predict structural performance under 
hazardous events. Specifically, in this study, seismic response is scoped, yet similar analysis 
procedure can be extended to other damaging events. The PEER Strong Motion Database have an 
extensive set of real earthquake records, therefore, one of these largest sets, 1994 Northridge 
Earthquake is taken as an exemplary structural demand due to a seismic event [211].  
151 earthquake ground motion records are taken from the Northridge Earthquake dataset and 
used as structural input for time history analyses. With the time history analysis of the baseline 
model under different earthquake ground motions, the structural response is simulated. Figure 5.8 
shows an example of these analyses illustrating the time and the frequency content of the structural 
input and outputs.  
According to Figure 5.8, it can be observed that the frequency content of the input ground 
motion is dominated in low frequencies (below 5 Hz), whereas the structural response peaks 
around 8-9 Hz. The mode with the lowest frequency, the 1st mode, is excited more than the 2nd 
and 3rd modes, and therefore, the response peaks are observed around the 1st frequency range (8.5 
Hz). This is due to the fact that the higher structural frequencies (e.g. 19, 29 Hz) are very far away 
from relatively low frequency seismic activity. 




Figure 5.8: Exemplary input ground motion and simulated structural response 
For these reasons, the seismic response is expected to have less structural damage compared 
with the low frequency civil infrastructure. As a result, the structure behaves in the linear range, 
yet, it should still be checked whether the bridge maximum deformations exceed certain 
regulations. One reason is, the nonstructural earthquake damage losses still compose a significant 
percentage of overall losses [212]. Likewise, even slight damages following a seismic event might 
result in functionality losses [213]. Besides, it is seen that the low-frequency sensitive 
displacement response still includes the effects of seismic input, whereas these effects vanish in 
case of the acceleration response. To summarize the overall dataset results, Figure 5.9 shows the 
maximum acceleration and displacement response values indexed according to the strong motion 
parameters amplitude, frequency, and duration [214], respectively.  
 
 
Figure 5.9: Peak responses indexed according to the strong motion parameters 
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Time history analysis results are recorded and the maximum response values from each 
analysis are collected to form a distribution demand. Figure 5.10 shows the individual and the 
cumulative maximum displacement distributions obtained from 151 analysis results. Assuming 
that the distribution type is log-normal, if the probability density function (PDF) and cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) are plotted, one can see that the current dataset is a good representative 
of such type. Log-normal distribution assumption is widely used to develop seismic fragility 
curves and formulate failure probability in terms of PGA, yet these methods involve a 
computationally expensive curve fitting procedure which can be problematic for CPS systems as 
the dataset volume increases. Therefore, the distribution obtained from the 151 analysis results is 
directly used as log-normal distribution with the specified mean and standard deviation values, 
rather than following a fragility curve fitting procedure described in [28, 29]. Nevertheless, the red 
plots show that the log-normal distribution assumption is a good representative of the data 
distribution. Looking at these CDF values of a particular displacement demand, one can determine 
the structural reliability under that particular threshold. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Maximum displacement demands based on Northridge Earthquake records 
After the CDF is determined, the bridge performance can be evaluated according to the 
reference criteria. For example, the US pedestrian steel bridges under live loads are limited by a 
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maximum deflection value of L/1000 [215]. Allowable live load deflection limit for the bridges in 
Japan ranges between L/2000 (L shorter than 10 meters) and L/500 (L longer than 40 meters) 
depending on the main span length [216]. Considering Mudd-Schapiro Bridge dimensions, L/1000 
and L/2000 values correspond to approximately 0.01 and 0.005 meters. Static deflection limits for 
the Ontario highway bridges with pedestrian sidewalks are formulated as a function of the first 
flexural frequency, and the allowable threshold for 10 Hz is equal to 0.002 meters [217].  
Finally, the exceedance probabilities of these reference criteria are investigated according to 
the CDF values. Considering 0.01, 0.005, and 0.002 meters as the performance thresholds, 
structural reliability values of the data distribution are 0.987, 0.868, and 0.576, respectively. 
Likewise, log-normal distribution reliability values of the same performance thresholds are more 
conservative such as 0.951, 0.790, and 0.373, respectively. Based on these reliability values under 
Northridge Earthquake example, the authorities can take action for pre-event preparation. These 
can include claiming the structure’s safety, service shutdown, initiating a retrofitting process, or 
destruction if the performance thresholds are unachievable. Yet, it should be noted that for a 
different set of earthquake records with different frequency character, the structural performance 
is likely to be different. In the future, this issue can be further investigated with ground motion 
simulation using site-specific spectra. Nevertheless, in summary, with the multilayered and 
detailed analysis procedure presented in this chapter, response distributions to different datasets 
can autonomously be performed by a well-structured cyber-physical SHM system. 
5.4  Conclusions 
In this study, present and possible future implementations of a crowdsourcing-based mobile 
cyber-physical SHM system are presented. Civil infrastructure as physical objects are connected 
to a cyber structural model and response simulation scheme, and the real vibration data obtained 
from smartphone users are used to calibrate these model parameters. This procedure includes a 
number of information processing phases such as mobile, server, and administrative components. 
Mobile platform digitizes structural vibrations via accelerometers, and submits it to the server. The 
server conducts modal identification, returns, and stores the analysis results. The identification 
results obtained from smartphone sensors are used to update the FEM and increase its accuracy, 
which is formerly created with limited information and modeling uncertainties.  
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Using the updated model as a baseline, structural responses subjected to 151 Northridge 
Earthquake records are simulated by time history analyses. The displacement demand distribution 
obtained from the time history analysis results is evaluated according to the exemplary maximum 
allowed deflection criteria. Finally, for an earthquake scenario with a wide set of records, one can 
determine the structural reliability according to the desired seismic performance levels. This 
information can provide the decision makers with a good foundation for seismic risk assessment, 
preparedness, and mitigation. Based on the evaluation results of this cyber-physical information 
flow, the bridge service can be interrupted, structural members can be retrofitted, or the existing 
structure can be demolished if there is no feasible maintenance scenario. As the volume of invisible 
operations in computational zone increases, the cyber loops will become more remote and 
automated. 
The framework is tested on an actual pedestrian bridge structure, and the results are presented. 
The results show that even with limited information, accurate FEMs can be developed with the 
help of a model updating procedure. Besides, the necessary information is provided by smartphone 
sensor data and crowdsourcing which solely relies on participatory sensing and pure citizen 
contribution. Once the physical information is extracted from the sensors, the corresponding data 
can be combined with a deep mathematical process without any human intervention. Automation, 
connectivity, scalability, and mobility of the presented platform has a great potential for future 
mobile cyber-physical SHM systems. Especially, as the seismic monitoring arrays become dense 
and abundant (e.g. smartphone seismometers), seismic performance of a structure can be 
probabilistically evaluated with ubiquitous data according to the code regulations and standards. 
 





Chapter 6  
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, the overall work is summarized, the conclusions drawn from this study are presented, and the future 
research directions are discussed. 
 
Thanks to the multisensory features combined with built-in computational and 
communicational capabilities, in this dissertation, it is shown that smartphones propose a great 
potential for civil infrastructure monitoring and health assessment in a rapid, remote, automated, 
and quantified framework. Besides, it is explored that engaging citizens for participatory sensing 
brings a new and vital source to the vibration-based SHM which relies on a 21th century problem 
solution technique, crowdsourcing. The studies presented here basically imply that smartphones 
can serve as sensor nodes of a ubiquitous wireless network, they can get connected to a central 
server collecting the entire SHM information on a single and unified database, and be the core 
component of mobile cyber-physical SHM systems in the long run. Yet, in order to activate an 
SHM system operated by smartphone users, where there is no control over the instrumentation, a 
citizen-centric perspective should be followed and citizen-induced errors should be resolved. 
Retrieving all these challenges and opportunities, this dissertation presents novel vibration-based 
SHM solutions which utilize smartphone sensors, hardware, and community power for the first 
time in the literature. The following subchapters are provided to summarize the overall work, draw 
conclusions with an emphasis on main contributions, and suggest future research directions. 
6.1 Summary 
In this dissertation, an innovative and unique vibration-based SHM approach is introduced and 
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novel software tools are developed to utilize smartphone sensors as structural vibration 
measurement instruments. Throughout numerous laboratory and field examples are presented to 
show the feasibility of smartphone-based SHM. These applications are explained as follows. 
First of all, in Chapter 2, accelerometer performance of various smartphone generations, the 
most important criteria in the proposed framework, is investigated to see if they are capable of 
capturing structural vibration characteristics. Different loading conditions are applied to observe 
how the identification results are sensitive to the signal parameters in the time and in the frequency 
domains. 
In Chapter 3, a multilayered software platform, basically consisting of user and server sides, is 
developed to incentivize citizens for smartphone-based SHM. The user-side is an iOS mobile 
application software which enables citizens to gather vibration data from their smartphones and 
send it to the server. The server-side, or alternatively the cloud layer, receives, processes, displays, 
and stores the vibration data as well as modal identification results. Finally, analysis results from 
the initial crowdsourcing measurements of a pedestrian bridge are presented.  
In Chapter 4, three major citizen-induced uncertainties are taken into consideration, while 
multisensory, mobile, and smart solutions are proposed to mitigate these uncertainties. The first 
subchapter proposes a smart monitoring framework which can correct citizen-induced errors due 
to changes in sensor orientation. The second subchapter reconstructs smartphone sensor data 
obtained on a spatiotemporally sparse domain, and conducts modal identification without any need 
for a synchronous and multi-output sensing system. The third subchapter encapsulates different 
pedestrian mobility scenarios and produces valuable SHM information, even though the 
smartphone is carried by the citizen during the sensing process. 
 Finally, Chapter 5 takes advantage of the web connectivity, and extracts the crowdsourcing-
based modal identification results from the server to update the mathematical model of a structure. 
Furthermore, the updated model is used to evaluate the performance of the structure under a 
seismic event which is based on a complex numerical analysis procedure. In other words, the 
physical response of the structure obtained at the very beginning is fused with progressive 
analytical and computational procedures to compose an exemplary mobile cyber-physical SHM 
system. 
 




6.2  Main contributions and concluding remarks 
Naturally, the instrumentation, operation, and maintenance of a smartphone-based SHM 
system is radically different from the conventional systems. Citizen participation in these 
procedures constitute the core of a sustainable, cost-free, and ubiquitous data environment unlike 
the monitoring systems particularly tailored for a single structure. Conventionally, instrumentation 
of a structure with high fidelity sensing and acquisition equipment is a careful and long process, 
requiring tremendous efforts and costs to get identification results in an optimal fashion. Because 
of that, field implementations of SHM in real structures are very limited. In contrast, with 
crowdsourcing power and smartphones, the instrumentation and labor force is unlimited, and the 
self-governing SHM system can automatically work as an organism without any intervention from 
the authorities. On the other hand, citizen engagement brings numerous errors and uncertainties 
since there is no spatiotemporal control over the sensing platform. In addition to the low sensor 
quality, these factors crucially affect a crowdsourcing-induced smartphone-based SHM system. In 
this dissertation, these issues are progressively discussed and the results are presented within each 
chapter. The most important findings and remarks can be rearranged as follows.  
The initial question in smartphone-based SHM is whether the sensors are of adequate quality 
to sense the structural vibrations. Chapter 2 takes a glance at the smartphone accelerometer 
performance through numerous laboratory and field tests. Besides, the variation of amplitude and 
frequency effects are investigated by changing the vibration source features. The results show that, 
in general, the smartphones are capable of measuring vibrations up to 50 Hz frequency which is a 
sufficient upper threshold for civil infrastructure systems. The lower limit may be bounded by 
embedded high-pass filters, yet, successful identification of very long span bridges indicate that 
even very low frequencies close to 0.1 Hz can be captured if the measurement duration is long 
enough. Amplitude performance is a lot more subjected to variation especially as the vibration 
level gets lower. As the structural vibrations get smaller and smaller, the signal to noise ratio 
decreases, therefore at some point, the structural properties are masked due to extensive noise level. 
The observations made throughout the accelerometer tests show that the bridge vibrations, even 
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when ambient, can be used to identify the modal characteristics of a structure. In contrast, for 
buildings, smartphone accelerometers are likely to be insensitive to ambient structural vibrations. 
Still, as the smartphone generations get younger, the signal to noise ratio increases more and more, 
and accordingly, the structural features become more prominent. And maybe in the future, similar 
identification procedures presented in this dissertation can be adopted for high-rise buildings, 
especially for the ones with extreme vibration problems due to wind, earthquake, subway, 
construction zone, etc. Nevertheless, the examples with relatively high vibration amplitudes 
presented in this dissertation show that the current smartphone technology is capable of SHM in a 
wide range. 
Chapter 3 presents the technical details of the mobile and the web-based software development 
phases. Firstly, the smartphones provide the developers with an advantageous environment since 
they have advanced programmable interfaces. On account of this, the citizens have no need to 
understand the details of a vibration measurement and system identification procedure, instead 
they can easily operate their smartphone sensors through simplified and highly abstract tasks. 
Secondly, the web connection enables them to directly connect to the central server and easily 
submit data, and the entire signal processing procedure takes place in a remote and automated 
fashion. Yet, citizen initiatives as well as device properties have a strong impact on identification 
accuracy and should be properly taken into consideration. These initiatives are related to the sensor 
positioning, mobility, coupling conditions, and measurement duration which are then addressed in 
Chapter 4. 
Chapter 4 discusses citizen-induced uncertainties under three main subjects providing smart 
and multisensory solutions to orientation, spatiotemporal, and biomechanical effects, respectively. 
First of all, smartphone deviating from the desired orientation can yield misleading results, yet, 
such deviation can be tracked and corrected through a coordinate system transformation process 
with the help of accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data. Moreover, knowing the 
structure of interest’s alignment with respect to the global coordinate axes, vibrations measured 
under any random sensor orientation can be converted to the structural coordinates automatically.  
Secondly, according to Chapter 4, the measured response characteristics is dependent on sensor 
position with respect to the structure, for example, a particular measurement location might have 
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different sensitivities to different modes of vibration. Besides, such response in the frequency 
domain is a function of the measurement duration. Location information can be gathered via 
smartphone geolocation services or predefined identities compressed into QR code images. The 
duration effects can be normalized through an energy to power conversion process. Synthesizing 
the location information with normalized energy can set the relationship among structural nodes, 
and convert spatiotemporally sparse single-outputs into a unified multi-output modal identification 
framework. 
Third, and finally, by filtering out biomechanical effects from pedestrian data through a 
transfer function procedure, Chapter 4 proposes a modal identification method capable of 
extracting structural vibrations from smartphone sensors carried by standing pedestrians. However, 
biomechanical features of a pedestrian have dominant frequencies within 5 to 10 Hz range, and 
identification results between these values are subjected to distortion. Besides, different 
engagement cases, e.g. phone carried in a pocket or bag, might have different frequency 
characteristics, and therefore, it is beneficial to represent each case with an individual transfer 
function. In addition to these, moving pedestrian data can also be utilized for monitoring purposes. 
More specifically, smartphone accelerometer on a pedestrian body can reasonably estimate walk-
induced forces on a structure. 
Eventually, making use of the crowdsourced modal identification results, Chapter 5 conducts 
finite element model updating and probabilistic response assessment of a bridge structure under 
various seismic events to demonstrate an application of smartphone-based SHM method developed 
in this research. Connecting sensors through web and cloud computing services poses a great 
opportunity to construct mobile cyber-physical systems for SHM practice. As the system gets more 
integrated and post-processing phases are minimized or at least automated, the proposed platform 
will approach to an ideal state in terms of its cyber-physicality. Hereafter, the utmost integration 
of the physical and digital representations of the bridge through crowdsourcing is a novel and 
aspiring technology for smart, sustainable, and resilient cities and infrastructures. 
6.3  Future research directions 
Using smartphones for structural vibration measurements and health monitoring is a relatively 
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new idea, needs exploration of numerous different advancements in sensor technologies, and 
requires an integrative approach that can handle multidisciplinary perspectives as proposed in this 
dissertation. As expected, such an innovative and combinatory framework necessitates close 
contact with the advances in computer science, electrical engineering, communications, and 
information technology as well as their echoes in social and educational aspects due to citizens’ 
role. Although this dissertation addresses most of the fundamental issues in smartphone-based 
SHM and provides straight to the point solutions to the most of the problems, possible extension 
ranges are unlimited. From the technical details of software development process to the front-end 
usage, so many improvements can be made to improve the quality of a citizen-engaged SHM 
platform. Besides, enhancing diversity in smartphone-based SHM research and strong connection 
with other fields would lead to numerous broader impacts. With an emphasis on the topics which 
are not explicitly covered in this dissertation, some of the further research directions may be listed 
within the subcategories such as computer vision, synchronization, data analytics, human-
computer interaction, and educational impacts.  
In this dissertation, computer vision techniques are not fully benefited, thus, adaptation of 
vision-based sensing techniques for smartphone camera can be a useful displacement monitoring 
methodology. Considering laboratory scale structures, the embedded camera and lens may be 
sufficiently accurate for this purpose, but implementation for field studies may require external 
lens usage to make low amplitude structural vibrations visible.  
Another important aspect that requires further exploration is synchronous use of multiple 
devices during monitoring process. This dissertation uses the web connection as a gateway 
between the central system and a single device, but excludes different sensor network models that 
rely on alternative communication technologies such as Bluetooth. Besides, for cases where 
multiple devices are available for measurement at the same time, multi-output sampling with clock 
synchronization may reveal more information regarding dynamic characteristics such as mode 
shapes. On the other hand, for the time being, the imperfect sampling phenomenon stands as the 
fundamental challenge, which means, even though the machine to machine synchronization is 
somehow enabled, the data samples in the long run will deviate from the targeted timestamps. 
These effects might be artificially minimized by interpolating the missing samples, yet the effects 
of the remaining time error on the identification results is still of question.  
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One more important aspect that needs to be addressed in the future is how ubiquity of 
smartphone sensor data becomes more beneficial when it is collected at a unified data center. 
Monitoring case studies existing in the literature usually focus on a particular structure, and attempt 
to investigate their relationship with certain parameters of interest. Alternatively, environmental 
effects on dynamic characteristics can be observed through long-term monitoring of civil 
infrastructure. For example, modal frequencies can have cyclic changes in the day and the season 
scales as a result of temperature change or operational condition changes with respect to the daily 
or seasonal traffic routine. The most important point is that, there would be a significant difference 
between observing the time dependent changes of a single structure vs structures in a city-scale. 
Using information from external resources such as application programming interfaces of weather 
forecasting sites etc., and fusing heterogeneous data including time, geographical position, 
temperature, and more; correlations among different structures’ identification results can explain 
further relationships between the environmental effects and individual dynamic characteristics. 
This might require a new approach to the data management procedure, where relational databases 
may be insufficient and big data analytics may be essential.  
As a new concept introduced into the SHM process, crowdsourcing brings numerous new 
challenges for the sake of vibration response measurement and accordingly identification accuracy. 
A well-structured but vaguely presented SHM system can be barely understood by the citizens, 
and thus, the accuracy of the results might extensively reduce because of malfunctioning during 
the instrumentation and operation procedures. Inheriting advances in human-computer interaction 
research might be crucial to optimize citizens’ role and responsibility in sensing process. 
The fundamental difference between the conventional and the smartphone-based SHM systems 
is that millions of smartphones are already available for use without any additional investment. 
Moreover, these sensors are accessible by any individual as long as the proper application software 
is provided. Not only researchers, but also students and instructors can reach out to these SHM 
platforms. That is to say, promoting smartphone technology use in science and engineering 
education could bring new frontiers to existing curricula and learning practice. 
To conclude, use of smartphone technologies for SHM applications is a promising but 
demanding goal and it requires contribution from different research fields as well as communities. 
Bringing crowdsourcing into the equation adds one more dimension to the data discrepancy which 
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needs to be resolved before, during, and/or after the measurement process. Finally, it is 
indispensable to keep track of the latest technological advancements in smartphone industry, which 
are comparatively much faster than the developments in conventional SHM practice. Robust 
implementations in smartphone-based SHM can radically influence the future advancements in 
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